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ABSTRACT 

Efficiency of applied phosphatic fertilizers on calcareous soil is very low,       

10–25%. This is due to high calcium activity that substantially retards P availability to 

plants. Saving of phosphate fertilizer from calcium or solubilizing the fixed P is in fact 

improving its availability to plant. Coating granules of diammonium phosphate (DAP) 

fertilizer with polymer-entrapped bacteria can improve availability of P and deliver 

microbe in rhizosphere for improving P use efficiency and crop production. A series of 

experiments including laboratory, wire house and field were conducted to investigate the 

efficacy of polymer coated DAP bioaugmented with endophytic bacteria on growth, 

yield and P use efficiency of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Polymer including 

carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), polyacrylamide (PAM) and alginate and pre-isolated 

wild type and their derivatives endophytic bacteria strains Enterobacter sp. MN17 and 

Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN were taken for experiments. Polymer solutions and 

endophytes inocula were mixed by unit ratio. In laboratory experiments, different 

concentrations (0.5, 1 and 1.5%) of three polymers CMC, PAM and alginate were taken 

to check the microbial survival over different time intervals. Selected concentrations of 

alginate (1.5%), CMC (1%) and PAM (0.50%) and carbon sources [(G) 1%, glycerol 

(Gly) 1% in separate and then combination (G 1% + Gly 1%)] prototype solution was 

prepared to determine microbial survival at different time intervals. The best selected 

polymers concentration and carbon source (polymer + (1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or 

PsJN) prototype solution was coated on DAP granules and recovery of microbes from 

coated DAP surface was counted at different storage temperatures i.e.10, 25 and 40°C 

up to three months. Maximum microbes survive rate was recorded on DAP granules 

surface stored at temperature 10°C in order of alginate, PAM and CMC entrapped 

microbes, respectively, followed by 25 and 40°C storing temperature, respectively. 

Coated DAP fertilizer with alginate (1.5%), CMC (1%) and PAM (0.50%) along with 

{(G + Gly) + MN17 or PsJN)} was placed in cups containing 200 g soil at rate 1 g 100-1 

g soil along with alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP as control to elucidate the P 

release pattern in soil  at different field capacity (FC) moisture levels (50, 75 and 100% 

of FC) and temperatures (10, 25 and 40°C) up to two month. Best performing 

organically complex polymer-entrapped endophytic bacteria coated DAP fertilizer i.e. 

alginate (1.5%) and PAM (0.50%) along with {(1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or PsJN)} 

was selected and tested under wire house and field conditions. Results revealed that 

application of alginate-entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate increased 

plant height (36%), chlorophyll content (41%), photosynthesis rate (67%), grain yield 

(83%), grain P (39%), Straw P (30%),  total P uptake (90%) as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Maximum phosphorus recovery efficiency (165%) and agronomic efficiency 

(181%) was recorded in the treatment of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP applied 

at half of recommended rate over recommended rate of uncoated DAP treatment. 

Application of PAM entrapped MN17, alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP at 

recommended rate were followed this treatment. Regarding microbial enumeration in 

rhizospheric soil and root endosphere results of pot trial showed that application of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP showed maximum recovery of MN17 in 

rhizosphere soil and root endosphere i.e. 12 ± 0.54 × 107 CFU-g soil and 3.78 ± 0.74 × 

106 CFU-g root, respectively. So, it can be summarized that polymer entrapped microbes 

coated DAP is a novel approach that could effectively carry required count of microbes 

into the rhizosphere that is under conditions improve growth, yield and phosphorus use 

efficiency of wheat crop compared to alone either polymer coated DAP.
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Chapter 1 

                                                                          INTRODUCTION 

 

Increase in crop productivity in order to fulfil food demand of expected doubling 

of population over the next 50 years in Pakistan will be a great challenge. Concrete 

efforts are required to address this difficult challenge particularly in the scenario of 

decreasing arable land, rapid global climate change, increasing water scarcity and price 

of agriculture inputs. To meet the predictable food demand without substantial increase 

in food price, It has been forecasted to increase 70-100 percent more production than 

present productivity (UN, 2011). Furthermore, high cereal production is only possible 

through high inputs of chemical fertilizers. Currently 40-60% cereal production depends 

upon chemical fertilizers and by the 2050 almost 110% grain production will have to 

depend on inorganic fertilizers (Tilman et al., 2011). However, intensive utilization of 

limited agricultural resources i.e. water and fertilizer, presently and in future is 

remarkably expensive and environmentally dangerous, cannot forever, due to increase 

demand of fresh water for non-agricultural uses and escalation of fertilizer production 

cast (Ghimire and Craven, 2013).   

Intensive utilization of chemical fertilizers in intensive cropping system is 

necessary for adequate nutrient supply and obtain optimum crop yield. However, when 

nutrients are supplied externally, only a small proportion of fertilizer applied to the soil 

is actually utilized by plants. Consequently, about 40-70% nitrogen, 80-90% 

phosphorus, and 50-70% potash of the total applied conventional fertilizers are lost to 

the environment due to different soil dynamics (Heffer and Prudehome, 2012). This 

level of loss in agricultural nutrients not only leads to yield reduction and the loss of 

valuable resources but also severely pollute the environment.  

Phosphorus (P) is an essential primary macronutrient nutrient that plays vital 

role in growth and developmental processes in crop plants. This nutrient is also a main 

component of sustainable agriculture. About, 70% of worldwide arable land, including 

alkaline calcareous and acidic soils are facing problem of P deficiency (Cakmak, 2002; 

Kirkby and Johnston, 2008). When P fertilizer is applied, it is quickly made complex 

due to its high reactivity with calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) in calcareous soil and 

aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe) in acidic soil. However, in precision agriculture applied P 

fertilizer use efficiency is not exceeded more than 25%, and remaining portion becomes 
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unavailable due to fixation in soil (Smith and Schindler, 2009). Overall intake of P 

fertilizer is currently about 45 million tons globally and major usage is in developing 

countries of Asia (Heffer and Prudehome, 2012) which is 20 million tons increasing 

annually by 2030 and its demand increase at the rate 2.3% annually (Vance et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, major resources of P present in the form of rock phosphate in China, 

United States and Morocco are going depleted (Yaseen et al., 2017). Resent estimate 

showed that maximum P will be used up to 2033 after this declines start and end of 

current century P resources will be ended (Heffer and Prudehome, 2012). Hence, it is 

essential to improve the applied P fertilization use efficiency to achieve optimum crop 

yield.  

Improvement of P use efficiency (PUE) and agricultural production with 

reduction of inorganic fertilizer use for economic and environmental reason will require 

new generation technologies (Liu and Lal, 2015; Yaseen et al., 2017). Over the last three 

decades, agronomic practices have been played an important role in increasing the PUE 

and crop productivity via better crop management, proper selection of fertilizer source, 

amount, time and method of application, introduction of new varieties (Albe et al., 

2007; Stamp and Visser, 2012). However, some limitations are associated with ongoing 

techniques including require long time and variable response in heterogeneous 

environment. So, there should be searched out some quick techniques to increase the 

fertilizer use efficiency. Recently, new generation technologies like polymer coated P 

fertilizer (Trenkel, 2010; Yaseen et al., 2017), P solubilizing bacteria and fungi are used 

(Adesemoye et al., 2009; Naveed et al., 2017). 

Now-a-days use of polymers coated P fertilizer is gaining much attention. It 

reduces the nutrients loss to the environments and availability time span for P absorption 

is prolonged by using controlled release mechanism. These are also called controlled 

release fertilizers as release pattern, time and quantity of nutrient can be predicted with 

in certain limit. However, its use is limited about 0.20 to 0.47% of the total fertilizer 

consumption (Trenkel, 2010). The most important function of polymer coated fertilizer 

is to enhance P recovery and reduces its fixation due to high cation exchange capacity 

and water absorbing property (Dubey et al., 2013). However, release of nutrients from 

polymer coated fertilizer depends upon many factors including coating material 

concentration, thickness, soil moisture, and temperature. So, many benefits to 

agriculture by polymer coated P fertilizer, such as growth and yield enhancement, higher 

fertilizer use efficiency, reduced nutrient losses via fixation and reduction of soil 
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chemical processes that decrease the availability of nutrients has been reported (Trenkel, 

2010; Yaseen et al., 2017).     

 Use of microbes particularly plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) to 

increase P use efficiency for crop growth and production is one of the significant 

approach for sustainable agriculture (Adesemoye et al., 2009; Berg, 2009). The PGPR in 

soils may act as symbiotic or non-symbiotic association with their host plant (Schoebitz 

et al., 2009: Rivera-Cruz et al., 2008). Mechanisms lead to plant growth promotion of 

varied nature including as phosphate solubilization (Zaidi et al., 2009), nonsymbiotic 

nitrogen fixation and production of numerous phyto-hormones enhancing root growth, 

nutrients uptake and water absorption (Pedraza, 2008). Microbes that live in plant body 

without damaging them and enhance their growth is called plant growth promoting 

endophytes (PGPE). Recently, PGPE has advantage over PGPR because their preferred 

niche is endosphere of root that avoids them from competition and numerous stresses in 

rhizosphere (Naveed et al., 2013; Naveed et al., 2017). Direct inoculation of free 

microbes in soil, their colonization on plant root may be not easy due to various biotic 

and abiotic stresses (Wu et al., 2012). Peat and clay use as carrier for inoculants which 

have high biochemical changes and less cells viability/existence at storing environments 

(Cassidy et al., 1996). Recently, it has been reported that microbial viability has 

improved by immobilizing into biodegradable polymer carriers (natural and synthetic 

polymers) for prolong time. Numerous advantages related to the immobilization of 

microbes in polymers are conferred such as protection, slow release and prolong storage 

and easily transportation (Schoebitz et al., 2013; Yaseen et al., 2016).   

Development of stable, efficacious and ecofriendly P fertilizer [e.g. diammonium 

phosphate (DAP)] feature that contain microbes and complementary functions design to 

control release of P, reduce P fixation and application rate, deliver microbes in soil by 

protective manner and further improvement of PUE is striking challenge. These 

challenges can be achieved by bioaugmented polymer with selected endophytic bacteria 

coated on DAP. Polymer protects the P fertilizer granules from quick reaction in soil and 

microbes from biotic and abiotic stresses along with solubilization/slow release of 

nutrient according to crop requirement. Keeping in view the above discussion, 

integrated use of coated P fertilizer and endophyte bacteria is undertaken step by step in 

different experiments to achieve the following objectives: 

1. Optimization of polymer concentration for microbial survival in different type of 

polymers 
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2. To monitor the microbial survival after coating on DAP and release pattern of P 

in soil  

3. To study the effect of polymer coated-bacterial bioaugmented DAP on growth, 

yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat 

4. To monitor the microbe survival at target site (rhizosphere/endosphere) after 

application of polymer coated-bacterial bioaugmented DAP to wheat 
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Chapter 2  

                                                       REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1. Phosphorus and Food Security  

2.1.1 Phosphorus as a critical macronutrient  

Phosphorus (P) is an essential macronutrient required for apt plant growth and 

development in order to acquire potential yield. In plant body P concentration ranges 

from 0.05 to 0.5% on dry weight bases which plays vivacious function in a 

comprehensive array of processes including energy generation, nucleic acid synthesis, 

membrane synthesis, photosynthesis, glycolysis, redox reactions, respiration, signalling, 

nitrogen fixation, carbohydrate metabolism and enzyme activation or inactivation. 

Therefore, bound phosphorus is quite rich in different kinds of soils and makes P 

unavailable for the plant uptake as result P becomes limiting nutrient for plant 

developmental processes. Limited availability of phosphorus in cultivated land causes 

40–60% crop yield reduction in the world’s (Tiessen, 2008; Cordell et al., 2009). Under 

alkaline and acid conditions P quickly forms insoluble complexes with Ca/Mg and 

aluminium/iron, respectively which leads phosphorus deficiency to crops (Yaseen et al., 

2017). Moreover, 80% phosphorus is bounded in insoluble organic forms which would 

be made available by amendment and microbial activity. However, exogenous 

application of P fertilizers is recommended for improving crop yields and availability of 

phosphorus in soil. 

In agriculture, primary source of phosphorus fertilizers is rock phosphate, easily 

mined which is a non-renewable resource, after 21century depletion of rock phosphate 

reserves will be ensued. Major reserves of rock phosphate in the world, belonging to 

Morocco, United States and China, are excessively mined for manufacturing phosphatic 

fertilizers, which will achieve projected peak production of phosphorus in 2035 to 2040 

(Cordell et al., 2009; Heffer and Prudehome, 2012). Previous few year amalgamations 

of these issues has been perceived phosphorus fertilizer price augments from eight to ten 

fold (Tiessen, 2008; Cordell et al., 2009). In the start of future century, phosphate 

fertilizers parent material demand/supply gap will emerge as a big problem for 

agriculture (Tiessen, 2008). 

Therefore required application of phosphorus fertilizers in extensive and 

intensive agriculture has become difficult in developing and developed countries, 
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correspondingly. In precision agriculture, 7 tons ha−1 grain production necessitates the 

accretion of 90 to120 kg ha−1 P. Even in balance P fertilization scenario, only less than 

20% of applied P is recovered which results in P loading in arable land as well as 

phosphorous runoff from loaded soils causing eutrophication in water body (White and 

Hammond, 2008). Lack of available phosphorus in tropics and subtropics agriculture 

land compels the farmer community to applied excessive P fertilizer to get optimum 

yield. Due to renewable P source, lack in fertilizer production infrastructure and 

transportation, energy crises increase the cost of phosphorus fertilization which will 

become beyond the purchase capacity of farmers. So, sustainable management of 

phosphorus entails plant scientist to discover new approaches those increase use 

efficiency of applied P fertilizer like advanced agronomic approaches, efficient 

germplasm, formula modified and controlled/slow release fertilizers and impregnated 

and nano-fertilizers.  

2.1.2. History of human being addiction to rock phosphate 

In historical time, agricultural crop production depends on soil phosphorus 

mainly obtained by addition of locally available organic matter such as manure and 

human excreta (Marald, 1998). In the end of 20th century guano (bird droppings) and 

rock phosphate were applied for crop production to get desire yield (Smil, 2000b). 

However, at early stages of civilization, Chinese applied human excreta as a fertilizer, as 

onwards from the 12th century Japanese also did same (Matsui, 1997). Throughout the 

17th centuries soil degradation and periodic famines compel the utilization of 

animal/human excreta with supplementary sources of phosphorus.  In the early 19th 

century England traded excessive quantities of bones as P source from European 

countries. This was used as phosphorus source to improve agricultural production. Later 

they assisted European agriculture to overcome famines in 18th century (Marald, 1998) 

by using bones based fertilizers and adoption of some practices like manure application, 

crop rotation and nitrogen fix from the atmosphere by legumes. 

Liebig articulated ‘mineral theory’ in 1840 which substituted the ‘humus theory’ 

those plants/animals was given life though decaying cycling in a mysterious system 

(Liebig, 1840; Marald, 1998). Liebig described a scientific description that nutrients i.e. 

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium were indispensable elements mingling between 

living and non-living material (Marald, 1998). This discovery accelerated the fast 

urbanization and industrialization like factories of fertilizer in Europe. The phosphorus 

fertilizers were manufactured from available organic sources in factories i.e. animal 
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dung, human excreta, fish, ash, bones, industrial and slaughterhouse waste (Marald, 

1998; Neset et al., 2008). Furthermore, during mid-to-late 19th century, organic sources 

of phosphorus fertilizer are replaced by rock phosphate (Smil, 2000b).   

During late 19th century, mineral phosphorus fertilizer was regularly utilized and 

grew significantly in 20th century (Heffer and Prudehome, 2012). Mineral fertilizers 

contained greater concentration of phosphorus than manure having high concentration 

of P (Smil, 2000b) which abetted remedy of phosphorus deficiency in soils. Since from 

Green Revolution chemical fertilizers application to arable land got attention of farmer 

community which not only enhanced crop yield but also saved millions from starvation 

(IFPRI, 2002a). Currently, food demand is not met at global levels without application 

of mineral fertilizers. We are effectually addicted to phosphate rock. 

2.1.3. Phosphorus fertilizers outlook 

 Use of various mineral phosphorus fertilizers has been ensuing optimum crop 

yields for more than 50 years. At that time Europe and American continent arable land 

contained adequate phosphorus level. Therefore, these lands need impartial or light 

application of P fertilizers to compensate P removed in harvest parts (FAO, 2006). 

Consequently, stabilized/declining in P demand in these areas but condition is different 

in emerging and developing economies. Where, annual demand of P is increasing up to 

4% until 2016-17 with major fertilizer demand from Asia continent (FAO, 2007a). 

Under these situations, gaining adequate soil P level in future to get optimum yield will 

be a substantial challenge for humanity.  

All-inclusive increasing food demand enhanced the rock phosphate utilization 

over supply and prices boosted by 700%. In 2007-2008, sudden spike in the price of the 

fertilizers market took most of the world’s farmers completely surprise (IFA, 2008). In 

future it is consequently expected price of phosphate fertilizer will remain on high price, 

until Saudi Arabia mining projects are not started. In Asia, to overcome the local 

fertilizers need depends on import of P fertilizers, however, urgently needed is to 

develop new approaches and knowhow to improve applied P recovery and kept off the 

losses of phosphatic fertilizer source i.e. rock phosphate in order to feed linear 

increasing population food demand (Heffer and Prudhomme, 2012).   

2.1.4. Rock phosphate reserves and geo-politics 

Currently agriculture is totally relied on exogenous application of phosphate 

fertilizer which originated from mine rock phosphate (RP) to maintain the P level in soil 

removed by crops harvest. However, mined rock phosphate is a non-renewable resource 
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depleted within 50-100 years (Gunther, 2005). Rock phosphate assets are in the handful 

of nation state i.e. US, China and Morocco.  Furthermore, rock phosphate reserves 

keeping country like China in recent times has imposed 135% export tariff on phosphate 

to prevent export to secure national demand (Fertilizer Week, 2008). America is largest 

exporter, importer and consumer of P fertilizer which have only 25 years leftward house 

assets. Currently, America is importing substantial amounts of rock phosphate from 

Morocco to feed their local factories to manufacture P fertilizers (Jasinski, 2008; Heffer 

and Prudehome, 2012). Geopolitically sensitive issue is that Morocco reins phosphate 

rock reserves in Western Sahara that mining and exporting rock phosphate from Sahara 

are conflicting to transnational law (WSRW, 2007) such trading is exceedingly 

condemned by United Nations (Corell, 2002).  However, some multinational companies 

have prohibited this trade with Western Saharan and Moroccan having one third share in 

word export of rock phosphate (IFA, 2006) but unfortunately largest RP reserve 

containing African continent is facing more food shortage (FAO, 2006) This climaxes 

the worth of phosphorus availability in addition to political scarcity. In detail, normal 

African continent farmer has less purchasing power of P fertilizer from markets because 

cost is 2-6 times more over European countries due to higher storage and transport costs 

(Fresco, 2003). 

2.1.5. Statistics of phosphorus flow through the food system 

 Systematic approach is considerate to track global phosphorus flows in different 

systems i.e. food to human beings that helps to manage P efficiently. System Flow 

Analysis (SFA) computes the material inputs, outputs and build-up of materials in 

system to increase its efficiency and reduce wastage (Brunner and Rechberge, 2004). 

Tracking phosphorus consumption in food system, identifies losses after mining 

(Lundqvist et al., 2007), there are no comprehensive educations analysing worldwide 

flows of phosphorus performed.  

After Second World War, phosphate rock mining has increased up to three times 

to encounter industrial agricultural need for phosphatic fertilizers (UNEP, 2005). 

Approximately 90% usage of P in world is in food production, fertilizers and food 

additives (Smil, 2000b). Currently, 15 MT P per year is used in phosphorus fertilizers 

production from mined rock phosphate (Gumbo, 2005; Jasinski, 2006). High grade P 

fertilizers rich in P contents are applied to fulfil the agricultural need but poor 

information available for utilization of fixed P fertilizer, re-circulated of crop residue 

and organic sources of P in a worldwide analysis. Furthermore, organic phosphorus 
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sources i.e. manure, crop residues and organic wastes are applied informally and on an 

adhoc basis without formal tracking of their use and losses at farm stage and its flow in 

food production is not properly investigated by researchers (FAO, 2006). Global 

agriculture harvests contained 12 million ton P, of which 7 million ton P is managed in 

food but only 5 million ton P returned into soil in the form of stubbles incorporation 

having 40% share of total P in harvested part (Smil, 2002). Investigation on post-harvest 

losses of food consumption and production chain should also be used as parameter to 

estimate the P losses (Siwi et al., 2008). Phosphorus estimates recommend that about 

50% of the phosphorus consumed is returned to agriculture land through livestock 

manures but imbalance was observed in application rate of manures in soil like 

Netherlands and Sub Saharan Africa (Smil, 2000a). 

 As nutrients released from food and human excreta in past generally found their 

way in soil but today end up in fresh water resources as wastewater. Arable soils over 

fertilization contribute to discharge of nutrients into water bodies and create 

environmental problems like eutrophication. Worldwide, humans consume 

approximately 3 million ton P but excrete through faeces and urine only million ton of 

phosphorus (FAO, 2007b; Jonsson et al., 2004). Cities are become hotspots and biggest 

source of phosphorus. Approximately, 1 billion ton of rock phosphorus is mined since 

1950 which has ended up in water bodies and soil (Rosmarin, 2004). In developing 

countries poor urban farmers intentionally or unintentionally is diverting urban impure 

wastewater to fertilize and irrigate the crops. Research estimates revealed that 0.6 kg of 

mineral phosphate fertilizer is required to human being annually that is coming from 4.2 

kg rock phosphate. Data examination expresses us to address phosphate scarceness 

combined requisite approach that studies: a) reducing phosphorus losses at farm level (8 

MT P), b) curtailing losses in the food chain (2 MT P), c) alternate renewable 

phosphorus sources i.e. human excreta (3 MT P), food residues (1.2 MT P) and manure 

(15 MT P), that can reduce overall demand (Ensink et al., 2004).   

2.2. An Overview of Phosphorus Dynamics in Soil  

Phosphorus deficiency after N seems most important in agricultural soils 

(Grachek et al., 2011). Phosphorus present in minerals is released after weathering of 

rocks. Natural sources (minerals) in combination with anthropogenic activities such as 

addition of fertilizers and organic matter increase P concentration in soil (Akgun et al., 

2012). From unavailable P, 15-80% present in organic form that may be in the form of 

phosphides, phosphor proteins and inositol phosphates (Pierzynski et al., 2005). In soil 
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environment P can be converted from organic to inorganic form depending upon 

environmental conditions (Sharma, 2002). In alkaline and acidic soils, P is converted to 

insoluble forms of Ca-Mg-phosphates and Al-Fe-phosphates, respectively. Phosphorus 

in soil environment is mostly present in three phases (labile, non-labile and solution 

phase) which interchange to each other for sustainable P supply to plants (Hocking, 

2001). Plants take up P from soil solution that is again refill by natural or anthropogenic 

sources. P fixation is a common problem in all types of soil and only limited amount is 

available to the plants resulting in decrease in P use efficiency (Leytem and Mikkelsen, 

2005; Tan, 1998). In low pH soils, P fixes with Al and Fe while in high pH soils; it is 

adsorbed on Ca/Mg surfaces that decrease its availability to the plants (Lajtha and 

Harrison, 1995). 

Phosphorus reactions in calcareous soils may be summarized as   

 Precipitation with relatively insoluble Ca-phosphate such as octacalcium 

phosphate 

 Surface precipitation with free Ca salts 

 Adsorption with silicates and sulphate 

 Fixation of P with clay particles that contain Ca as saturated on its 

surface 

2.3. Sustainable Pathways for Future Phosphorus Flow 

Limited P mineral fertilizer resources pose some prerequisites for wise use of 

available resources. Escalation in price of P fertilizers has finally been compelled to find 

such approaches having aim to improve efficiency of applied P fertilizers. Various 

approaches are conferred to upsurge use efficiency of P fertilizers as bellow. 

2.3.1. Agronomic measures to increase phosphorus use efficiency 

Farm scale related agronomic strategies point out two important pathways 

involved in advancing nutrient use efficiency having potential to increase yield, farm 

income and minimizing fertilizer losses.  

 (a) Increase the level of production by better management  

 (b) Keep soil inputs at minimum rate to meet optimum plant demand  

Above two approaches are depended on each other because improvements are 

associated with it, such as new cultivar with higher yield potential and soil constrains 

prohibit root growth will also affect total amount of nutrients uptake and time of nutrient 

demand under the high yield situation. Understanding role of both approaches confers to 

get potential yield under different ecological zone and nutrients interaction in agriculture 
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to maximize yield. Scenarios for enhanced efficiency could be less if enactment is 

already high, such as working near to critical level of nutrients for getting potential 

yield. Second pathway considerate the nutrient use pattern and the critical stages of crop 

nutrient requirements to ensure adequate nevertheless not excessive nutrient utilization 

is done to reduce unproductive losses (Doberman and Cassman, 2004). Enhanced 

agronomic management specially targeting the time and nutrients availability, a systems 

methodology is used to manipulate relations between nutrients and production factors 

that led to enhanced nutrient efficiency and yield (Ladha et al., 2005). 

2.3.1.1. Managing production factors 

Use efficiency of nutrient could be enhanced concurrently through removal of 

production constraints, if it sustained it increases the additional inputs i.e. higher 

yielding variety and nutrient rate, however in other circumstances, root growth could be 

enhanced by mitigation of soil constraint like compaction, alkalinity, acidity, salinity, 

and nutrients losses resultant to improve root function. Since 1980 to 2000, better 

management of various production factors results enhanced cereal production, stress 

tolerance of crops and nutrient use efficiency in a range of countries (Doberman and 

Cassman, 2004). The P use efficiency is improved in acidic and alkaline by the 

application of lime and gypsum respectively in crops and pasture by improving root 

growth (Simpson et al., 2011) and also cereal nutrient use efficiency improved by 

synergies of numerous management intrusions (Kirkegaard et al., 2011). However, 

applications of lime in acid and gypsum in alkaline soil to control root disease improve 

yield and P use efficiency and providing opportunities to espouse specific tactics 

unambiguously aimed at enhancing nutrient efficiency by postponed use of N fertilizers 

to disease free crops plant. Synergistic application of P and N fertilizers is common 

example in this regard (Angus, 2001). In short, to get optimum yield, combined 

interaction among various agronomic managing decisions throughout the cropping 

succession is obligated. 

2.3.1.2. Improved management practices specifically targeting the timing and 

availability of input 

Numerous excellent researchers describe fertilizer managing to increase nutrient 

use efficiency (McLaughlin et al., 2011). In recently decade, the doctrines of fertilizer 

management to improve applied fertilizer use efficiency have finally been combined 

into a best management practice (BMP) based on 4Rs principle i.e. at the right time, 

source, place and rate (International Plant Nutrition Institute, 2010). These principles 
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have significantly improved crop production in any production system from small-

holder to broad-acre in Asia and Australia, respectively and encompass nutrient 

management at site-specific to comparison of soil nutrient supply and crop demand in 

various cropping systems.  

Enhanced efficacy of formula modified fertilizer formulations usually have goal 

of more appropriate release of nutrient(s) according to crop demand in soils. Different 

next generation fertilizer technologies are introduced to increase P use efficiency by 

changing pH around microenvironment of fertilizer granules (sulphur coating), 

controlled/slow release P fertilizers (polymers coating) and upsurge P solubility 

(microbes) and have the ability of targeted supply of applied P fertilizers (McLaughlin 

et al., 2011; Yaseen et al., 2017; Naveed et al., 2017). Now it is feasible when, where 

and how much fertilizer should be applied in associations with pre-fertilization soil 

testing, targeting yield, seasonal conditions and management tool being used (Hochman 

et al., 2009a). 

2.3.2. Role of genetic screening approaches in P use efficiency 

2.3.2.1. Exploiting genetic differences for efficient P uptake and utilization 

Phosphorus proficiency can be assessed across a range of distinct or diverse 

genotypes (e.g. high-yielding modern varieties and low-yielding land race) by a tissue 

analysis (Rose and Wissuwa, 2012). Growth stage of plants is the main factor that 

significantly affects P requirements as well as P pools in the plants. Phosphate exist in 

plant body in two pools/form (Veneklaas et al., 2012), first pool is inorganic (Pi) that is 

metabolically active and stored in cytoplasm and vacuole (Mimura et al., 1996) while 

second pool includes nucleic acids, phospholipids, esters and different metabolites 

where P is utilized extensively (Veneklaas et al., 2012) having 40-60% in nucleic acid 

(Bieleski, 1968) that adjust growth pattern of crops (Suzuki et al., 2010; Veneklaas et 

al., 2012). 

There are studies on genotypic variations for P deficiency tolerance telling that P 

efficiency mechanisms may vary among different cereal genotypes (Ozturk et al., 2005; 

Gunes et al., 2006). Hammond et al. (2009) observed a considerable various species 

with wide variation for shoot P concentrations and numerous PUE (phosphorus use 

efficiency) measures in B. oleracea and other commercial varieties. Manske et al. 

(2001) argued that under P deficient environments P uptake proficiency plays the key 

determinant for produce. There are also several studies in other Brassica spp. aiming to 

explore genetic diversity (Akhtar et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011). Batten (1992) pointed 
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out that collection of more P effectual wheat occurs instinctively during breeding when 

selecting for higher yields at sub-optimal P levels. Thus, those wheat verities were 

obtained that had potential for maximum grain production compared to old verities 

(Batten and Khan, 1987), rather than a selection of physiological characters (Rose and 

Wissuwa, 2012). There are further studies showing that improved low P tolerance in 

wheat was due to higher P uptake rather than enhanced P use (Gahoonia et al., 1999). A 

contrast of new CIMMYT wheat varieties with an older Mexican variety resulted that 

PUE did not differ. However, P acquisition under low P conditions was enhanced 

mainly due to better rooting properties such as root density especially during grain 

filling (Egle et al., 1999 and De Sousa et al., 2012).  

2.3.2.2. Root morphology and organic acid secretion 

Due to the low movement of P in the soil, the root style of crops in agricultural 

systems is strongly linked to P spreading in the soil profile, determined by tillage, 

fertiliser and agricultural practices, which affects in turn the biochemical dynamics of 

soil P and the rhizosphere (Niu et al., 2012). Phenotyping of root (architectural) 

parameters are difficult to evaluate as selection criteria as they are both time consuming 

and destructive (De Sousa et al., 2012), which makes the in vitro QTL analysis approach 

very attractive for breeders using MAS (Liang et al., 2010).  

Nonetheless, genotypic high yield at low P is often related with root morphology 

for effective P uptake ability (Hammond et al., 2009; Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009; Yao 

et al., 2011) that shows genetic variation for P acquisition. For example, wheat and 

barley root hairs length was strongly linked to the rhizosphere P uptake ability 

(Gahoonia et al., 1997). A root hairless mutant in maize gain significant showed grain 

yield loss (Hochholdinger et al., 2008). Similar explanations were made when relating 

different maize lines and their root hair length, plasticity and subsequent performance 

under low P (Zhu et al., 2010).  

Root system variation and organic acid secretion helps for yield or growth under 

low phosphorus conditions (Zhu and Lynch, 2004; Yao et al., 2011). Phosphorus use 

efficiency was related to proteins that reduced citrate degradation, increased citrate 

synthesis and malate dehydrogenase action in the roots in two maize cultivars (Li et al., 

2008a). Furthermore, proteins associated to carbon and energy breakdown were uttered 

to a higher extent in a little P-tolerant Brassica napus genotype compared to a low P-

sensitive one (Yao et al., 2011). It has been theorised that transgenic plants that secret P 

dissolving enzymes e.g. phytases into the rhizosphere have potential for improved 
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acquisition of organic P sources (George et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2000). Studies 

on bacterial citrate synthase genes in tobacco show dissimilar results as in case of maize 

cultivars (Lopez-Bucio et al., 2000; Delhaize et al., 2001) and investigations of 

genotypic variation in root exuded wheat phosphatases activity could not relate their 

activity to the P content when plants were grown in P deficient soil (George et al., 

2008). Nonetheless, Zhang et al. (2009) and Yao et al. (2011) reported that P uptake 

Brassica napus genotypes increased by lowering the pH in the rhizosphere through 

acidic secretion while high APase activity was recorded roots under P deficient soil. In 

nut shell, crops variable response under low P conditions is related to root morphology 

and secretory traits that could be usable. 

2.3.2.3. Mycorrhizal interactions 

Mycorrhizal activity carried out by arbuscular mycorrhizae (AM) fungi is vital 

feature of P uptake in legumes as it is for many other plants (Harrison, 2002; Nadeen et 

al., 2014). Indeed, the first symbiosis of legumes with microbes is known to be with 

mycorrhizae, from which a system for infection by Rhizobia bacteria arose in several 

legumes. This earliest symbiosis of fungal mycorrhizal hyphae with root hairs is used by 

the plant for P extraction from soil in different trees. Breeding for mycorrhizal 

associations with legumes has not been attempted due to variable nature of soil, type of 

AM fungi and reproduction nature of AM fungi (Vance, 2003). The evaluation of P 

acquisition efficacy depends upon both plant and AM fungi but this relationship is not 

genotype-specific (Raghothama, 2005). This may be incorrect presumption because 

alterations are notable among species for established symbiosis. Therefore, genotype 

differences may exist, and the pathways leading to symbiosis are complex for both 

partners (Rubio et al., 2001). Even though lack-of-function (myc-) mutants have been 

found in Medicago truncatula and Arabidopsis thaliana (Harrison, 2002), no mutations 

for myc (-) activities have been identified for common bean. Therefore, it is difficult to 

conduct controlled experiments to evaluate the contribution of AM fungi to P uptake in 

this crop. Reverse or forward genetics understanding determine a method of plant 

breeding that will produce improved P uptake and higher yields.  

2.3.3. Plant-microbes relationships: Phosphorus nutrient management 

This section is concerned with known mechanisms that different types of plant 

growth promoting microbes (PGPM) i.e. phosphorus solubilizing bacteria (PSB), 

mycorrhizae and endophytes use to improve plant phosphorus use efficiency. We 

highlight key mechanisms for efficient P management in agriculture by PGPM like 
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1- Phosphate solubilizing rhizospheric Bacteria (PSRB) 

2- Role of mycorrhizae in P solubilizing 

3- Endophytes potential for P management in agriculture   

2.3.3.1. Phosphate solubilizing rhizospheric Bacteria (PSRB)                              

Phosphate solubilizing rhizospheric bacteria (PSRB) plays vital role in 

acquisition of fixed P through break down of bonding in phosphatic compounds in 

alkaline calcareous and acidic soils by releasing different kinds of organic acids 

and enzymes (Table 1). Phosphorus solubilization totally depends on PSRB strains, 

soil types, plant and environmental circumstances (Sharma et al., 2013). Microbes 

belonging to Pseudomonas Bacillus and Rhizobium genera solubilize the fixed 

phosphate in soil (Sharma et al., 2013; Yaseen et al., 2016) while various 

experiments reported the Azotobacter potential for phosphate solubilization (Song 

et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2001; Naveed et al., 2017). The phosphate solubilizing 

mechanism by microbes is showing that microbes release different kinds of organic 

acids i.e. citrate acid, gluconic acid, lactate, keto-gluconic acids, succinate and 

phosphatases for lowering the pH that solubilized the fixed inorganic and organic 

phosphate (Grover et al., 2011). However, PSRB released some assimilate that 

makes complexes with phosphorus to prevent its fixation (Khan et al., 2010; 

Grover et al., 2011). Factors affecting plant growth promoting rhizobacteria 

(PGPR) abilities for P solubilizing including nutrients status of soil, biotic and 

abiotic stresses. Furthermore, bacteria and fungi produce anionic compound i.e. 

carboxylic anions that release fixed P up to 42 mg P mL−1 by anionic exchange 

process (Stephen and Jisha, 2009). P solubilization by PSRB improves crop 

produce as a potential source of biofertilizers.     

2.3.3.2. Role of mycorrhizae in P solubilizing and uptake  

The enhancement of P nourishment of plants has finally been recognized by 

mycorrhizae through wider physical exploration of the soil through roots extension 

of the plant. Moreover hyphae extend further than root exhaustion zone. Various 

secondary mechanisms have clearly been explained P uptake through mycorrhizal 

fungi like (a) P uptake kinetics by hyphae higher affinity (lower Km) by hyphae 

than root system; (b) explore microsites by collective roots and hyphae in soil; (c) 

more chemical changes for P solubility in rhizosphere by release of organic acid 

and enzymes through mycorrhizae association (Joner and Jakobsen, 1995). The last 

mechanism  lead  to   admittance  to  organic  and  inorganic P  sources  which   are  
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Table 2.1: List of organic acid producing important PSRB for P solubilization 

Bacteria Acid produced Reference 

Pseudomonas putida Gluconic, Propionic Lopez et al. (2011) 

P. trivialis Formic, Lactic  Vyas and Gulati, (2009) 

P. fluorescens Citric, Tartaric, Gluconic 

Malic 

Fankem et al. (2006) 

B. subtilisvar  Oxalic, Malonic, Formic Puente et al. (2004a) 

Enterobacter intermedium 2-ketogluconic Hwangbo et al. (2003) 

Bacillu amyloliquefaciens, 

Chryseomonas Luteola 

Lactic, Itaconic, Acetic, 

Isovaleric, Isobutyric, 

Vazquez et al. (2000) 

P. radicum Gluconic Whitelaw et al. (1999) 

Enterobacter agglomerans Citric, Oxalic Kim et al. (1997) 

Arthrobacter sp. Citric, Lactic  Bajpai and Sundara-Rao, 

(1971) 

Pseudomonas sp. Lactic, Malic Taha et al. (1969) 

Escherichia freundii Lactic Sperber, (1958a) 

PSB Not determined Gerretson, (1948) 

PSB Not determined Pikovskaya, (1948) 
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inaccessible to uninoculated mycorrhizae plants. It is suggested that mycorrhizae is 

benefited to plant growth by increasing the accessibility of P from fixed sources. 

Mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal crop plants use identical labile P sources but 

mycorrhizal plants acquired more P from similar sources over non-mycorrhizal 

treatments (Nogueira et al., 2004; Giri et al., 2005) because mycorrhizal plant can 

utilize P that is naturally fixed or organically bound in soil through extended root 

system, more organic acid release and enzymes (Nadeen et al., 2014). Mycorrhizal 

plants depleted the pools of NaHCO3–Pi and Resin–Pi completely and NaOH-Pi about 

20%. Amounts of plant available P in the A horizon were higher (9 mg P kg-1 soil) than 

the threshold concentration  in soil receiving mycorrhizae along with NaHCO3–Pi and 

Resin–Pi sources reported by Hayman (1983). In nutshell, mycorrhizae increase the P 

availability through P solubilizing mechanism that has agricultural potential. 

2.3.3.3. Endophytes potential for P management in agriculture 

The word endophyte is used for microbes that live in plant body for all or some 

time of life cycles that cause no disease symptoms (Naveed et al., 2017). Bacterial 

endophytes are classified as facultative or obligate according to their life strategies. 

Moreover, obligate endophytes microbe is strictly needed host plant for survival and 

growth while facultative endophytic microbes have potential to survive outside and 

within the host plant body (Hardoim et al., 2008). The utmost frequently upraised 

question about endophytic for nutrient managing, in what way they superior than 

rhizosphere microbes for improving nutrient efficiency? To answer this question, 

endophytic microbes originate from vegetative plant part, seed and their intimate 

location or contact within roots that secure from adverse environment changes than 

rhizosphere microbes results gain interm of improved growth and final yield (Hardoim 

et al., 2015). Excitingly, various research findings had directed the uses of genetically 

modified and natural endophytic microbes for enhancing P use efficiency and plant 

growth by different mechanisms.  

A fundamental mechanism use by endophyte for enhancement of phosphorus use 

efficiency is modulation of root architecture; they improved root hair production and 

branching that account 70% of total root length. However, root growth and development 

is heritably programmed but endophytes modulated root structure and size (Compant, 

2012). Specially, plant growth promoting endophytes i.e. Azotobacter, 

Gluconacetobacter, Bacillus, Azospirillum, Herbaspirillum, Pseudomonas and 

Burkholderia species have previously been perceived to increase plant growth by root 
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growth stimulation (Schulz et al., 2006; Tadych et al., 2009; Naveed et al., 2017). 

Various endophytic microbes’ classes are documented for enhancing P use efficiency by 

root growth stimulation resulting in efficient absorption of P from soil i.e. class 1, 2 and 

4 but class 3 is hyper diverse (Malinowski et al., 1998; Rodriguez et al., 2009). In 

addition, these endophytes produce hormones i.e. auxins, cytokinins, gibberellins and 

ethylene that induce initiation of adventitious roots, which cause increase in yield and 

PUE (Naveed et al., 2017). Inoculation of fescue with endophyte N. coenophialum in 

phosphorus deficient soil increased roots diameter (11%), root hair (17%) over 

uninoculated plants by the production of hormone (Malinowski et al., 1998). 

Furthermore, in field trials application of endophytic microbes to rice and wheat 

increase P fertilizer use efficiency and grain yield by root system optimization and 

solubilization of fixed P (Yanni et al., 2001; Yaseen et al., 2016). Ethylene hormone is 

produced by plants on revelation to abiotic and biotic stresses, is known as stress 

ethylene that negatively affects plant physiology and inhibits lateral root growth that in 

turn decreases root surface area available for nutrient absorption (Glick et al., 2007). 

Endophytic microbe B. phytofirmans PsJN recently found secrete 1-aminocyclopropane-

1-carboxylate (ACC) deaminase, which breaks down the ethylene precursor ACC into 

α-ketobutyrate and ammonia, the latter is then used as a reduced nitrogen source by 

these soil-inhabiting microbes (Bernard, 2005; Sessitsch et al., 2005; Naveed et al., 

2013) and increased lateral root formation for effective nutrients absorption. 

Phosphorous is a major essential macronutrient for plant growth and absorbed by plant 

in two forms: dibasic (HPO4
2-) and monobasic (H2PO4

-) ions. Availability of these ions 

to plant is reduced due to fixation of applied fertilizer in soil and this reduced 

availability limits the growth of plants (Yaseen et al., 2017). Potential of P 

solubilization of various endophytes is documented to transform the insoluble P to 

soluble form by secretion of organic acids and protons for enhancing crops growth 

(Hardoim et al., 2015; Naveed et al., 2017). Due to increasing price and environmental 

anxieties regarding chemical fertilizers, use of inoculants could be mandatory for 

sustainable agriculture and monetary benefits to farmer through reducing the application 

rate and losses of applied fertilizers and potential upturns in yields.  

2.3.4. Controlled release phosphatic fertilizers 

To enhance nutrient use efficiency with reduction in pollution, modification in 

fertilizer technology has been suggested which reduces environmental hazards. Many 

studies proved that controlled/slow release fertilizers, which are actually enhanced 
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efficient fertilizers, when added in part or during the fertilization scheme have great 

ability to decrease losses of nutrients in soils (Trenkel, 2012, Yaseen et al., 2017) and 

increase yield by releasing nutrients in controlled fashion as compared to the water 

soluble fertilizers (Trenkel, 2012). Quantity and release pattern of these fertilizers with 

time have been measured within certain limits to record enhancement in nutrient use 

efficiency of crops. Such fertilizers are being developed by coating of suitable natural or 

artificial barrier that switches controlled discharge (release) of nutrients from granule 

fertilizer (Du et al., 2007; Trenkel, 2010). Analogous term is also being used for 

controlled release fertilizer and slow release fertilizers. But the clear difference between 

two analogues words have been reported (Shaviv, 2001); slow release fertilizers have 

unpredictable release pattern of nutrient from coated granules. On the other hand, 

controlled release fertilizers follow release pattern under expected/unexpected certain 

biotic and abiotic conditions. According to earlier literature, controlled/slow release 

fertilizers concept has origin in the early 1960 (Fujii and Yazawa, 1989). In early era, 

polyethylene and sulphur materials were used to develop these fertilizers and thus gave 

a way for many natural coating agents, multifunctional super-absorbent, even nano-

composites with inconsistent results in term of controlled release of nutrients due to 

surface cracking (Trenkel, 2012). However, controlled-release fertilizers use for crops 

was limited due to high cost and these were suggested to use where more frequent 

application of conventional fertilizers was not practicable. 

 Difficulty faced in split application and cost problems is being tackled by 

polymers; hence providing resolution of the nutrients upturn problem, especially P. 

Polymers have unique characteristic that they are being attached to the nutrients and 

water molecules provided them distinctive controlled release property (Yaseen et al., 

2001) and also polymer improved soil structure by binding soil separates (Basak et al., 

2012). Soluble fertilizers have best replaced by coated/slow release fertilizer since they 

reduce cost of labour, enhance nutrient uptake via a single application of coated 

fertilizer, and save economy as well as reduce the environmental pollution (Sander et 

al., 2007). Presently coated fertilizers are being used at very low rate (only 1% of the 

total conventional fertilizer used) but have been attaining much attention for high value 

crop production gradually (Trenkel, 2012). However, in future their use would be 

enhanced due to low use efficiency of conventional fertilizers and pollution.  
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2.3.4.1. Classification and nutrient release mechanism of controlled-release 

fertilizer  

Various classes of controlled release fertilizers are classified as below  

 Low water solubility fertilizer with consistant release of nutrients i.e. metal 

ammonium phosphates 

 Materials during chemical or microbial decomposition release nutrients like urea 

forms, oxamides and guanyl urea 

 Impermeable or semi-permeable layer coated fertilizers release nutrients in 

controlled pattern for longer time like polymer and sulphur coated fertilizers 

(Trenkel, 2012, Yaseen et al., 2017). 

Currently, polymer coated fertilizer gains more attention of researchers to 

enhance nutrients use efficiency especially multilayer polymer coated diammonium 

phosphate (Yaseen et al., 2016; Yaseen et al., 2017). Controlled release of nutrients 

from polymer-coated fertilizers (PCF) is due to penetration of water (especially vapor) 

through the coating material. The internal pressure is build-up by vapors condensed 

within the solid core and its dissolved parts. At this phase, there are two possibilities: 1) 

if the membrane resistance overcomes to the internal pressure, the rupturing of coating 

material happen and the total content of the granule is discharged instantly 2) if internal 

pressure is more than the resistant to coated material, fertilizer will be released by the 

process of diffusion through membrane. The mechanism is driven: by concentration 

gradient form higher concentration to lower concentration across the coating material 

and by mass flow driven through the pressure gradient, or by the combination of the 

these two (Shaviv, 2001). The mechanism of nutrient release for polymer/sulfur coated 

fertilizers has been thought a blend of diffusion and capillary action. Once at the 

interface of sulfur/polymer, water has been consequently penetrate in the sulfur coated 

layer by the process of capillary action to solubilize core of the fertilizer. The particle of 

the solubilized fertilizer then existed in reverse manner (Sartain and Kruse, 2001). PCFs 

are the most sophisticated and propelled means of controlling fertilizer stability and 

nutrient release. Due to high cost of polymer coatings their use has been generally 

limited (Trenkel, 2012). The release patterns of nutrients from PCFs have been studied 

by several researchers. Shaviv (2001) described the vapor pressure gradient across the 

coating is driving force which is actually a diffusion release process from PCFs. This 

release pattern consists of three stages: the first stage in which nearly no release is 

detected (lag period), the second is constant-release stage, and the third stage where a 
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continuing decay in release rate happens. So, it is a necessary to understand the basis for 

differences of nutrient release characteristics in PCF and effects of environmental 

factors on release patterns of nutrient from PCF. There is need of complete 

understanding of all factors that could potentially lead to high efficient PCFs use. 

2.3.4.2. Effect of controlled release fertilizer on P use efficiency 

Many benefits are associated with the use of polymer coated P fertilizer such as 

growth and yield enhancement, higher fertilizer use efficiency, reduced nutrient losses 

via fixation and modification of soil chemical processes and consistent supply of 

nutrients (Trenkel, 2010). However, the use of controlled-release fertilizers is limited 

due to dilemma associated to the adoption of control release fertilizer due to its cost 

(Obreza and Rouse, 1992). Many options are being used to reduce the cost of control 

release fertilizer. Among these, polymer coated fertilizers can play important role to 

reduce not only cost of production but also some extra features like water holding, soil 

pulverization and improvement in soil aeration etc. Phosphorus uptake and recovery 

efficiency of applied polymer coated fertilizer has been increased because polymer has 

high cation exchange capacity which is used to hold competing ions responsible for 

nutrients fixation/precipitation. This results in least losses and increased availability to 

crop plant for longer periods (Sanders et al., 2007). Further research on coating strength 

and number of coating layers suggests that polymer coated fertilizer can become 

successful and the best replacer of common fertilizers due to high use efficiency, 

reduction in labour and production cost (Basak et al., 2012), as plant are provided with 

efficient nutrient uptake mechanism by a single application (Du et al., 2004). Currently 

the use of coated fertilizers is though very low (which is only 1% of the total 

conventional fertilizer used) but it is gaining much attention for the production of high 

value crops gradually or in situations where maintenance of consistent supply of nutrient 

is in problem (Du et al., 2007). Jagadeeswaran et al. (2005) reported increase in rhizome 

production by the application of control release fertilizer. They used 5 different sources 

which were tablet 1, tablet 2, mixture 1, mixture 2 and coated FACT ammonium 

phosphate, respectively with three different levels of NPK at 75%, 100% and 125%. 

They recorded maximum P recovery 23.9% by using tablet 2 at 100% NPK level. 

Among all the tablets, tablet 2 showed 14-25 kg additional yield when compared to 

synthetic fertilizers and it also showed great P recovery. Further investigation has been 

reported by Sanders et al. (2007) on phosphate fertilizer coated with 0.5% to 1.0% 

organic polymer. They applied both coated fertilizer and simple or commercial 
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phosphatic fertilizer on different crops (collard, corn, wheat and potatoes) to compare 

efficiency of both fertilizers. They applied fertilizers with broadcast and band placement 

methods, in each case they observed enhanced P uptake results with coated fertilizer as 

compared to conventionally practiced MAP. The increase in yield was 6-25% in 

treatments where coated fertilizer was applied as compared to conventional MAP. 

Recently, Yaseen et al. (2017) synthesized polymer coated P fertilizer to assess its effect 

on wheat-maize crops under field experiments. The data revealed that polymer coated P 

fertilizer improved growth and yield up to 10 and 36%, respectively over conventional P 

fertilizer (diammonium phosphate). However, biological yield and P agronomic 

efficiency was increased by 36 and 72%, respectively in treatment where recommended 

polymer coated P fertilizer was applied as compared to uncoated P fertilizer. Further 

exploring the literature, it was found that application of polymer coated P fertilizer at 

recommended rate increased plant height, grains and biological yield and P agronomic 

efficiency up to 4, 29, 39 and 58% as compared to commercial un-coated phosphatic 

fertilizer (Noor et al., 2017).   

2.3.5. Perspectives of bioencapsulation: An innovative technology enhancing P use 

efficiency 

Carriers are the main delivery vehicle of viable microorganisms from factory to 

the field (Bashan, 1998). These carriers represent the major portion of the inoculants (by 

volume or weight) and this must have suitable conditions for viable cells in right 

number. A temporarily protective niche of microbial inoculants in soil is provided by 

these carriers, either physically, creating protective microhabitats or nutrition by 

providing the specific substrate (Bashan et al., 2014). Ideally, a good carrier should have 

to fulfil the following characteristics (Bashan, 1998; Schoebitz et al., 2013, Bashan et 

al., 2014): 

 Have suitable physical and chemical properties: good moisture absorption 

capacity (high water holding capacity) and adjustable pH with good pH 

buffering capacity. 

 Be stable throughout the process: to ensure stability, the carrier should be 

physically and chemically uniform. These should be sterile or easy to sterilize 

with the help of autoclaving or other methods, no lump-forming material and 

compatible with a fine grinding for proper mixing with sand and some other 

compounds (nutrients, adjuvants), and standard machinery application. It is easy 
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to handle and processed and should also be suitable for as many bacterial or 

fungal species and strains. 

 Enhance the conditions for storage and inoculation: a good carrier should assure 

a sufficient shelf life (at least2–3 months at 37oC), survive on seeds and adhere 

well to it, and permit a quick and precise release of the microorganisms into the 

soil near host plant’s root. 

 Must be economically and environmentally sustainable: a low production cost 

and regular availability and quality is driven by this. To reduce the 

environmental hazard chances the carrier should be free of toxins (dispersal of 

cells to the atmosphere or ground water) 

The physical form of inoculant will be defined choice of the carrier and it is 

evident that for all microorganisms there should be no universal and perfect carrier. The 

carriers should have miscellaneous origins and must be divided into four main 

categories (Cassidy et al., 1996; Bashan, 1998; John et al., 2011; Bashan et al., 2014): 

 Soils: clays, inorganic soil, coal, peat and lignite  

 Organic waste materials: farmyard manure, press mud, cellulose, peanut oil, 

soybean meal, charcoal, composts,  wheat bran, soybean and corn cobs 

 Inert materials: polyacrylamide gels, ground rock phosphate, benthonite, 

vermiculite, perlite, calcium sulfate and alginate beads  

 Lyophilized microbes: incorporated into carrier for use as require 

To find carriers composed of above features it is also possible to have compost 

materials like bark, peat, and husks among others (Herridge, 2008). Basic spreading 

forms in which commonly applied: powders (dry inoculant), powder-type inoculants 

suspended in liquid (slurries), granules, and liquids (Bashan, 1998). Most commonly 

used carrier is peat. However, it is not voluntarily available all over the world and its use 

has a negative impact on microbial survival and the environment and ecosystem from 

which it is extracted. This highlights that there is need to develop new formulations 

using different materials to compete with the active inoculants (John et al., 2011). 

2.3.5.1. Where bioencapsulation is needed?  

The progress has been accomplished in formulation development in the process 

of immobilization which leads to entrapment of microorganism that particularly seemed 

have potential (Okon and Itzigsohn, 1995; John et al., 2011; Saxena, 2011). 

Immobilization is the different forms of cell attachment or entrapment into a matrix. 

Many processes are involved including adsorption on surfaces, covalent bonding to 
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carriers, flocculation, encapsulation in a polymer gel and cross-linking of cells (Cassidy 

et al., 1996). Encapsulation has recognized as most auspicious method for building 

carriers of microorganisms, with considerable benefits over existing carriers. 

Encapsulated means living cells are preserved in a capsule (nutritive shell) against all 

stresses (mechanical and environmental) such as, organic solvent, pH, poison or 

temperature and predators (Bashan, 1998; John et al., 2011; Saxena, 2011). Soil 

microorganisms present in the soil slowly cut down the capsules when put in the soil 

and cells being targeted are steadily but in large numbers released to the soil, this 

happens usually at the time of germination of seeds or seedling emergence (Bashan, 

1998). As many types of cells can be encapsulated, which include fungal spores, small 

hyphal segments or bacteria, this encapsulation technique signifies a favourable 

technology for single and multiple strain products, such as rhizobia–AMF or PSB–

AMF-based products (Fenice et al., 2000; Strullu and Plenchette, 1994). 

Various types of polymers might be taken part for encapsulation including 

natural or synthetic and homo-, hetero-, or co-polymers. Natural polymer includes 

protein material and polysaccharides while synthetic include polyurethane and 

polyacrylamide. Moreover, 1,350 polymers are reported for encapsulation in different 

combinations based on chemical composition, ability (John et al., 2011) but alginate and 

polyacrylamide (PAM) are commonly used for microbial encapsulation with more 

preference to alginate over PAM due to acrylamide toxicity (Bashan et al., 2014). 

Alginate is nontoxic, natural and biodegradable polymer makes three dimensional gels 

when mixed with (Bashan, 1998; Bashan et al., 2014) by which microbes and additives 

easily dispersed into alginate to extend shelf life of inoculation. Alginates beads in 

various sizes are formed by different methods also give edge to alginates as inoculant 

carrier with ease in handling, packaging and application (John et al., 2011; Bashan et 

al., 2014). 

Many improved effects provided by the shell besides the cell protection over free 

cells (conventional formulations), under storage and field application, have been 

reported in different studies under numerous conditions. For the cells encapsulation 

processes are not stressful, contamination can be minimized by aseptic conditions, and 

the carriers are nontoxic and biodegradable (Cassidy et al., 1996). When beads are 

highly intense, their volume should be very low, and thus, narrow space is being 

required for storage and transportation and handling are facilitated (John et al., 2011). 

Their shelf lives is extensive, must be stored at room temperatures for longer period, is 
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easily applied having consistent quality. Equal dispersal of cells is essential through 

microencapsulation near to the targeted area even application efficiency can be 

enhanced on small seeds (Forestier et al., 2001; John et al., 2011). Cell movement from 

microencapsulation and opportunity of off-site drift by this application are thus 

minimized in soil (Cassidy et al., 1996). Saxena (2011) also revealed that PSB strains 

encapsulation increased their efficiency of P solubilisation and their ability to enhance 

plant growth compared to other free cells. Restrictions comprise a more industry level 

management work, more cost of production (Bashan, 1998), and superior requirements 

of equipment (John et al., 2011). There are morphological, physiological and metabolic 

processes in encapsulated cells and that beads applications repetition may be required 

because cells may not found outside of beads (Cassidy et al., 1996). 

A success considered to be though encapsulation. At the laboratory level most of 

the studies had been performed and on the market no commercial bacterial product was 

available. Technical handling and high cost of production are the reasons of the non-

adoption of this technology by the inoculants industry. New technologies have to be 

adopted directly which remained affordable and cost effective, and are readily adopted 

by manufacturers and farmers (Deaker et al., 2004). 

2.3.5.2. Role of bioencapsulation in P use efficiency  

Biological growth and development require phosphorus as an important essential 

macronutrient. Even though phosphorus is widely distributed in nature due to its high 

fixation capacity it is deficient in most soils. Soluble phosphorus which is applied to soil 

in the form of chemical fertilizer has been fixed rapidly into insoluble forms (phosphates 

of iron, aluminium and calcium) and becomes unavailable to plants (Yaseen et al., 

2017). In addition, applications of chemical fertilizers are costly in term of longitivity 

and amount. Therefore, it is an obvious requirement to minimize the use of this type of 

agrochemicals by reducing the P fixation and solubilisation.  

 Phosphate minerals can be solubilized by a large number of soil fauna available 

to plants by several processes like chelation, acidification and exchange reaction 

(Naveed et al., 2017). However, rhizosphere of plants had a variety of phosphates 

solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs) but the number of these microbes is not enough to 

solubilize soil bound phosphate in substantial amounts. Therefore, there is need for the 

inoculation of plants by target microorganisms at higher concentrations. Increase in 

growth and P uptake by plants through the inoculation of PSMs has been shown by 

many studies in pot experiments (Naveed et al., 2014; Naveed et al., 2017). However, 
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there are several studies which are evident that the numbers of exogenous 

microorganisms have decreased shortly after addition to a site in to soil (Cassidy et al., 

1996). For the death of introduced microorganisms several explanations like extreme 

fluctuations in temperature, water content, pH, and nutrient availability, along with 

potentially toxic pollutant levels (heavy metals, pesticides, etc.) in the case of 

contaminated soils have been introduced. Among indigenous organisms there is 

competition for biotic factors like nutrients and for antagonistic interactions. It is widely 

accepted that the inoculant must use desirable carrier which provide protection, when 

inoculant was applied in harsh environment. However, very few reports of solubilization 

of inorganic phosphate [(URP) and tricalcium phosphate (TCP)] in soil conditions by a 

microorganism in an immobilized state have yet been made (Trivedi and Pandey, 2007; 

Yaseen et al., 2016). In general over free cell system, immobilized cells have specific 

advantages like protection, a higher cell density in small volume as well as cell 

metabolism, and higher stability (Bashan et al., 2014). Aspergillus awamori S19 in Ca-

alginate and in agar phosphate solubilizing filamentous fungi was immobilized. A 

repeated-batch fermentation process has been used for the application of immobilized 

microbial cells in order to test the effect on of rock phosphate (RP) and TCP on 

solubilization. Whereas, 93 mg L-1 soluble P was produced by alginate entrapped cells 

that was significantly higher than freely suspended cells with RP. In the presence of 

TCP, better phosphate solubilization was shown by immobilized cells as compared to 

the free cells, viz. 345 mg L-1 in alginate entrapment versus merely 291 mg L-1 with free 

cells. Further the soil supplemented by TCP and RP to explore their effect on plant 

growth and P uptake of mungbean, the immobilized cells were introduced in that soil. 

The significant higher plant growth in the presence of fungal inoculates has been shown 

(Sharma et al., 2010). For phosphate-solubilizing bacteria (PSB) alginate was being 

considered superior to conventional charcoal-soil carrier. During storage high 

populations of Pseudomonas striata (27) and Bacillus polymyxa (H-5) should be 

maintained in this polymer. The initial loading of these organisms in alginate gel was 

extremely affected by the incorporation of charcoal-soil (3:1). The survival of these 

organisms was alone supported by alginate at elevated storage temperature of 40°C 

(Viveganandan and Jauhri, 2000). Furthermore, filamentous fungi has been widely used 

as producers of organic acids and in order to solubilize rock phosphate,  Aspergillus 

niger and some Penicillium species have been tested in fermentation systems or directly 

inoculate (Vassilev et al., 2001; Vassilev et al., 2005). However, in an immobilized state, 
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few reports had been made of solubilization of rock phosphate (Vassilev et al., 1996; 

Vassilev et al., 2005; Trivedi and Pandey, 2007). However, by the utilization of A. niger 

immobilized on polyurethane foam cubes rock phosphate (2.5 g L-1 and 5.0 g L-1) 

solubilization had been carried out in repeated 48 h batch fermentation. After the second 

batch in flasks with 5 g L-1 rock phosphate greatest accumulation of soluble P 

approximately 360 mg L-1 was obtained by it, but process efficiency was being 

considered higher at lower concentration of the rock phosphate (Vassilev et al., 2005).  

2.3.6. Polymer bioaugmented microbes coated P fertilizer-An innovative approach 

Recently, Aziz et al. (2016a) evaluated the effect of polymer immobilized 

microbe’s coated P fertilizer application on growth, yield and P use efficiency of wheat. 

Two techniques are joined with the help of polymer to load microbes on diammonium 

phosphate (DAP) successfully. By this method, release pattern of both nutrients and 

microbes was controlled successfully according to requirement of crop plants with 

microbial survival for long span from biotic and abiotic stresses. Results exposed that 

these recent methods successfully provide microbes to target place and also enhanced 

crop growth, yield, physiology and P use efficiency of wheat. Similarly, Yaseen et al. 

(2016) also reported as alginate as microbial carrier. First, they screened the different 

concentration of alginate i.e. 0.5, 1 and 1.5% on the base of microbial survival in liquid 

alginate formulation. Best selected alginate concentration of 1.5% was amended with 

different organic carbon sources in different combination of glucose and glycerol. The 

prototype solution of screened alginate concentration along with organic carbon and 

microbe was coated on DAP to evaluate the microbial survival on DAP surface. 

However viable number of microbes was recovered from DAP surface. Results 

regarding the fertilizer release pattern showed that controlled release of P fertilizer i.e. 

79% and microbes 80 × 108 CFU g−1 soil was recorded at 60 days sampling. Moreover, 

wheat growth and yield attributes was improves along with P use efficiency. Similarly, 

wheat phosphorus use efficiency was increased by the application of carboxymethyl 

cellulose entrapped microbe coated DAP. Results revealed that after application of 

coated DAP deliver microbes in rhizosphere i.e. 60 × 108 CFU g−1 soil and released P 

85% upto 2 month along with improved P use efficiency (Aziz et al., 2016b).    

2.3.7. Role of nanotechnology in P use efficiency and crop production 

Material having nano size particles at least one dimension is called nano-

particles (NPs). Therefore, nanofertilizers are whichever NMs which supply nutrients to 

the crop plants and improve growth and development which also assist to increase the 
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performance of chemical fertilizers. Moreover, nanofertilizers are classified like 

macronutrient and micronutrient nanofertilizers. Nanofertilizers are estimated to 

significantly increase crops' yields, fertilizer use efficiency, reduce nutrient losses and 

environmental hazards compared to conventional fertilizers (Lui and Lal, 2015). 

However, NPs to unswervingly pass in plant cells because particle sizes are smaller than 

cell wall pores. But auxiliary proceeding of NPs enters through cell membrane in to 

cytoplasm and use of NP is also complicated (Nair et al., 2010). However, lack of 

research regarding nanoparticle nutrient elements absorbance by plant root system from 

soil solution is cited. In short, dissolve NPs in solution simply release the nutrient in 

soluble form and plants absorb the soluble nutrient but the dissolution rate of NPs in 

water and soil varies (Lui and Lal, 2015).  

Nanofertilizers of macronutrient are comprised of one/more elements being able 

to supply essential macro-nutrients to plants. Global fertilizers i.e. nitrogen (N), 

phosphorus (P2O5) and potassium (K2O) consumption was 177 million ton in 2011 and is 

estimated to upsurge 263 Mt in mid of running century (Alexandratos and Bruinsma, 

2012). It is projected fertilizers contributed 40 percent share in food production 

currently and 110% food production depends on fertilizer end of current century due to 

low efficiency of applied fertilizer particularly P (5-25%) remaining amount is lost into 

environments creating problems for human being and aquatic life (Smil, 2002). 

Therefore there is need some next generation technologies to enhance P use efficiency 

to overcome above mention problems. A transitory argument on some encouraging story 

of P nanofertilizer is described. Hydroxyapatite (Ca5 (PO4)3OH) NP as P nanofertilizer 

having 16 nm in size was synthesized to assessed its effect on soybean (Glycine max) 

under greenhouse experiment. The data revealed that P nanofertilizer improved growth 

and yield up to 33 and 20%, respectively over conventional P fertilizer (single super 

phosphate). The biological yield and below ground biomass was increased 18 and 41%, 

respectively. The results directed that soybean roots absorb P nanofertilizer effectively 

as P nutrient source and improved growth and yield. In addition apatite P nanofertilizer 

as innovative class of P fertilizer has potential to enhance agronomical yield, p use 

efficiency and reduce eutrophication risks. Apatite NPs showed weaker interactions with 

soil components and Ca/Mg as significant amount of NPs remain in soil solution for 

roots to absorb and apatite NPs is less bioavailable to alga that pose low risks of 

eutrophication. Additionally no phytoxicity of the NPs is observed through a seed 

germination test (Liu and Lal, 2014). Similarly, wheat P uptake was improved i.e. 61% 
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by the use of P nanofertilizer as compared to control (Montalvo et al., 2015b). 

Moreover, results on germination trial of vegetables and cereals showed that P 

nanofertilizer is not significantly affected the germination (Sharonova et al., 2015). 

However, research thrust regarding merit and demerit, interaction with soil and 

microbes along with different crops of P nanofertilizer is needed under different 

conditions. 

2.4. Concluding Remarks  

Low use efficiency of phosphatic fertilizers and risk of eutrophication can 

pollute environment-a striking challenge for scientific community for long time with 

little success. Moreover, limited and uneven distribution of P resources has been 

recognized as major bottleneck for sustainable agriculture and economy. Crop economy 

is largely based on fertilizer applied to use ratio. At present this ratio is very wide. This 

is reason that fertilizer use efficiency is emerged out as one of possible solution to 

narrow down gap between increasing population and food demand. So, increasing P use 

efficiency by different scientific approaches has got significant importance in this regard 

for food security. The synthesis of available information from the literature review 

presented herein shows potential of genetic, microbiological, biotechnological, some 

non-conventional and agronomic strategies for improving P use efficiency, however cost 

effective strategy/approach is very much needed here for sustainable crop production. In 

this regard, potential of polymer coated P fertilizer for keeping nutrient soluble form, 

increase in diffusion shell and release of nutrient according to crop demand and 

intervention of entrapped microbes in polymer to further ensure the supply of nutrients 

through different mechanism i.e. hormone production, organic acid secretion and 

siderophore production seem viable coat effective approach for enhancing nutrient use 

efficiency particularly phosphorus. Here selected polymer should be good microbial 

carrier and has ability to P use efficiency many folds. Taking advantages of above 

information, present innovative project is planned to develop fertilizer technology by 

conducting series of laboratory and pilot scales experiments. Outcome of these 

experiments would be verified by conducting pot and field experiments.  

2.5. Future Outlook 

Pertinent literature highlights the gaps and missing links between the controlled 

conditions and field results. This may be probable reason of least acceptance of 

new/modern fertilizers. However, further research data at field scale related different 
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aspect especially improving yield is needed to encouraging adoption of new fertilizer 

intervention in agriculture. Some future outlooks are given below:  

 Remodulation of agronomic approaches and screening of crops with the use of 

modified formula fertilizer  

 A greater understanding of P dynamics in the soil/rhizosphere/plant continuum is 

of utmost importance after the application of controlled 

release/impregnated/polymer coated/polymer embedded microbes/nanofertilizer 

etc. as it can provide a significant basis for optimizing P management to improve 

PUE in crop production.  

 To know the mechanisms to understand insight microbial activity in polymer, as 

well as different dynamics related to polymer microbe’s interactions.   

 The research thrust should be directed toward the improvement of P efficiency. 

Developed new fertilizer and formulation should be more efficient regarding 

nutrient uptake, soil and plant botany. 

 Therefore, the perfect polymer coating and polymer carrier for microbes should 

participate in the improvement of P use efficiency in wide types of soil and 

environmental conditions.   
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Chapter 3 

                                                   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

   

A number  of laboratory, wire house and field experiments were conducted to 

check the efficacy of polymer coated diammonium phosphate (DAP) bioaugmented 

with endophytic bacteria on growth, yield and phosphorus (P) use efficiency of wheat at 

Institute of Soil and Environmental Sciences (ISES), University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad (UAF), Pakistan. Detailed methodology of each experiment is described 

below in different sections: 

3.1. Collection and culture preparation of endophytic bacteria 

 Pre-isolated strains of endophytic bacteria (Wild type and their derivatives) 

Enterobacter sp. MN17::gusA and Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN::gusA was used for 

experimentations (Compant et al., 2005; Naveed et al., 2014). These strains were 

collected from Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry Laboratory, ISES, UAF. Selected 

strains culture (inoculant) was prepared in LB broth amended with spectinomycin 100 

µg-ml, kept in orbital shaking incubator with 180 revolutions-minute (Firstek Scientific, 

Tokyo, Japan) at 28 ± 2ºC till optical density 0.5 as measured by spectrophotometer at 

600nm indicator of  uniform population of microbe i.e. 108-109 colony forming units 

(CFU-ml) of inocula. 

3.2. Laboratory Experiments  

3.2.1. Experiment 1 

Screening of different concentrations of various polymers on the basis of 

endophytic bacterial survival 

This laboratory experiment was conducted in Environmental Sciences 

Laboratory, ISES, UAF, to screen the effective concentration of different polymer for 

microbial survival. Experiment was designed according to factorial completely 

randomized design with three replications. Treatment plan was consisted of as: 

 Polymers (alginate, carboxymethyl cellulose and polyacrylamide) 

 Concentrations (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5%)  

 Endophytic bacteria (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA) 

Selected endophytic strains i.e. Enterobacter sp. MN17::gusA and Burkholderia 

phytofirmans PsJN::gusA inocula and polymer solution prepared in deionized water was 
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mixed by unit ratio in such a manner that concentration of each polymer remained 

constant. These prototype formulations (polymer + endophytic bacteria) were stored at 

room temperature in sterile falcon tubes for subsequent evaluation of the survival of 

microbes for one month. The effects of formulations (polymers + endophytic bacteria) 

on the bacterial viability was estimated by preparing serial dilutions in a buffer solution 

and plating 100 μL of each dilution on selected LB plates amended with 5-bromo-4 

chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-glucuronide (XGlcA) (100 µg-ml), isopropyl-β-D 

galactopyranoside (IPTG) (100 µg-ml) and spectinomycin (100 µg-ml) (Sigma, St.  Louis, 

MO). Plates were placed in incubator at 28 ± 1ºC for 48-72 h. Colonies with blue 

expression were counted by using colony counter (Compant et al., 2005). Data was 

expressed as CFU-ml.  The polymers were studied with respect to their capacity as 

carriers of biological inoculants and best concentration of each polymer was found with 

respect to maintain microbial viability.  

3.2.2. Experiment 2   

Survival of endophytes in different polymers enriched organic amendments at 

different time intervals 

 This laboratory experiment was conducted to find out the effective organic 

carbon carrying polymer source with selected concentration from experiment 1 for 

maintaining microbial survival up to one month.  

Treatment plan included: 

 Best concentration of each polymer (1.5% alginate, 1.00% carboxymethyl 

cellulose and polyacrylamide) 

 Organic carbon source (1% glucose, 1% glycerol and both together)  

 Endophytic bacteria (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA)                                              

 The prototype formulations (polymers + endophytic bacteria + organic carbon 

source) was formed by mixing them under control conditions and stored at room 

temperature in sterile falcon tubes for subsequent evaluation of microbial survival for 

one month. The effects of formulations on the bacterial viability was estimated by 

preparing serial dilutions in a buffer solution and plating 100 μl of each dilution on 

selected plates as described  in experiment 1. The best organic carbon carrying polymer 

source was evaluated for maintaining maximum microbial viability. 
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3.2.3. Experiment 3 

Recovery of endophytic bacteria from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer 

 As described  in experiments 1 and 2, best performing  concentration and type of 

polymer (effective organic carbon carrying source) were selected and used to study the 

microbial survival after coating on the DAP fertilizer under controlled conditions. 

Experiment was designed according to completely randomized design with three 

replications.  

Treatment plant was comprised of: 

 Best concentration of each polymer with organic carbon (glucose 1% + glycerol 

1%) 

 Endophytic bacteria (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA) 

 Temperature ranges (10, 25 & 40ºC)                                              

3.2.3.1. Procedure for coating of phosphatic fertilizers with microbe entrapped   

 enriched polymer  

Di-ammonium phosphate (DAP) was coated with different polymers (i.e. Na-

alginate, carboxymethyl cellulose and polyacrylamide) with and without entrapped with 

bacteria     at Plant Nutrition and Stress Management Laboratory, ISES, UAF. Coating 

was done on weight-volume basis as weight of polymers was carefully chosen from 

previous experiments and coated in double layers. Amount of deionized water required 

to moist one kg of DAP fertilizer was estimated, which was 20 mL   to moist one kg of 

DAP fertilizer for single coating. Then prototype solution of enriched polymer 

entrapped bacteria was prepared according to treatment plan based on number of 

coatings. Inoculum was used instead of water for preparation of polymer solution while 

water was used for polymer alone coating. Prototype solution (polymer + organic 

carbon + bacteria) and simple polymer solution (water + polymer) was coated on DAP 

granules by method Yaseen et al. (2017).  Coated fertilizer material was stored in 

polyethylene bags till use.  

3.2.3.2. Microbial recovery from coated DAP fertilizer granule surface 

The coated granules were stored in sterilized polythene bag at different 

temperature till use. The bacterial viability on fertilizer surface was estimated by 

preparing serial dilutions of solution prepared by dissolving three g of fertilizer grains in 

15 mL buffer solution and plating 100 μl of each dilution on selected LB plates. Plates 

were placed in incubator at 28 ± 1ºC for 48-72 h. Blue colonies were counted by colony 

counter. Data was expressed as colony forming units. 
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3.3. Soil Collection 

 Bulk amount of soil was collected from the field allotted for the field trial at 

Research Area of ISES, UAF. Soil was taken from upper 0-15cm surface layer of field. 

Soil was air-dried, ground and passed through 2 mm sieve and analyzed for physical and 

chemical properties. This soil was used for all laboratory and pot experiments. 

3.4. Soil analysis 

 Most of the physical and chemical properties of soil was determined through US 

Salinity Lab. Staff (1954) methods (Table 3.1) otherwise mentioned. Textural class of 

soil was determined by Bouyoucos (1962) method. Soil saturated paste was prepared to 

determine saturation percentage and pH of saturated soil paste (pHs). Saturated soil 

extract electrical conductivity (ECe) was noted through conductivity meter (Jenway 

410). The same soil sample was used to estimate Total nitrogen by Gunning and 

Hibbard’s method of sulphuric acid digestion and distillation of ammonium into 4% 

boric acid by macro Kjeldal apparatus (Jackson, 1962). Extractable K+ and Cation 

exchange capacity (CEC) were determined according to the methods described by 

U.S. Salinity Lab. Staff (1954). Organic matter in soil was determined by (Walkey and 

Black, 1934) while Extractable phosphorus by Olsen’s extraction method (Olsen et al., 

1954).  
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Table-3.1. Physico-chemical analyses of soil used for experiments  

Properties Units Readings 

Sand % 47 

Silt % 28 

Clay % 26 

Texture  Sandy clay loam 

Organic matter % 0.74 

Saturation percentage % 29.5 

CEC c molc kg-1 14.1 

ECe dS m-1 1.95 

pHs - 7.75 

Total nitrogen % 0.041 

Extractable Potassium mg kg-1 soil 125 

Olsen Phosphorus mg kg-1 soil 6.52 
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3.5. Experiment 4 

Release of phosphorus in soil from polymer bioaugmented with endophytic bacterial 

coated DAP fertilizer 

3.5.1. Study I 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer in soil at different 

moisture levels 

To investigate the release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP at different 

moisture levels, a laboratory experiment was conducted in Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition 

Lab and Environmental Sciences Lab, ISES, UAF. Experiment was designed according to 

factorial completely randomized design. Each treatment was repeated three times. 

Treatment plan consisted of: 

a.  Coated and uncoated (DAP) 

b. Microbes (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA) 

c. Polymers (0.5% PAM, 1.00% CMC and 1.50% Alginate) 

d. Selected organic carbon from experiment 2 (1% glucose + 1% glycerol) 

e. Three moisture levels (100, 75 and 50% of field capacity) 

f. Soil sampling was done at 15, 30, 45 and 60 days interval 

3.5.1.1. Coating of fertilizers 

Prototype solution (polymer + organic amendment + bacteria) was coated on DAP 

granules as described in section 3.2.3.2.  

3.5.1.2. Experiment description 

Laboratory experiment was conducted in incubator (Sanyo; MIR 253) under 

constant temperature 25 ± 2°C. Disposable cups of 250 cm3 were used during this study. 

Disposable cups of 250 cm3 were filled with 200 g soil having physico-chemical 

characteristic described in section 3.3 and 3.4. Saturation percentage (SP) was determined 

and 60% of SP of water was added to each cup to maintain field capacity (FC) condition. 

According to treatment plan measured water quantity was added in each cup to maintain 50, 

75 and 100%, of FC. Di-ammonium phosphate (DAP) i.e. 1g100 g-1 of soil in the form of 

polymer-entrapped bacteria coated, simple (alone) polymer coated and uncoated was mixed 

thoroughly into 200 g soil before adding moisture. The weight of cups after adding 

fertilizer, soil and water was recorded and maintained after every 24 h by distilled water. 
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Available phosphorus was determined after 15, 30, 45 and 60 days by Olsen et al. (1954). 

This experiment helped to examine and select the most effective strength of polymer for 

constant supply of P from different phosphatic sources. 

3.5.1.3. Extractable phosphorus determination 

Soil weighing 3 g was extracted with 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution adjusted to pH 8.56. 

Five mL of clear filtrate was taken in 100 mL volumetric flask and then added 5 mL color 

developing regent (ascorbic acid). Volume was made up to the mark. Reading was recorded 

on spectrometer (T80 UV/VIS Spectrometer) using 880 nm wave length and with the help 

of standard curve. Available phosphorus was calculated by Olsen’s extraction method 

(Olsen et al., 1954).  

3.5.2. Study II 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer at different 

temperatures 

The best polymer concentration (of each polymer) and organic amendment (glucose 

+ glycerol) selected from experiment 1 and 2 were used. This study was conducted to 

evaluate the effect of polymer coated phosphatic fertilizers for P availability at different 

temperatures over different time intervals. 

Treatment plan included: 

a. Coated and uncoated (DAP) 

b. Microbes (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA) 

c. Polymers (0.5% PAM, 1.00% CMC and 1.50% Alginate) 

d. Selected organic carbon from study 2 (1% glucose + 1% glycerol) 

e. Three temperature levels (10, 25 and 40ºC) 

f. Sampling was done at 15, 30, 45 and 60 days interval 

 3.5.2.1. Experiment description and maintaining of temperature at 10, 25, and 40ºC  

Temperature was the most important parameter for this incubator study. According 

to treatment plan, cup was placed at 10, 25, and 40ºC.  Disposable cups of 250 cm3 were 

filled with 200 g soil and DAP fertilizer coated with different polymers with and without 

bacteria along with uncoated DAP was added as 1 g DAP fertilizer per 100 g of soil. FC 

was maintained by distilled water as discussed in above study. Olsen’s P was determined in 

soil treated with coated and uncoated soil extract as mentioned in experiment 3.5.1 and 
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3.5.3 after 15, 30, 45 and 60 days’ time intervals (Olsen et al., 1954). This study was also 

explored the potential of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP to release P in soil under 

varying temperature conditions. 

3.6. Experiment 5 (Pot experiment in wire house) 

Studying the effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytic bacteria coated DAP 

fertilizer on growth, yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat 

From lab experiments 3 and 4, two best polymers (alginate and polyacryl amide) 

and their concentrations (alginate 1.5% and PAM 0.5%) along with best carbon source (1% 

glucose + 1% glycerol) were selected for coating DAP fertilizer for pot experiment.  

Treatment plan consisted of: 

a. Polymer types for coating (alginate and PAM)  

b. Microbes (MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA) 

c. Four level of P (50, 75 and 100% of recommended P rate)  

d. Uncoated P fertilizer 

3.6.1. Experiment description  

Pot experiment was conducted at wire house, Institute of Soil and Environmental 

Sciences, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Pakistan. Experimental soil was collected 

and analysed for physico-chemical characteristics as described in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 

Sixteen treatments consisted of different rates of coated DAP fertilizer with alginate and 

PAM having entrapped MN17 and PsJN i.e. 50, 75 100% of recommended rate (RR) along 

with simple (alone) alginate and PAM coated DAP, uncoated DAP and control. Each 

treatment was replicated six times in completely randomized design for pot experiment. For 

wheat, RR of NPK fertilizer 120-90-60 kg ha-1 as urea, DAP and sulphate of potash, 

respectively was applied. All phosphorus and potassium containing fertilizers were applied 

before sowing while nitrogen was applied in two splits i.e. 30 and 45 days after 

germination. Six seeds of wheat variety Faisalabad-2001 were sown in each pot having 10 

kg soil. After germination thinning was done and four plants were maintained till maturity. 

Out of six replications, three were used for growth, physiology, yield, and chemical 

parameters while remaining three replications were deputed for microbial check in 

rhizospheric soil and root endosphere after 45 days of germination. Pots were irrigated with 

canal water to keep the moisture level of soil approximately near to field capacity. Weeds 
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were uprooted manually, chopped and mixed within the same pot soil. Necessary, cultural 

and irrigation practices were kept same for all the treatments during the crop growth period.  

3.6.2. Data collection 

Following parameters were studied during growth period or at final harvest. 

 Growth and yield parameters 

 Detection and enumeration of coated strains 

 Physiological parameters 

 Chemical parameters 

3.6.2.1. Growth and yield parameters 

 Agronomic parameters including plant height (cm), number of fertile tillers (pot-1), 

1000 grain weight (g), grains yield (g pot-1) and straw yield (g pot-1) were measured by 

following  standard procedures. 

3.6.2.2. Detection and enumeration of bacterial colonization in rhizosphere soil and 

root endosphere  

 Plants were removed from the pots to obtain the rhizosphere soil and root samples. 

Roots were gently agitated and collect the soil still attached with root. For detection of 

rhizospheric bacteria, five grams soil was taken into 15 mL saline buffer solution (0.9% 

W/V NaCl) and put in shaking incubator at 180 rpm for 30 min. After settling of soil 

particles, serial dilutions were prepared, spread on LB plates amended with spectinomycin, 

XGlucA and IPTG, placed in incubator for 4 days at 28 ± 2°C. For root colonization, two 

grams surface sterilized roots were homogenized with a sterile mortar and pestle in 15 mL 

saline buffer solution, and placed in a shaker at 180 rpm for 30 min. The homogenates were 

serially diluted and cultured on LB plates supplemented with spectinomycin, XGlucA and 

IPTG. Blue bacterial colonies were counted after 72 hours of incubation at 28 ± 2°C 

(Naveed et al., 2014). 

3.6.2.3. Physiological parameters 

Before tasseling chlorophyll contents and photosynthetic rate (A) parameters were 

measured from fully expanded upper leaf by using portable chlorophyll meter (SPAD-501) 

and CIRAS-3 (PP System, Amesbury, MA, USA) having PLC3 universal leaf cuvette 

provided light through diodes (LED), photon flux (1000 μmol m-2 s-1), ambient leaf 

temperature i.e. 390 μmol mol-1 CO2.  
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3.6.2.4. Chemical parameters  

3.6.2.4.1. Wet digestion 

Grounded grains and shoot material (0.1 g) was digested with hydrogen peroxide 

and sulphuric acid by method described Wolf (1982) in which grounded material 0.1 g  was 

taken in digestion tube along with 5 mL of concentration H2SO4 and kept overnight at 

ambient temperature. Next day, tubes were shifted on digestion block by adding 2.5 ml 

H2O2 (35% A.R) and heated up to 350°C till color less digestion material (aliquot). The 

volume of aliquot was made 50 mL with distilled water. It was filtered and used for 

determination of mineral elements.   

3.6.2.4.2. Nitrogen determination 

Nitrogen concentration of wheat grains and straw samples were determined through 

Kjeldhal method (Chapman and Pratt, 1961). 

Digested 10 mL aliquot was taken in Kjeldhal flask for distillation having 20 mL 40% 

NaOH. Nitrogen in the form of ammonia was captured in 4% boric acid with indicator 

bromocresol and titrated against 0.01 N standard sulphuric acid till pink end point.  

3.6.2.4.3. Phosphorus determination 

Phosphorus concentration in digested samples was determined by using vanadate 

molybdate spectrophotometer method described by Olsen et al. (1954).  

3.6.2.4.4. Potassium determination 

Digested filtrate potassium was analyzed flame photometer (410 Sherwood) through 

Chapman and Pratt (1961) method. 

3.6.3. Phosphorus uptake in plant produces (grains or straw g pot-1) 

Phosphorus uptake of grain and shoot was calculated by using the formula described 

as below: 

            PU  =   oven dried weight grains or straw × P (%) 

100 

PU= Phosphorus uptake  

However, total P uptake was calculated by formula given below 

           Total P uptake= P uptake g pot-1 (grains + straw) 

3.6.4.  Nutrient use efficiencies 

 Various forms of P use efficiency were figured out through following formulae.   
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          AE (g grains/g fertilizer) = P fertilized pot yield – P unfertilized pot yield 

                                           Amount of fertilizer applied 

 

 RE (%) = total P uptake by fertilized plant–total P uptake by unfertilized plant × 100 

     Amount of fertilizer applied 

 

AE = Agronomic efficiency, RE = Recovery efficiency 

3.7. Experiment 6 (Field experiment) 

Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytic bacteria coated DAP fertilizer on growth, 

yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat  

This experiment was conducted to evaluate the pot trial results under field 

conditions. Comparison was made among various levels of polymer (alginate and PAM) 

entrapped bacteria (MN17 and PsJN) coated phosphatic fertilizer along with simple 

polymers, uncoated DAP fertilizer on growth, yield and P use efficiency of wheat at 

research area, ISES, UAF. Experiment was performed under randomized complete block 

design (RCBD).  

Treatment plan comprised as:   

a. Polymers for coating (alginate and PAM) 

b. Bacteria (MN17 and PsJN wild type) 

c. Four level of P (50, 75 and 100% of recommended P rate) 

d. Uncoated P fertilizer  

Note* Nitrogen and potassium fertilizer was applied as recommended rate without coating 

in each treatment except control (without any fertilizer).  

Fertilizer NPK was applied according to treatment plan at the rate of 120-90-60 kg 

ha-1 in the form of urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of potash. Recommended 

phosphatic and potassium fertilizer was applied along with 1/3rd of recommended rate 

before sowing and remaining N was applied at 2nd and 3rd irrigation. Wheat variety 

Faisalabad-2008 was sown through drill in field having seed rate of 100 kg ha-1 and five 

irrigations were applied by canal water during growing period. Following parameters i.e. 

growth and yield (plant height, number of fertile tillers, 1000 grains weight, grains and 

straw yield), physiological (chlorophyll contents and photosynthesis rate) and  chemical 
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(NPK total uptakes) during growth period or at final harvest through standard procedures as 

described above in section (3.6.2).  

3.7.1. Analytical methods 

After digestion of grounded grains and shoot by Wolf (1982), nitrogen and 

potassium (Chapman and Pratt, 1961)) and P (Olsen et al., 1954) was determined as 

describe in pot study. Nutrients (NPK) uptake in grains and straw (kg ha-1) was calculated 

by below formula 

            NU =   yield (grain/straw) kg ha-1 × nutrient (%) 

                                Amount of nutrient applied 

NU= Nutrient uptake  

However, total nutrient uptake was calculated by formula given below 

Total nutrient uptake= Nutrient uptake kg ha-1 (grains + straw)  

3.7.2. Nutrients use efficiencies 

 Furthermore, various types of fertilizers use efficiencies were calculated following 

formulae.  

          AE (kg grains/kg fertilizer) = Fertilized grain yield – unfertilized grain yield 

                             Amount of applied fertilizer   

RE (%) = total nutrient uptake by fertilized plant–total nutrient uptake by unfertilized plant × 100 

      Amount of fertilizer applied 

AE = Agronomic efficiency, RE = Recovery efficiency 

 3.8. Statistical analysis 

Data on all parameters were statistically analyzed according to completely 

randomized design (CRD) for laboratory experiments and pot trial even though randomized 

complete block design (RCBD) for field experiment according to Steel et al. (1997) and 

means were compared with each other by using Tukey Honestly Significant 

Difference (HSD) test at 5% probability level.   
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Chapter 4 

                                                                                            RESULTS  

 

4.1. Laboratory Experiments 

4.1.1. Experiment 1 

Screening of different concentrations of various polymers on the basis of endophytic 

bacterial survival 

Abstract 

Aims: Developing polymer based inoculant of plant growth promoting bacteria 

Enterobacter sp. MN17::gusA and Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN::gusA. Key aspects 

investigated were the potential of polymers as microbe’s carrier, screening of best 

concentration of each polymer to maintain maximum cell viability when stored at ambient 

temperature for long time.    

Methods: Different concentrations (0.5, 1 and 1.5%) of three polymers [i.e. alginate, 

carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and polyacrylamide (PAM)] were taken to check the 

microbial survival over different time intervals. Liquid polymeric inoculant was prepared 

by mixing polymer solution and inocula in 1:1 in such a manner to maintain desired 

polymer concentration.  Polymeric entrapped microbial formulation was stored in sterilized 

falcon tubes at room temperature to check microbial survival up to one month. 

Results: Among various concentrations of different polymers, alginate (1.5%), 

polyacrylamide (0.50%) and carboxymethyl cellulose (1%) concentrations maintained 

maximum cell viability of MN17 as 108 ± 3 × 106, 99 ± 1.98 × 106 and 78 ± 1.49 × 106 

CFU-ml, respectively and PsJN as 82 ± 0.98 × 106, 81 ± 0.87 × 106 and 65 ± 2.51 × 106 

CFU-ml, respectively in all the three polymers upto one month. However, less microbial 

survival was observed in other concentrations. Among polymers, alginate gave better 

survival to microbes and it was followed by PAM and CMC. The bacterial species MN17 

sustained more microbial population compared to PsJN.  

Conclusions: Viability of microbes was preserved in polymeric formulation, pleasing into 

account relationship between polymers as carrier for longer period viability of microbes. 
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Results 

The microbial survival of two bacterial species MN17::gusA sp. and PsJN::gusA sp. 

in three polymers; alginate, CMC and PAM matrices was analysed during storage at room 

temperature. In all polymers microbial survive was well but alginate exhibited better 

survival as compared to other polymers. Data regarding microbial viability in different 

polymers is shown in Table 4.1.1 and Appendix1. Linear increase of population densities in 

all polymer matrixes between the first to 15 days was recorded in both strains MN17 and 

PsJN (Table 4.1.1). Overall improvement in cell viability was recorded in alginate and 

PAM matrix end of experiment but decline trend in population densities was recorded in 

CMC matrix as compared 15 days cell population. At 30 days of experiment, alginate 

supported maximum viability of microbes MN17 and PsJN i.e. 108 ± 3.0 × 106 and 82 ± 

0.98 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively (Table 4.1.1). Polyacryl amide (PAM) followed alginate 

regarding cell viability of microbes i.e. 99 ± 1.98 × 106 and 81 ± 0.87 × 106 CFU-ml of 

MN17 and PsJN, respectively over 30 days of experiment. Minimum cell viability of MN17 

and PsJN (78 ± 1.49 × 106 and 65 ± 2.51 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively) was recorded in 

carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) prototype matrix (Table 4.1.1) at end of experiment. 

Linear decline in microbial cell viability of MN17 and PsJN i.e. 11 ± 1.12 × 106 and 5 ± 

0.76 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively was recorded in control with simple inoculum (Table 

4.1.1). Cell viability of MN17 was higher in three polymers than that of PsJN.   

As explored the results of polymers different concentrations, viability of MN17 and 

PsJN in different polymers alginate, CMC and PAM matrices was analyzed during storage 

at room temperature at different concentration i.e. 0.5, 1.00 and 1.50%. In all concentrations 

microbe survive well, but alginate 1.5%, CMC 1% and PAM 0.50% concentration gave 

better survival as compared to other concentrations. Alginate 1.5% matrix showed 

maximum population densities of MN17 (105 ± 0.98 × 106 CFU-ml) and PsJN (79 ± 1.77 × 

106 CFU-ml) after 15 days of incubation interval. It was significantly highest cell viability at 

this time interval as compared to first day sampling for population enumeration (Table 

4.1.4.1.1). In alginate 1.5% concentration, maximum viability of microbes MN17 (108 ± 

3.0 × 106 CFU-ml) and PsJN (82 ± 0.98 × 106 CFU-ml) was recorded (Table 4.1.1) end of 

experiment. Furthermore, alginate (1%) concentration showed promising results regarding 

cell viability after 1.5% alginate  concentration  matrix  treatment. Similar  linear increasing    
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Table 4.1.1: Viability of endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer solution stored at room temperature without any  

 amendment 

Treatment Time interval (day) 

Type of 

polymer 

Polyme

rconc. 

(%) 

Type of 

bacterial 

strain 

1 2 

 

3 4 5 15 30 

106 (CFU-ml) 

 No 

polymer 

Control MN17 71 ± 2.50K-O 65 ± 1.92P-U 56 ± 3.22Y-d 47 ± 1.56h-m 42 ± 1.40m-p 21 ± 2.02v 11 ± 1.12w 

PsJN 53 ± 0.98b-g 48 ± 2.90g-l 41 ± 1.56n-q 38 ± 1.35p-r 34 ± 0.86r-t 15 ± 3.23w 5.0 ± 0.76x 

Alginate 

0.50 MN17 59 ± 1.98V-a 61 ± 3.11T-Y 63 ± 1.43R-W 66 ± 0.22O-T 67 ± 1.86N-S 81 ± 2.76F-H 83 ± 1.18FG 

PsJN 42 ± 1.33m-p 44 ± 0.66k-o 46 ± 2.21i-n 46 ± 1.10i-n 50 ± 0.66e-j 69 ± 2.23M-Q 64 ± 1.92Q-V 

1.00 MN17 63 ± 3.10R-W 65 ± 1.37P-U 67 ± 0.89N-S 69 ± 2.00M-Q 71 ± 1.10K-O 93 ± 2.12CD 96 ± 2.83BC 

PsJN 47 ± 1.26h-m 48 ± 0.77g-l 49 ± 1.46f-k 51 ± 2.44d-i 52 ± 0.94c-h 72 ± 2.87K-N 70 ± 1.57L-P 

1.50 MN17 67 ± 1.81N-S 69 ± 0.96M-Q 72 ± 2.74K-N 76 ± 1.78H-K 80 ± 1.23F-I 105 ± 0.98A 108 ± 3.0A 

PsJN 49 ± 0.77f-k 50 ± 1.10e-j 51 ± 0.54d-i 53 ± 1.37b-g 53 ± 1.91b-g 79 ± 1.77G-I 82 ± 0.98FG 

CMC 

0.50 MN17 56 ± 1.67Y-d  57 ± 2.22X-c 58 ± 0.98W-b 63 ± 1.66R-W 66 ± 0.89O-T 85 ± 2.56EF 73 ± 1.44J-M 

PsJN 48 ± 3.34g-l 50 ± 1.36e-j 51 ± 2.11d-i 53 ± 0.78b-g 55 ± 1.77Z-e 68 ± 3.10M-R 61 ± 1.64T-Y 

1.00 MN17 56 ± 1.49Y-d 62 ± 0.67S-X 66 ± 1.05O-T 70 ± 1.78L-P 73 ± 2.11J-M 90 ± 2.71DE 78 ± 1.49G-J 

PsJN 50 ± 1.28e-j 54 ± 1.98a-f 57 ± 1.43X-c 61 ± 1.10T-Y 67 ± 2.42N-S 80 ± 3.81F-I 65 ± 2.51P-U 

1.50 MN17 46 ± 2.26i-n 53 ± 1.88b-g 56 ± 0.88Y-d 57 ± 0.56X-c 59 ± 1.46V-a 72 ± 1.78K-N 72 ± 1.42K-N 

PsJN 42 ± 1.33m-p 45 ± 3.21j-n 45 ± 0.99j-n 45 ± 1.32j-n 53 ± 1.78b-g 60 ± 1.55U-Z 65 ± 1.10P-U 

PAM 

0.50 MN17 60 ± 2.41U-Z 63 ± 1.67R-W 65 ± 1.33P-U 68 ± 2.00M-R 71 ± 0.78K-O 89 ± 1.68DE 99 ± 1.98B 

PsJN 47 ± 0.45h-m 51 ± 0.57d-i 54 ± 1.10a-f 56 ± 0.67Y-d 60 ± 1.22U-Z 75 ± 1.57I-L 81 ± 0.87F-H 

1.00 MN17 49 ± 0.57f-k 50 ± 1.33e-j 50 ± 0.94e-j 55 ± 1.43Z-e 55 ± 0.78Z-e 61 ± 1.68T-Y 75 ± 1.14I-L 

PsJN 38 ± 1.19p-r 39 ± 1.01o-r 43 ± 0.77l-p 44 ± 0.66k-o 46 ± 0.46i-n 50 ± 1.59e-j 60 ± 1.77U-Z 

1.50 MN17 35 ± 2.01rs 39 ± 1.36o-r 39 ± 0.61o-r 43 ± 1.11l-p 45 ± 0.99j-n 53 ± 2.11b-g 60 ± 0.82U-Z 

PsJN 26 ± 1.33uv 29 ± 1.55tu 32 ± 1.88st 36 ± 0.80q-s 39 ± 0.98o-r 46 ± 1.01i-n 50 ± 2.29e-j 
 

Note: Data are averaged of three replicates; ± standard error (SE), PAM= Polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Concentration × Bacterial strain × Day) 5.65 at p= 0.05, CFU= Colony forming unit, Added 

bacterial strain=108 to 109 CFU-ml, Conc.= Concentration, Values followed by the same letter(s) do not differ significantly at 5% level of significance (p), 

Capital letters presented in table have highest value followed by capital and small letters combination then small letter.  
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trend in cell viability was also recorded in case of alginate 1% matrix stored at room 

temperature i.e. maximum cell viability of MN17 (93 ± 2.12 × 106 CFU-ml) and PsJN (72 ± 

2.87 × 106 CFU-ml) at 15 days incubation compared to first day microbial viability of MN17 

and PsJN such as 63 ± 3.10 × 106 and 47 ± 1.26 × 106 CFU-ml (Table 4.1.1). At 30 day of 

incubation cell viability of microbes like 96 ± 2.83 × 106 and 70 ± 1.57 × 106 CFU-ml of 

MN17 and PsJN, respectively. Prototype matrix solution of alginate 0.50% concentration 

showed linear increasing trend with minimum cell viability of MN17 and PsJN 83 ± 1.18 × 

106 and 64 ± 1.92 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively at 30 days of incubation (Table 4.1.1).  

Results indicated increase in cell viability with increase in concentration of alginate. 

In CMC prototype matrix, all the three concentrations (0.50, 1.00 and 1.5%) 

maintained better viability within the same order of magnitude as is depicted in Table 4.1.1. 

Out of all concentrations of CMC polymer, concentration of 1.00% was regarded as the best 

in term of microbial survival. Effect of other concentrations on cell viability is ranked as 

0.5 and 1.5% respectively after 1% concentration. The linear increase in bacterial number 

was observed in all treatments at 15 days but at 30 days constant relation was detected with 

slightly decline in CFU-ml (Table 4.1.1). At 15 days incubation, maximum bacterial number 

of MN17 and PsJN (90 ± 2.71 × 106 and 80 ± 3.81 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively) was 

observed in prototype CMC solution. However, this counted was 78 ± 1.49 × 106 and 65 ± 

2.51 × 106 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, respectively at 30 days with slightly decrease in 

number (Table 4.1.1). No doubt treatment of 0.50% CMC also supported microbial viability 

with number of cells of 85 ± 2.56 × 106 and 68 ± 3.10 × 106 CFU-ml of NM17 and PsJN, 

respectively at 15 days which also had declining trend after 30 days showing microbial 

survival record of 73 ± 1.44 × 106 and 61 ± 1.64 × 106 CFU-ml for MN17 and PsJN, 

respectively (Table 4.1.1). Minimum survival count was observed in the treatment of 1.5% 

CMC concentration i.e. 72 ± 1.78 × 106 and 60 × 106 CFU-ml for MN17 and PsJN, 

respectively at 15 days of incubation. However, at 30 days incubation of experiment almost 

similar cell viability of MN17 and PsJN was recorded. However, cell viability of MN17 

was 20% higher in CMC 1.00% concentration than that of PsJN.    

Viability of MN17 and PsJN was also investigated in different concentrations (0.5, 

1.00 and 1.5%) of polyacrylamide to find out the most suitable concentration for future 

preparation of PAM-based inoculants. The primary criterion taking into account was 
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maximization of survival rate with trade-off between economic feasibility and high cell 

numbers. Promising results were recorded in term of microbial survival in polyacrylamide 

prototype solution having different concentrations stored at room temperature up to time 

interval of 30 days (Table 4.1.1). Results revealed linear increase in cell number up to 30 

days of incubation depending on PAM concentration. After, 15 days of incubation cell 

viability in all concentration of PAM (0.5, 1 and 1.5%) showed increasing trend in cell 

population as MN17 in 0.5% (89 ± 1.68 x 106 CFU-ml), 1.0% (61 ± 1.68 × 106 CFU-ml) and 

1.5% (53 ± 2.11 × 106 CFU-ml) and PsJN in 0.50% (75 ± 1.57 × 106 CFU-ml), 1.0% (50 ± 

1.59 × 106 CFU-ml) and 1.50% (46 ± 1.01 × 106 CFU-ml) as compared to previous samples 

population of respective concentration (Table 4.1.1). Results indicated decrease in cell 

viability with increase in concentration of PAM and with the passage of time intervals, 

there was gradual increase in cell population. At 30 days, the maximum microbial 

population of MN17 and PsJN was recovered in PAM prototype solution having 0.50% 

concentration i.e. 99 ± 1.98 × 106 and 81 ± 0.87 × 106 CFU-ml, respectively (Table 4.1.1). It 

was followed by 1.00% PAM concentration that showed 75 ± 1.14 × 106 and 60 ± 1.77 × 

106 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, respectively at 30 days of population counting (Table 

4.1.1). So, minimum survival was observed in the treatment of PAM with 1.5% 

concentration up to 60 ± 0.82 × 106 and 50 ± 2.29 × 106 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, 

respectively (Table 4.1.1).  In this experiment PAM 0.50% concentration was selected for 

further experiments. Furthermore, prototype PAM 0.50% matrix entrapped with microbe 

was 22% more for MN17 regarding cell viability over PsJN in same concentration.  

Conclusion 

The results of this experiment proved that all the polymers are designated here to 

permit survival of two different endophytes MN17 and PsJN strains and also confirmed that 

their rate of survival was polymer concentration dependent. These two strains used in 

matrices were able to better survive for periods of up to 30 days. 

This part of study exposed: 

 Polymer concentrations (0.5, 1 and 1.5%) had significant effect on cell viability.  

 Alginate (1.50%), CMC (1.00%) and PAM (0.50%) concentration showed promising 

results in term of endophytes (microbes) survival up to one month (30 days) compared 

to all other polymer concentrations.  
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 Alginate gave better survival among all polymers and it was followed by PAM and 

CMC respectively. 

This best performing concentration of each polymer was selected for further experiments. 
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4.1.2. Experiment 2 

Survival of endophytes in different polymers enriched organic amendments at 

different time intervals 

Abstract 

Aims: Testing microbial survival of plant growth promoting endophytic bacteria i.e. 

Enterobacter sp. MN17::gusA and Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN::gusA after entrapment 

in different polymers. Fundamental aspects of long time microbial viability prospective to 

maintain cell viability were studied in each polymer amended/enriched with organic 

amendments.  

Methods: Polymers alginate, CMC and PAM were screened for best concentration alone 

and in combination with organic amendments for survival of bacteria. Following 

concentrations 1.5, 1.0 and 0.50% of alginate, CMC and PAM, respectively while those of 

organic amendments i.e. 1% concentration of glucose (G), glycerol (Gly) and combination 

of glucose and glycerol (1% G + 1% Gly) were found best for the survival of required 

number of bacterial cells. Polymer-inocula prototype formulation (polymer + G/Gly/G + 

Gly + MN17/PsJN) was preparared under controlled condition in falcon tubes, and then 

stored at room temperature to check microbial survival at different time intervals by serial 

dilution plating method.    

Results: Alginate (1.5%), CMC (1%) and PAM (0.50%) with combination of organic 

amendment (1% G + 1% Gly) maintained maximum cell viability of MN17 241 ± 2.33 × 

1010, 154 ± 1.59 × 1010 and 202 ± 2.77 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively up to 30 days over 

separate use of each organic amendment. However, recovered viability of PsJN was 199 ± 

1.87 × 1010, 137 ± 1.96 ×1010 and 187 ± 3.41 × 1010 CFU-ml in prototype solution of alginate 

concentration 1.5% with combination of glucose plus glycerol (1% G + 1% Gly), CMC 

concentration 1% with combination of glucose plus glycerol and PAM concentration of 

0.50% with combination of glucose plus glycerol, respectively after 30 days of incubation 

compared to separate/sole use. 

Conclusions: Viability of optimum population of endophytic bacterial sp. MN17 and PsJN 

was recorded in different polymers with different concentrations amended with organic 

carbon source particularly amended with combination of glucose plus glycerol i.e. 1% G + 

1% Gly over microbial viability in sole organic source i.e. glucose or glycerol.  
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Results 

This experiment was conducted in the light of results of experiment 1. From where 

the best performing concentration of each polymer was selected which were 1.5% for 

alginate, 1% for CMC and 0.5% for PAM. In experiment 2, these screened concentrations 

for each polymer were further investigated for microbial survival after amending with 

organic carbon sources in different blends to find the most suitable combination for the 

preparation of polymer-based inoculants. The criterion followed was recording of optimum 

survival rate of endophytic bacterial sp. under investigation. 

Survival of MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA sp. was analyzed during storage at room 

temperature in screened concentrations of alginate, CMC and PAM after preparing metrics 

different concentration of organic carbon sources i.e. 1% glucose (G), 1% glycerol (Gly) 

and combination of glucose plus glycerol (1% G + 1% Gly). Although, both microbes 

exhibited optimum survival rate in all polymer and organic carbon sources combinations 

(Table 4.1.2 and Appendix 2).  However, microbial performance/survival was outclass in 

alginate 1.5% concentration amended with combination of organic carbon sources i.e. 1% 

G + 1% Gly as compared to either organic carbon source in alginate.  

After 15 days of incubation, maximum cell viability was exhibited by MN17 (205 ± 

4.35 × 1010 CFU-ml). It was followed by PsJN (177 ± 4.48 × 1010 CFU-ml) in polymer-

organic carbon source inoculant of alginate 1.5% concentration with 1% G + 1% Gly 

(Table 4.1.2) over cell viability of MN17 (69 ± 2.42 × 1010, 84 ± 3.03 × 1010, 98 ± 3.78 × 

1010, 121 ± 4.12 × 1010 and 148 ± 3.98 × 1010 CFU-ml,  respectively) and PsJN (56 ± 1.34 × 

1010, 70 ± 3.21 × 1010, 87 ± 1.98 × 1010, 108 ± 2.76 × 1010 and 123 ± 1.78 × 1010 CFU-ml, 

respectively) in samples taken after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 days of incubation. The alginate either 

with glucose or glycerol inoculants showed less cell viability compared to alginate with 

combination of organic carbon sources. It was also noted that survival rate of MN17 and 

PsJN was higher 165 ± 4.78 × 1010 and 132 ± 2.99 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively compared to 

in inoculant of alginate amended with glycerol at 15 days of incubation.  

Data regarding microbial viability at 30 days as shown in Table 4.1.2, alginate 

(1.5%) with combination of 1% G + 1% Gly gave maximum viability of bacterial sp. MN17 

and PsJN i.e. 241 ± 2.33 × 1010 and 199 ± 1.87 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively, followed by 

alginate (1.5%) with 1% G (173 ± 4.28 × 1010 and 152 ± 3.86 × 1010 CFU-ml of MN17 and  
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   Table 4.1.2: Viability of endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer solution stored at room temperature with organic 

amendment  

Treatments                                                      Time interval (day) 

Polymer Organic 

carbon 

source  

(%) 

Type of  

Bacterial 

Strain 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 15 30 

1010 (CFU-ml) 

Alginate 

Glucose 1% 

 (G) 

MN17 57 ± 3.45z-F 68 ± 2.79s-z 88 ± 4.11h-m 98 ± 2.57c-i 111± 1.98V-a 165 ± 4.78GH 173 ± 4.28FG 

PsJN 50 ± 2.88C-H 55 ± 1.69A-G 64 ± 3.56t-A 76 ± 4.00n-s 91 ± 4.39h-l 132 ± 2.99O-R 152 ± 3.86I 

Glycerol 1% 

(Gly) 

MN17 46 ± 1.98F-H 61 ± 2.77v-C 73 ± 3.56p-u 87 ± 1.79i-n 106 ± 3.79a-f 135 ± 4.11M-P 149 ± 3.57IJ 

PsJN 41 ± 3.01H 52 ± 2.11B-H 61 ± 3.23v-C 72 ± 3.67q-v 84 ± 3.28k-p 105 ± 4.20a-g 125 ± 2.76P-T 

1% G + 1% 

Gly 

MN17 69 ± 2.42r-y 84 ± 3.03k-p 98 ± 3.78c-i 121 ± 4.12R-W 148 ± 3.98I-K 205 ± 4.35B 241 ± 2.33A 

PsJN 56 ± 1.34A-G 70 ± 3.21q-x 87 ± 1.98i-n 108 ± 2.76Y-d 123 ± 1.78Q-U 177 ± 4.48EF 199 ± 1.87BC 

CMC 

Glucose 1% 

 (G) 

MN17 59 ± 1.66x-E 75 ± 1.67o-t 90 ± 2.11h-l 104 ± 2.43a-g 119 ± 1.56S-Y 155 ± 3.01GI 134 ± 2.08N-Q 

PsJN 54 ± 0.92A-G 61 ± 1.01v-C 77 ± 2.21m-s 81 ± 1.67l-q 90 ± 1.99h-l 125 ± 2.39P-T 120 ± 1.56S-X 

Glycerol 1% 

(Gly) 

MN17 48 ± 0.91E-H 60 ± 2.71w-D 74 ± 2.14p-u 91 ± 3.22h-l 109 ± 3.41X-c 139 ± 2.65J-O 129 ± 1.90O-S 

PsJN 45 ± 1.57GH 51 ± 0.56C-H 60 ± 0.89w-D 71 ± 2.11q-w 84 ± 1.77k-p 115 ± 3.32T-a 107 ± 2.45Z-e 

1% G + 1% 

Gly 

MN17 73 ± 2.71p-u 86 ± 1.49j-o 105 ± 3.2a-g 122 ± 2.68R-V 145 ± 2.94I-N 193 ± 3.33CD 154 ± 1.59HI 

PsJN 59 ± 2.39x-E 78 ± 3.23m-s 95 ± 2.59f-k 110 ± 2.11W-b 125 ± 1.98P-T 172 ± 3.45FG 137 ± 1.96K-O 

PAM 

Glucose 1% 

 (G) 

MN17 60 ± 3.19w-D 77 ± 2.66m-s 88 ± 1.79h-m 99 ± 1.99b-h 110 ± 0.98W-b 147 ± 0.67I-L 177 ± 3.67EF 

PsJN 49 ± 4.56D-H 61 ± 3.01v-C 75 ± 1.69o-t 86 ± 0.72j-o 94 ± 1.35g-k 118 ± 2.49S-Z 135 ± 0.67M-P 

Glycerol 1% 

(Gly) 

MN17 50 ± 4.01C-H 63 ± 2.98u-B 72 ± 3.11q-v 88 ± 2.56h-m 97 ± 1.69d-j 128 ± 3.20O-S 151 ± 1.42I 

PsJN 46 ± 1.34F-H 58 ± 3.21y-E 69 ± 2.48r-y 80 ± 1.89l-r 91 ± 2.19h-l 121 ± 3.45R-W 146 ± 2.69I-M 

1% G + 1% 

Gly 

MN17 63 ± 2.38U-B 86 ± 3.29j-o 96 ± 1.92e-j 112 ± 2.66U-a 136 ± 3.41L-P 186 ± 4.56DE 202 ± 2.77BC 

PsJN 57 ± 1.98z-F 74 ± 2.81p-u 97 ± 3.56d-j 109 ± 1.98X-c 118 ± 2.29S-Z 167 ± 3.68FG 187 ± 3.41DE 

 

Note: Data are averaged of three replicates ± standard error (SE), PAM= polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Organic carbon source × Bacterial strain × Day) 11.81 at p= 0.05, CFU= Colony forming unit, 

Added bacterial strain=108 to 109 CFU-ml, Values followed by the same letter(s) do not differ significantly at 5% level of significance (p), Capital letters 

presented in table have highest value followed by capital and small, small and capital letters combination then small letter. 
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PsJN, respectively) at 30 days of incubation period (Table 4.1.2). Like 15 days of 

incubation period, minimum survival rate was observed in the alginate concentration of 

1.5% amended with 1% concentration of Gly. It showed microbial survival of MN17 and 

PsJN up to 149 ± 3.57 × 1010 and 125 ± 2.76 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively at 30 days. 

Furthermore, alginate with sole amendment of either G or Gly gave little increased in 

microbial population at 30 days compared to 15 days of incubation which is presenting as 

stationary phase. However, alginate with both 1% G + 1% Gly organic carbon sources 

combination showed linear and maximum increase in endophytic bacterial population up to 

the end of this experiment. So, this combination was selected for further experiments.   

Like alginate, the best concentration of CMC inoculant with different carbon 

sources such as glucose, glycerol alone and in combination was evaluated for microbial 

survival rate. The linear increase in bacterial number was observed in all treatments up to 

15 days of incubation but decline in number was detected at 30 days of incubation (Table 

4.1.2). Maximum bacterial count was observed in prototype formulation of CMC with 

glucose plus glycerol by both endophytic bacteria i.e. 193 ± 3.33 ×1010 and 172 ± 3.45 × 

1010 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN respectively at 15 days that slightly decline in count at 30 

days (154 ± 1.59 × 1010 and 137 ± 1.96 × 1010 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, respectively). 

Similarly, other treatments of also supported microbial viability, 1% concentration of CMC 

with 1% concentration of glucose showed bacterial number of cells of MN17 155 ± 3.01 × 

1010 and that of PsJN 125 ± 2.39 × 1010 CFU-ml at 15 days of incubation which was higher 

in number than 30 days of incubation (MN17 134 ± 2.08 × 1010 and PsJN 120 ± 1.56 × 1010 

CFU-ml). Minimum survival rate was observed in treatment of 1% CMC with 1% glycerol 

i.e. 139 ± 2.65 × 1010 and 115 ± 3.32 × 1010 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, respectively at 15 

day of experiment. At 30 days further decline in cell viability was noted in MN17 and PsJN 

CFU-ml i.e. 129 ± 1.90 × 1010 and 107 ± 2.45 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively (Table 4.1.2).  The 

results suggested selection of CMC with combination of both carbon sources regarding 

survival rate of endophytic bacteria for further experiments.  

Like alginate and CMC, PAM with different organic carbon sources was used to 

prepare prototype matrix to entrap microbes and their survival rate were determined at 

different time interval. The treatment of PAM (0.50% concentration) with combination of 

1% G + 1% Gly significantly improved survival of microbes compared to PAM with either 
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glucose or glycerol (Table 4.1.2). Linear increase in microbial population was observed till 

30 days in all treatments. At 15 days incubation interval, 0.50% PAM with combination of 

G and Gly matrix showed higher viability of MN17 and PsJN  such as 186 ± 4.56 × 1010 

and 167 ± 3.68 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively, it was followed by PAM (0.5%) amended with 

glucose (MN17 147 ± 0.67 × 1010 CFU-ml) and PsJN 118 ± 2.49 × 1010 CFU-ml).  The 

maximum cell viabilities of 202 ± 2.77 × 1010 and 187 ± 3.41 × 1010 CFU-ml for MN17 and 

PsJN, respectively in prototype solution combined with glucose and glycerol. Results 

revealed that maximum microbial was recovered in prototype solution (0.50% PAM + 1% 

G) i.e. 177 ± 3.67 × 1010 and 135 ± 0.67 × 1010 CFU-ml of MN17 and PsJN, respectively 

after one month. So, minimum survival was observed in treatment of PAM with glycerol up 

to 151 ± 1.42 × 1010 and 146 ± 2.69 × 1010 CFU-ml for MN17 and PsJN, respectively (Table 

4.1.2). Based upon the results, treatment (PAM 0.50% + G 1% + Gly 1%) was selected for 

future experiments.  

Conclusion 

Results revealed that polymer with organic carbon amendment permitted better 

survival of endophytes MN17 and PsJN strains compared to simple polymer used in 

experiment 1. The results of experiment revealed: 

 Screened polymer concentrations with organic carbon amendments significant 

improved cell viability.  

 Combined addition of (1% G  + 1% Gly) in 1.50% concentration of alginate, 1% 

concentration of CMC and 0.5% concentration of PAM showed promising results in 

term of endophytes strain survival up to 30 days compared to polymer alone.  

 Among polymers alginate gave better survival to endophytes followed by PAM and 

CMC, respectively.  

 Collective use of 1% glucose and 1% glycerol in each screened polymer was 

selected for further experiments 
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4.1.3. Experiment 3 

Recovery of endophytic bacteria from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer 

Abstract 

Aims: Increasing survival of polymer-entrapped plant growth promoting bacteria 

Enterobacter sp. MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA after coating on diammonium phosphate 

(PCDAP) fertilizer with specific emphasis to maintain cell viability on the surface of DAP 

grains. 

Methods: Microbe’s prototype solution was prepared in selected concentration of each 

polymer and organic carbon amendment {1% glucose (G) plus 1% glycerol (Gly)}. 

Prototype solution (polymer + (G + Gly) + MN17/PsJN) was coated on DAP grains. 

Recovery of microbes on the surface of DAP grains was checked at 10, 25 and 40°C, 

respectively up to three month through  serial dilution plating method by dissolving coated 

DAP fertilizer in saline buffer solution. 

Results: Coating of prototype solution [alginate + (G + Gly) + separate addition (MN17 or 

PsJN)] on DAP maintained maximum cell viability of MN17 and PsJN at 10°C (62 ± 1.78 

× 107 and 55 ± 2.59 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer, respectively) up to 3 months. Similarly, coating 

of prototype solution [PAM + (G + Gly) + MN17 or PsJN] on DAP followed the alginate 

coated DAP having MN17 and PsJN up to 53 ± 2.01 × 107 and 41 ± 3.40 × 107 CFU-g 

fertilizer, respectively at 10°C after 3 months. Furthermore, minimum recovery of MN17 

and PsJN was seen on DAP surface coated with prototype solution of CMC + (G + Gly) + 

MN17 or PsJN i.e. 38 ± 4.01 × 107, 28 ± 2.01 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer, respectively at 10°C 

after 3 months. However, reduction in microbial recovery was noticed by increasing 

temperature of stored coated fertilizer.  

Conclusions: Viability of microbes could be preserved on PCDAP surface when stored at 

different temperatures i.e. 10, 25 and 40°C. So, PCDAP could be novel approach to 

conserve microbes on DAP granules under different storage temperatures over different 

storage time intervals.   
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Results         

       This experiment was conducted to test the shelf life/storage period for microbe’s survival 

on PCDAP. Storage stability is also one of the critical features in subsequently produced 

PCDAP modified fertilizer. After selection of the suitable concentration (Experiment 1) and 

organic amendments (Experiment 2), prototype matrix entrapped microbes was coated on 

the surface of DAP and microbial survival was determined at different temperatures. 

Promising results were recorded in term of microbial survival on coated fertilizer surface at 

different temperatures and time intervals upto 3 month (Table 4.1.3 and Appendix 3).  

Data regarding microbial viability at different temperatures showed significant 

effect of storage temperature on microbial survival after polymeric-base formulation coated 

on DAP throughout all the incubation periods 1, 15, 30, 60 and 90 days.  The maximum 

microbes was recovered on alginate (alginate + (G + Gly) + MN17 or PsJN) coated DAP 

surface after 1day at 10, 25, 40°C i.e. 52 ± 2.98 × 107 and 55 ± 4.78 × 107, 71 ± 4.01 × 107  

CFU-g fertilizer of MN17, respectively and 46 ± 3.21 × 107, 50 ± 2.16 × 107, 67 ± 3.4 × 107 

CFU-g fertilizer of PsJN respectively. After 15 day of incubation at 10, 25 and 40°C, 

maximum microbes viability was observed from alginate-based formulation coated DAP 

store at 10°C for MN17 (60 ± 4.23 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer) and PsJN (57 ± 2.69 × 107  CFU-g 

fertilizer) compared to 25°C (77 ± 4.34 × 107  CFU-g fertilizer  and 69 ± 2.55 × 107  CFU-g 

fertilizer of MN17 and PsJN, respectively) and 40°C (60 ± 3.59 × 107  CFU-g fertilizer  and 

50 ± 5.3 × 107  CFU-g fertilizer of MN17 and PsJN, respectively) stored temperature. In 

case of alginate coated DAP stored at 40°C, there was decreased in cell viability of MN17 

and PsJN i.e. 45 ± 5.0 × 107   and 35 ± 3.0 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer, respectively compared to 

coated sample stored at 10 and 25°C. Here linear increase in population was observed for 

MN 17 up to 66 ± 2.99 × 107 and 96 ± 3.38 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer, respectively and PsJN 61 

± 3.46 × 107 and 87 ± 4.3 × 107 CFU-g fertilizers, respectively (Table 4.1.3). At 60 days 

incubation, microbial population recovered from alginate coated DAP at 25 and 40°C was 

decreased than 10°C stored samples, which showed MN17 and PsJN population 70 ± 2.36 × 

107 and 66 ± 4.08 × 107 CFU-g fertilizers, respectively. At 10°C temperature, sustained 

population was observed at 90 days however, remaining stored temperatures, sample 

showed further decline in population (Table 4.1.3).   
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Table 4.1.3: Viability of endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer coated on DAP fertilizer under different storage 

temperatures and incubation intervals   

Treatments Time interval (day) 

Polymer Temperature  

(°C)   

Type  

of Bacterial 

Strain 

1 

 

15 

 

30 

 

60 

 

90 

107 (CFU-ml) 

 Alginate 

10 MN17 52 ± 2.98T-X 60 ± 4.23M-S 66 ± 2.99I-N 70 ± 2.36G-J 62 ± 1.78K-Q 

PsJN 46 ± 3.21W-a 57 ± 2.69P-U 61 ± 3.46L-R 66 ± 4.08I-N 55 ± 2.59Q-V 

25 MN17 55 ± 4.78Q-V 77 ± 4.34FG 96 ± 3.38B 45 ± 2.89X-b 29 ± 3.76f-h 

PsJN 50 ± 2.16U-X 69 ± 2.55H-K 87 ± 4.3CD 39 ± 3.78a-e 21 ± 0.99i-l 

40 MN17 71 ± 4.01G-I 60 ± 3.59M-S 45 ± 5.0X-b 26 ± 5.20g-j 13 ± 1.10m-o 

PsJN 67 ± 3.4I-M 50 ± 5.3U-X 35 ± 3.0c-f 22 ± 4.57h-l 9 ± 0.70o-q 

CMC 

10 MN17 59 ± 1.78N-T 75 ± 3.78F-H 66 ± 2.81I-N 49 ± 3.52V-Y 38 ± 4.01b-e 

PsJN 53 ± 3.42S-W 68 ± 5.10H-L 48 ± 4.65V-Z 34 ± 2.4d-f 28 ± 2.01f-i 

25 MN17 69 ± 4.17H-K 106 ± 5.2A 53 ± 3.45S-W 33 ± 1.98e-g 20 ± 0.78j-l 

PsJN 63 ± 2.59J-P 80 ± 1.98D-F 50 ± 0.87U-X 32 ± 2.31e-g 13 ± 1.76m-o 

40 MN17 79 ± 5.12EF 42 ± 4.45Y-c 28 ± 0.98f-i 19 ± 3.42j-n 9 ± 1.12o-q 

PsJN 71 ± 2.19G-I 38 ± 3.41b-e 21 ± 4.31i-l 15 ± 3.19l-o 5 ± 0.99pq 

PAM 

10 MN17 54 ± 1.70R-V 61 ± 2.16L-R 69 ± 2.45H-K 75 ± 3.4F-H 53 ± 2.01S-W 

PsJN 49 ± 0.93V-Y 57 ± 3.10P-U 65 ± 2.67I-O 71 ± 3.43G-I 41 ± 3.40Z-d 

25 MN17 58 ± 3.09O-T 77 ± 2.77FG 93 ± 3.49BC 46 ± 2.99W-a 23 ± 1.01h-k 

PsJN 53 ± 2.78S-W 65 ± 3.23I-O 85 ± 3.21DE 35 ± 2.67c-f 15 ± 1.91l-o 

40  MN17 60 ± 0.93M-S 37 ± 4.03c-e 28 ± 3.00f-i 19 ± 1.69j-n 8 ± 0.60o-q 

PsJN 57 ± 0.78P-U 33 ± 1.76e-g 18 ± 2.32k-n 12 ± 3.11n-p 3 ± 0.27q 

 

Note: Data are averaged of three replicates ± standard error (SE), PAM= polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Concentration × Bacterial strain × Day) 7.30 at p=0.05, CFU= Colony forming unit, Added bacterial 

strain=108 to 109 CFU-ml, Values followed by the same letter(s) do not differ significantly at 5% level of significance (p), Capital letters presented in table 

have highest value followed by capital and small letters combination then small letter. 
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CMC prototype solution (1% CMC + (1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or PsJN) after 

coating on DAP fertilizer were also stored for microbial survival test at different 

temperatures. At higher storage temperature, the cell viability declined more rapidly as 

compared to low temperature 10°C (Table 4.1.3).  At 10°C temperature, viability was best 

maintained which showed stable values at 1 and 15 days i.e. 59 ± 1.78 × 107 and 75 ± 3.78 

× 107 CFU-g fertilizers of MN17, respectively. A declining trend in cell viability of MN17 

was occurred when compared with samples tested after 30, 60 and 90 days incubation time 

i.e. 66 ± 2.81 × 107, 49 ± 3.52 × 107 and 38 ± 4.01 × 107 CFU-g fertilizers, respectively. 

Similar results were recorded for PsJN at 10°C. Sample stored at 25°C was also revealed 

similar trend like 10°C stored samples but slightly inferior in its ability to conserve viability 

of both microbes at 90 days of storage period as 20 ± 0.78 × 107 and 13 ± 1.76 × 107 CFU-g 

fertilizers of MN17 and PsJN, respectively. In contrast to these results, viability was 

dropped by about one order of magnitude after three months when samples were stored at 

40°C.  Maximum viability was recovered at first day for MN17 (79 ± 5.12 × 107 CFU-g 

fertilizer) and PsJN (71 ± 2.19 × 107 CFU-g fertilizer) then declining trend was recorded up 

to the end of experiment. Minimum viability of MN17 and PsJN was observed in treatment 

stored at 40°C which was 9 ± 1.12 × 107 and 5 ± 0.99 × 107 CFU-g DAP fertilizer, 

respectively (Table 4.1.3).  

Examination of survival of MN17::gusA and PsJN::gusA sp. on DAP fertilizer 

surface coated with PAM prototype solution (0.50% PAM + (G + Gly) + MN17 or PsJN) 

during storage at different temperatures indicated well survival of both microbes at all 

temperatures. Like alginate and CMC, PAM prototype solution coated fertilizer gave better 

survival at storage temperature of 10°C as compared to other storage temperatures. These 

results regarding microbial viability at 10°C are quite obvious in Table 4.1.3. Data showed 

linear increase in viability of MN17 and PsJN as 54 ± 1.70 × 107 and 49 ± 0.93 × 107 CFU-

g, 61 ± 2.16 × 107 and 57 ± 3.10 × 107 CFU-g, 69 ± 2.45 × 107  and 65 ± 2.67 × 107 CFU-g 

and  75 ± 3.4 × 107 and 71 ± 3.43 × 107 CFU-g DAP fertilizer on day1, 15, 30 and 60, 

respectively. But declining trend in microbes’ viability was observed at 90 days as 53x107 

and 41 x107 CFU-g DAP fertilizer, respectively. Increase in viability trend was recorded at 

25°C stored temperature up to 30 days and thus maximum microbial population was 

retrieved as 93 ± 3.49 × 107 and 85 ± 3.21 × 107 CFU-g DAP fertilizer for MN17 and PsJN, 
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respectively, after that decline in population was observed at 60 and 90 days (Table 4.1.3). 

However, at 40°C storage temperature PAM prototype solution entrapped microbes coated 

DAP showed maximum microbial survival of both MN17 and PsJN up to 60 ± 0.93 × 107 

and 57 ± 0.78 × 107 CFU-g DAP fertilizer at 1 day (Table 4.1.3).  Then decline in microbial 

population was occurred at 15, 30, 60 days of incubation time and microbial population of 

MN17 (8 ± 0.60 × 107 CFU-g DAP) and PsJN (3 ± 0.27 × 107 CFU-g DAP) was minimum at 

90 days of incubation.  

Conclusion 

Storage stability is also a critical factor in subsequently produced PCDAP featured 

modified fertilizer. Results of this study revealed that the polymer (polymer + (G+Gly) + 

MN17 or PsJN) coated DAP allowed the better survival of endophytes MN17 and PsJN 

strains at different storage temperature over a different periods of incubation. Consistency 

in microbial population was observed at 90 days of incubation at 10°C. In contrast, viability 

was dropped consistently by about one order of magnitude till 90 days or 3 months of 

incubation at storage temperature of 40°C.  The salient findings of this experiment are: 

 Microbes survived well on coated DAP surface at 10 and 25°C.  

 Alginate-based formulations coated DAP gave better microbial viability at different 

temperatures over other polymeric formulations, followed by PAM based 

formulation coated DAP.  

 CMC formulation showed declining trend in cell viability on coated DAP surface 

after 15 days.  

 High storage temperature (40°C) also severely affected the viability of microbes on 

DAP surface.   

 Alginate, CMC and PAM based formulations were selected for coating on DAP 

fertilizer granules for next experiment. 
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4.1.4. Experiment 4  

Release of phosphorus in soil from polymer bioaugmented with endophytic bacterial 

coated DAP fertilizer 

Abstract 

Aims: Recovery of applied P is very low in calcareous soil (5-25%) due to reactions with 

Ca+2/Mg+2 which retard P availability to plants due to precipitation/insolubility process. 

Saving of P fertilizer granules from these reactions and solubilizing of 

precipitated/insoluble/fixed P in soil can improve its availability to plant. This study was 

conducted to check the effect of PCDAP on P release pattern of Olsen’s P in soil over 

different time intervals.  

Methods: Prototype solution of alginate (1.5%), CMC (1%) or PAM (0.50%) 

bioaugmented with {(1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or PsJN)} was coated on DAP fertilizer 

under control conditions while keeping alone polymer coated or uncoated DAP as control. 

Polymer bioaugmented DAP, alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer was placed 

at the rate of 1 g 100 g-1 soil in plastic cups containing 200 g soil per cup in incubator at 

different field capacity (FC) moisture levels (50, 75 and 100% of FC) and temperatures (10, 

25 and 40°C). Each treatment was repeated three times. Release pattern of Olsen available 

P was determined after 15, 30, 45 and 60 days by taking soil sample from each treatment as 

described in Olsen’s P determination method.  

Results: Controlled/consistent release of P in soil from PCDAP was observed. Results 

revealed that effect of different field capacity moisture levels on P release in soil was little 

or minor and it was consistent even at low moisture level. However, influence of low 

temperature on Olsen P release was significant and here decrease in P release pattern was 

noted. But there was linear increase in P release in soil with the rise in temperature. Whilst 

at high temperature after 30 and 45 days of incubation, there was maximum P release in soil 

and thereafter decline in Olsen P was noted at 60 days of incubation. Similar trend in P 

release was followed in soil treated with alone polymer coated DAP but with lower values 

of available P as compared to PCDAP treatments. In uncoated DAP treated soil, maximum 

P was found available at 15 days of incubation and afterwards there was consistent decrease 

in Olsen P release in soil. 

Conclusions: ACDAP is a novel approach to maintain persistent supply of Olsen 

availability P in soil over longer periods. Release of nutrient as a result of treatments of this 

experiment in controlled manner or indirectly as a result of reduced P fixation or 

solubilization of fixed P due to microbial activity may be enhanced plant root available P in 

soil. 
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Results 

In the light of results of experiment 3, this experiment was conducted to study the 

effect of polymer bioaugmented coated DAP fertilizer on P release pattern in soil under 

different moisture and temperature levels. This experiment was further split into sub-

studies. The detail of results of each study of this experiment is as bellow. 

4.1.4.1: Study I 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer in soil at different 

moisture levels 

4.1.4.1.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus release pattern in soil at 100% of field capacity moisture level 

 Data presented in Table 4.1.4.1.1 and Appendix 4 revealed significant differences in 

Olsen’s P concentration in soil in response of added coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer at 

different time intervals. Treatment of uncoated DAP fertilizer showed maximum P release 

(915 mg kg-1 soil) after 15 days of incubation interval. It was significantly highest P release 

at this time interval as compared to P release from other coated DAP fertilizer with 

different polymers bioaugmented with microbes and alone polymer coated DAP (Table 

4.1.4.1.1). After, 30 days of incubation, uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment showed 

decreasing trend in soil P release pattern (Olsen’s available P) i.e. 665 mg kg-1 soil which 

was much less compared to release pattern after 15 days of incubation. Comparison among 

different treatments of polymer-entrapped microbes coated DAP fertilizers indicated 

maximum P release in soil treated with carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) entrapped MN17 

and PsJN  coated DAP fertilizer (798 and 701 mg kg-1 soil, respectively). It was followed 

by soil treated with alginate and polyacrylamide (PAM) entrapped MN17 coated DAP i.e. 

656 and 620 mg kg-1 soil, respectively (Table 4.1.4.1.1). However, alone alginate, CMC 

and PAM showed increase in soil P release at 30 days of incubation i.e. 527, 556 and 425 

mg kg-1 soil, respectively compared to those at 15 days of incubation. Results indicated 

gradual decrease in soil P release from uncoated while gradual increase in soil P release 

from polymer-entrapped microbes coated DAP fertilizer with the passage of time. 

However, treatment of DAP fertilizer coated with alone polymers showed increase in 

Olsen’s P release in soil after 30 days compared to that of uncoated DAP fertilizer but this 

release was relatively less than the treatment of polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP 
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fertilizer. At 45 days of incubation period, treatment containing DAP fertilizer coated either 

with alginate, CMC and PAM entrapped microbes MN17 showed maximum Olsen’s P of 

978, 925 and 917 mg kg-1 soil, respectively (Table 4.1.4.1.1). Although, treatments of alone 

polymer (alginate, CMC and PAM) coated DAP fertilizer released less P in soil but these 

showed consistent increase compared to uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment. In the 

treatments where alginate, CMC and PAM entrapped with PsJN were applied, there was no 

significant difference in Olsen’s P release pattern in soil. After 60 days of incubation, there 

was further decreased in Olsen’s P release in soil treated with uncoated DAP (240 mg kg-1 

soil). In contrary to this situation, coated fertilizer showed different behavior. Though, 

CMC coated fertilizers showed decreasing trend of Olsen’s P in soil but these P 

concentrations were still significantly higher than uncoated fertilizers (Table 4.1.4.1.1). At 

60 days of incubation interval, alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP showed higher 

concentration of Olsen’s P in soil (1081 mg kg-1 soil), it was followed by PAM-entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP. Comparison between MN17 and PsJN microbe coated DAP fertilizer 

indicated less P release in soil treated with PsJN entrapped polymer coated DAP as 

compared to MN17 entrapped polymer coated DAP (Table 4.1.4.1.1). In short, with 

increase in incubation time period, there was decrease in the concentration of available P in 

soil treated with uncoated DAP while this trend was reversed in the case of coated DAP 

fertilizer. CMC-entrapped bacteria coated DAP showed maximum P release till at 45 days 

of incubation, thereafter showed decreasing trend with increase in time of incubation. 

However, at all incubation time periods alginate and PAM entrapped bacteria and alone 

polymer (alginate, CMC and PAM) coated DAP fertilizer application exhibited increasing 

trend in P release in soil. Comparison between MN17 and PsJN bioaugmented polymer 

coated DAP fertilizer indicated that DAP coated with PsJN entrapped polymer though 

showed increase in soil P release but it was less than MN17 entrapped polymer coated DAP 

fertilizer. 

4.1.4.1.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus release pattern in soil at 75% of field capacity moisture level 

Data shown in Table 4.1.4.1.2 and Appendix 5 on Olsen’s P release in soil at 75% 

FC moisture level in response to treatment of coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer at 

different incubation time intervals. Here uncoated DAP fertilizer treated soil showed 
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Table 4.1.4.1.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus release pattern in 

soil at 100% field capacity moisture level 

Treatment  Time interval (day) Means 

Polymer coating on phosphatic fertilizer 15 

 

30 

 

45 

 

60 

 

 

P in soil (mg kg-1 soil) at 100% field capacity 

moisture level 

 

Alginate Uncoated DAP 915cd 656gh 444n 240s 563F 

Coated DAP 319qr 527lm 850ef 917cd 653CD 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 370o-q 622h-j 899de 962bc 713B 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 419no 656gh 978b 1081a 783A 

CMC Uncoated DAP 915cd 656gh 444n 240s 563F 

Coated DAP 359pq 556k-m 818f 915cd 662CD 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 431n 701g 899pe 571j-l 650D 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 503m 798f 925b-d 629hi 713B 

PAM Uncoated DAP 915cd 656gh 444n 240s 563F 

Coated DAP 299r 425n 816f 925b-d 616E 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 325qr 584i-k 850ef 940b-d 675C 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 400n-p 620h-j 917cd 980b 729B 

Mean  514D 621C 774A 720B  
 

Note: Data is averaged of three replicates, Values followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at the 5% level of significance, PAM= 

polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for day is 10, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for polymer and coating is 22 and Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Coating × 

Days) 54 at p= 0.05.     
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maximum release of P concentration in soil (812 mg kg-1 soil) compared to all other coating 

treatments at 15 days of incubation interval (Table 4.1.4.1.2). However, P released in soil 

treated with different polymers bioaugmented coated DAP fertilizer was significantly less 

than that of uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment at this incubation time and this might be due 

to presence of polymer coatings. All the coated treatments showed differential decreasing 

trend in soil Olsen’s P release depending on type of polymer and microbe applied compared 

to uncoated fertilizers. DAP fertilizer coated with CMC-entrapped MN17 coating released 

more P in soil (412 mg kg-1 soil) and it was followed alginate by (355mg kg-1 soil) and 

PAM (318 mg kg-1 soil) at 15 days of incubation. However, similar trend was observed in 

PsJN coated DAP at 15 day of incubation period. Alone alginate, CMC and PAM coated 

DAP application in soil showed maximum release of P up to 280, 310 and 249 mg kg-1 soil, 

respectively. CMC entrapped MN17 coated DAP fertilizer showed increasing trend in P 

release in soil with maximum Olsen’s P (598 mg kg-1 soil) after 30 days of incubation 

followed by alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 coated treatments (Table 4.1.4.1.2). PsJN 

entrapped in polymers coated DAP showed less P release in soil as compared to MN17 

entrapped in polymer coating layers on DAP fertilizer. Maximum Olsen’s P (848 mg kg-1 

soil) release was observed in soil treat with alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP fertilizer 

after 45 days of incubation among all the fertilizer coated treatments. After alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP, maximum Olsen’s P (801 and 787 mg kg-1 soil) release was 

recorded in soil treated with CMC and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively at 

45 days of incubation (Table 4.1.4.1.2).  In case of uncoated fertilizers, P release trend was 

consistently decreased with increase in incubation time period. Polymer entrapped with 

microbes coating DAP fertilizer exhibited comparatively better release of P in soil than 

alone polymers’ coating. Overall results indicated enhanced Olsen’s P concentration in soil 

treated with coated DAP at 45 days of incubation compared to 30 days of incubation. 

Similarly, after 60 days of incubation period, further increasing trend in P release in soil 

treated with coated DAP fertilizer compared to that of uncoated DAP fertilizer treated soil. 

Results emphasized on decrease in P release pattern in soil treated with uncoated 

phosphatic fertilizer compared to all the coating treatments with passage of incubation time. 

Maximum Olsen’s P (933 mg kg-1 soil) release in soil was recorded in soil treated with 

alginate-entrapped MN17 coated DAP at all the incubation periods. 
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Table 4.1.4.1.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus release pattern in 

soil at 75% of field capacity moisture level 

Treatment Time interval (day) Means 

Polymer coating on phosphatic fertilizer  15 

 

30 

 

45 

 

60 

 

 

P in soil (mg kg-1 soil) at 75% of field capacity 

moisture level 

 

Alginate Uncoated DAP 812d-f 536m-o 333uv 210y 472H 

Coated DAP 280wx 438q-s 688j 838c-e 561DE 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 312u-w 522no 804d-f 899ab 634B 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 355tu 578k-m 848cd 933a 678A 

CMC Uncoated DAP 812d-f 536m-o 333uv 210y 472H 

Coated DAP 310u-n 456p-r 618k 745hi 532F 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 331u-w 501n-p 787e-g 388st 501G 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 412rs 598kl 801d-g 469pq 570D 

 PAM Uncoated DAP 812d-f 536m-o 333uv 210y 472H 

Coated DAP 249xy 405r-t 701i-j 813d-f 542EF 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 288v-x 499op 750g-i 843cd 595C 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 318u-w 550l-n 787e-g 869bc 631B 

Mean  441D 513C 648A 619B  
 

Note: Data is averaged of three replicates, Values followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at the 5% level of significance, PAM= 

polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for day is 9.4, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for polymer and coating is 20 and Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Coating × 

Days) 51 at p= 0.05.    
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4.1.4.1.3: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus release pattern in soil at 50% of field capacity moisture level 

Data on effect of coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer on Olsen’s P release in soil at 

50% of FC moisture level at different incubation time intervals as shown in Table 4.1.4.1.3 

and Appendix 6 indicated that treatment of uncoated DAP fertilizer caused maximum 

release of P concentration in soil (512 mg kg-1 soil) at 15 days of incubation time compared 

with all other incubation intervals and coated DAP fertilizer treatments. Vice versa of this 

was significantly lower release of P in soil treated with polymer coated DAP fertilizer. This 

slow/less release of P in soil might be due to presence of layer of polymer coating on DAP 

fertilizer. At 15 days of incubation, comparison among polymer treatments elucidated 

maximum Olsen’s P release (321 mg kg-1 soil) in soil treated with carboxymethyl cellulose 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP fertilizer. However, this trend of P release was different after 

30 days of incubation, where P release in soil decreased significantly in the treatment of 

uncoated DAP fertilizer compared to already shown maximum P release in soil at 15 days 

of incubation (Table 4.1.4.1.3). Alone polymer and polymer entrapped microbial coated 

DAP fertilizer showed increase in P release trend with the increase in the time of incubation 

intervals. However, this trend was more or less equal at 45 and 60 days of incubation time 

periods. At 60 days of incubation maximum Olsen’s P (741 mg kg-1 soil) was released in 

soil treated with alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP compared to uncoated DAP (122 

mg kg-1 soil Olsen’s P). Polymer-entrapped microbes coated fertilizer showed increase in 

soil P release compared to alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer.      
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Table 4.1.4.1.3: Effect of polymer coated DAP bioaugmented with endophytes on P release pattern at 50% field capacity 

      moisture level   

Treatment Time interval (day) Means 

Polymer coating on phosphatic fertilizer 15 

 

30 

 

45 

 

60 

 

 

P in soil (mg kg-1 soil) at 50% of field capacity 

moisture level 

 

 Alginate Uncoated DAP 512gi 348m-o 219qs 122t 300F 

Coated DAP 180st 419j-m 588e-g 649b-e 459C-E 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 242p-s 466h-k 644b-e 688a-c 510AB 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 288or 498h-j 678a-d 741a 544A 

CMC Uncoated DAP 512gi 348m-o 219qs 122t 300F 

Coated DAP 210rs 433i-l 599d-f 685a-c 482B-D 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 300oq 488h-j 707a-c 288o-r 446E 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 321n-p 538f-h 713ab 369l-o 492BC 

PAM Uncoated DAP 512gi 348m-o 219qs 122t 300F 

Coated DAP 169st 400k-n 598d-e 639d-f 452DE 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 218q-s 439i-l 625c-e 668a-d 489BC 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 248p-s 476h-l 635b-e 699a-c 514AB 

Mean  309D 433C 536A 481B  
 

Note: Data is averaged of three replicates, Values followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at the 5% level of significance, PAM= 

polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for day is 15, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for polymer and coating is 34 and Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × 

Coating× Day) 83 at p= 0.05.      
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4.1.4.2: Study II 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer at different 

temperatures 

This experiment was conducted to study the effect of polymer bioaugmented coated 

DAP fertilizer on P release pattern in soil at 100% of field capacity moisture level and 

different temperature levels of 10, 25 and 40ºC. In this experiment, results obtained at 10 

and 40ºC temperatures were explained here while results at 100% of field capacity moisture 

level and 25ºC  were already explained in the study I, section (4.1.4.1.1). The detail of this 

study results is given bellow.   

4.1.4.2.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus release pattern in soil at 10 ºC temperature    

All the treated cups with 100% of field capacity moisture were kept randomly at 

10ºC temperature in incubator. Results on Olsen’s P release in soil were compared between 

treatments of coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer. Results revealed decreasing trend in 

Olsen’s P release pattern in soil in response to coated DAP fertilizer at this low temperature 

(Table 4.1.4.2.1 and Appendix 7) compared to uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment. 

Maximum Olsen’s P (878 mg kg-1 soil) release was observed in the soil treated with 

uncoated DAP fertilizer after 15 days of incubation, while it was minimum in soil treated 

with alone polymer (PAM) coated DAP fertilizer (239 mg kg-1 soil). It was also among all 

other polymer treatments with and without microbes after 15 days of incubation. With the 

increase in incubation time i.e. at 30 days of incubation period, there was increase in 

Olsen’s P release in soil.  CMC entrapped MN17 coated DAP fertilizer treated showed 

maximum Olsen’s P 608 mg kg-1 soil, followed by alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 

coated DAP fertilizer treated soil i.e. 536 and 520 mg kg-1 soil, respectively. Although, 

similar trend was followed by polymers entrapped PsJN coated DAP fertilizer yet Olsen’s P 

release in soil was relatively less compared to polymers entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

fertilizer. Overall view of data indicated relatively more release of P in soil after 30 days of 

incubation than 15 days of incubation in alone and microbes entrapped polymers coated 

DAP fertilizer over uncoated DAP fertilizer. 

 Olsen’s P status in soil treated with uncoated DAP fertilizer further decreased with 

increase in incubation time from 30-45 days while keeping the same incubation temperature 
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Table 4.1.4.2.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus release pattern in 

soil at 10 ºC temperature     

Treatment Time interval (day) Means 

Polymer coating on phosphatic fertilizer  15 

 

30 

 

45 

 

60 

 

 

P in soil (mg kg-1 soil) at 100% of field 

capacity moisture level and 10ºC 

incubation temperature     

 

Alginate Uncoated DAP 878b-e 616l 456p 320r-t 567E 

Coated DAP 339q-s 477o 778i-k 870c-f 616D 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 360qr 502n-p 819f-l 932a 653BC 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 384q 536mn 850e-g 953a 681A 

CMC Uncoated DAP 878b-e 616l 456p 320r-t 567F 

Coated DAP 319r-t 526No 750k 836e-h 608D 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 341q-s 581lm 789h-k 872c-f 646C 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 360q-r 608l 815g-j 909a-d 673AB 

PAM Uncoated DAP 878b-e 616l 456p 320r-t 567E 

Coated DAP 239u 387q 766jk 856d-g 564E 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 285t 484n-p 805g-j 910bc 621D 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 303St 520no 837e-h 930ab 648C 

Mean  463D 539C 714B 752A  
 

Note: Data is averaged of three replicates, Values followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at the 5% level of significance, PAM= 

polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for day is 9, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for polymer and coating is 21 and Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Coating× 

Day) 52 at p= 0.05.     
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. Vice versa results were obtained in soil treated either with alone or polymer prototype 

microbial solutions with  increase in P release in the treatment of alginate entrapped MN17 

and PsJN coated DAP fertilizer i.e. 850 and 819 mg kg-1 soil, respectively. However, PAM 

and CMC entrapped MN17 coated DAP were found succeeding treatments, however these 

polymers with entrapped PsJN showed relatively low release of P compared to former 

treatments. It was further noted that phosphorus released in soil treated with alginate, PAM 

and CMC entrapped MN17 and PsJN coated DAP fertilizer was relatively higher at 45 days 

than that of 30 days of incubation. With the increase in incubation interval from 45 to 60 

days, Olsen’s P released in soil was further increased with maximum in the soil treated with 

alginate entrapped MN17 and PsJN coated DAP fertilizer. The results elucidated that 

coating of alone and microbes entrapped polymers on DAP fertilizer maintained relatively 

more release/availability of P in soil with increase in incubation intervals compared to 

uncoated treatment which maintained P supply only up to 15 days. Furthermore, 10-7.0% P 

release was higher in soil treated with alginate entrapped microbes coated DAP, followed 

by PAM (9.0-6.0%) and CMC (8.6-4) entrapped microbes coated DAP than alone polymer 

coated DAP. These results indicated role of microbes either to reduce fixation/precipitated 

P from added DAP fertilizer or to add from solubilisation of fixed/precipitated soil P.  

4.1.4.2.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus release pattern in soil at 40 ºC temperature     

Comparison of data regarding Olsen’s P release in soil at 10ºC (Table 4.1.4.2.1) and 

40ºC (Table 4.1.4.2.2 and Appendix 8) at 100% of field capacity moisture level indicated 

relatively more increase in P release at 40ºC probably due to high temperature than 10ºC. 

These differences in P release among coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer are also wide 

throughout all the incubation periods of 15, 30, 45 and 60 days (Table 4.1.4.2.2). After 15 

days of incubation at 40ºC temperature, maximum P release was observed in the soil treated 

with uncoated DAP fertilizer compared to coated ones. In case of coated fertilizer, there 

was also increase in soil P release at 40ºC compared to low temperature experiment. 

Comparison among different polymers entrapped microbial coated DAP fertilizer indicated 

maximum Olsen’s P of 589 and 531 mg kg-1 soil in soil treated with CMC entrapped MN17 

and PsJN coated DAP, respectively, followed by alginate and PAM entrapped microbes 

coated DAP.  
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Phosphorus release in soil was significantly decreased from uncoated fertilizer at 30 

days of incubation than coated fertilizers. After 30 days of incubation, maximum Olsen’s P 

release (918 and 893 mg kg-1 soil) was recorded in the treatment of CMC entrapped MN17 

and PsJN coated DAP fertilizer, respectively. However, lower amount i.e. 786 and 725 mg 

kg-1 soil P release was recorded in the treatment of alginate entrapped with MN17 and PsJN 

coated DAP, respectively. Minimum P release in soil at 30 days of incubation was recorded 

in PAM entrapped microbes (MN17 and PsJN) coated DAP fertilizer treatments.  At 45 

days of incubation, release of Olsen’s P in soil was 917 and 880 mg kg-1 soil from PAM and 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP fertilizer, respectively (Table 4.1.4.2.2) but 

decreasing trend was recorded in CMC entrapped endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

treatments. Similar trend was observed at 60 days of incubation period. Maximum P release 

in soil was observed from PAM entrapped MN17 and PsJN coated DAP i.e. 955 and 925 

mg kg-1 soil, respectively compared to other coated and uncoated treatments. With 

increasing in incubation time interval, there was significant increase in P release in soil 

treated with coated DAP up to 60 days but descending trend was observed from uncoated  

DAP fertilizer after 15 days  to onward incubation intervals. However, CMC coated DAP 

fertilizer treatments exhibited maximum P release at 30 days of incubation that then follow 

declining trend. Though results indicated maximum P release at 40ºC temperature in soil 

treated with uncoated DAP at early incubation period. But overall results indicated 

significantly higher release of P from coated fertilizer than uncoated DAP-fertilizer 

treatments with increase in incubation time.   

Conclusion   

The release rate of P was increased in soil treated with coated DAP fertilizer as a 

function of the temperature and kind of microbe in addition to effect of soil moisture. The 

study demonstrated that temperature significantly affected P release pattern in soil treated 

with either alone or microbes entrapped polymer coated DAP fertilizer. These coated 

fertilizers did not release P uniformly with more rapid release during the early period and a 

decline in release rate by increasing incubation time from 15 to 60 days at 40ºC, however 

soil treated with coated fertilizers still maintained more available P than untreated soil. The 

prominent outcomes of this experiment are: 
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 Alginate-based formulations coated DAP gave better release pattern of P at different 

moisture levels over other polymeric formulations, followed by PAM and CMC 

based formulation coated DAP, respectively.  

 CMC alone and formulation coated DAP fertilizer showed declining trend in soil 

Olsen’s P on an average after 45 days of incubation.  

 At high incubation temperature (40°C), PAM coated DAP fertilizer showed better 

results over other polymers coated DAP fertilizer.  

 Alginate and PAM based formulations coated DAP fertilizer was selected for 

further experiments. 
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4.1.4.2.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 

40 ºC temperature    

Treatment Time interval (day) Means 

Polymer coating on phosphatic fertilizer  15 

 

30 

 

45 

 

60 

 

 

P in soil (mg kg-1 soil) at 100% of field 

capacity moisture level and 40ºC 

incubation temperature     

 

Alginate Uncoated DAP 848d-g 425pq 240s 121t 409F 

Coated DAP 418pq 650jk 821f-h 850d-g 685CD 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 450op 725i 856d-f 906a-d 734B 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 500no 786h 880b-e 920ab 772A 

CMC Uncoated DAP 848d-g 425pq 240s 121t 409F 

Coated DAP 388qr 599kl 848d-g 859c-f 674D 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 531mn 893b-d 791g-h 510n 681D 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 589lm 918a-c 810f-h 529mn 712BD 

PAM Uncoated DAP 848d-g 425pq 240s 121t 409F 

Coated DAP 349r 525n 786h 895a-d 639E 

Bioaugmented with PsJN coated DAP 415pq 684ij 880b-e 925ab 726B 

Bioaugmented with MN17 coated DAP 455op 720i 917a-c 955a 762A 

Mean  553D 648B 692A 643C  
 

Note: Data is averaged of three replicates, Values followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at the 5% level of significance, PAM= 

polyacrylamide, CMC= Carboxymethyl cellulose, Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for day is 11, Tukey honestly significant 

difference (HSD) test value for polymer and coating is 24 and Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test value for interaction (Polymer × Coating× 

Day) 60 at p= 0.05.    
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4.2. Experiment 5 (Pot experiment in wire house)  

Studying the effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytic bacteria coated DAP 

fertilizer on growth, yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat 

Abstract 

Aims: Efficiency of applied phosphatic (P) fertilizers is very low (5-25%) in calcareous soil 

due to high activity of Ca+2/Mg+2 which hinders availability of P to plants. Saving of P 

granule from these cations is necessary to maintain its availability to plants. Coating 

granules of diammonium phosphate (DAP) fertilizer with alginate-entrapped bacteria can 

improve availability of P and deliver microbe in rhizosphere for improving P use efficiency 

and crop production. Wire house experiment was conducted to investigate the key aspects 

of polymer-entrapped bacteria coated DAP fertilizer potential as carrier for successful 

delivery of microbe in rhizosphere as well as effect on growth, yield and P use efficiency of 

wheat (Triticum aestivum L.).  

Methods: Screened concentration of two selected polymer (alginate and PAM) and organic 

amendment {glucose (G) 1%, glycerol (Gly) 1%} along with microbe’s prototype solution 

was prepared. Prototype solution (polymer + (G+Gly) + MN17 and PsJN) coated on DAP 

granules. Different rates of polymer-entrapped bacteria coated DAP i.e. 50, 75 and 100% of 

recommended dose along with alone polymers coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer as 

control treatments were applied to wheat for compararision.  

Results: Application alginate-entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate increased 

plant height (36%), chlorophyll content (41%), photosynthesis rate (67%), grain yield 

(83%), straw yield (71%), grains P (39%), Straw P (30%), total P uptake (90%), along with 

more nitrogen and potassium concentrations in grains and straw as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Phosphorus recovery efficiency (165%) and P agronomic efficiency (181%) was 

enhanced by the application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 50% of 

recommended rate over uncoated DAP treatment. Results regarding microbial enumeration 

in rhizosphere and root endosphere showed that treatment of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP at 100% of recommended rate recovered maximum MN17 bacteria in 

rhizosphere soil and root endosphere i.e. 12 ± 0.54 × 107 CFU-g soil and 3.78±0.74×106 

CFU-g root, respectively. It was followed by PAM entrapped MN17, alginate and PAM 

entrapped PsJN coated DAP application at 100% of recommended rate, respectively to 

improve crop yield attributes and successful delivery of microbes.  

Conclusions: Results may imply that use of DAP fertilizer coated with polymer-entrapped 

microbes could be a novel approach to enhance growth, yield, and P use efficiency of wheat 

as well as target site delivery of microbes under natural soil conditions.  
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Results 

In the light of findings of laboratory experiments on polymer entrapped bacteria 

coated DAP, alginate and PAM based formulations were screened for pot experiment. This 

experiment was conducted to study the effect of polymer coated bioaugmented DAP on 

growth, yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat. Detailed results of this experiment 

are given bellow.   

4.2.1: Plant height     

Polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP had significantly improved plant height of 

wheat over control (Figure and Table 4.2.1). Although, polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP application at recommended rate caused a noteworthy upsurges in plant height over 

control and other treatments i.e. uncoated and alone polymer coated DAP. These results 

indicated additional role of bacteria on phosphorus release and availability. Statistical analysis of 

data showed that maximum increase in plant height was recorded in the treatment receiving 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP (90 cm) along with 

recommended rates of nitrogen and potassium. Minimum plant height i.e.56 and 66cm was 

observed in the treatments of control and recommended rate of uncoated DAP. Up to 13.63 

and 8.0% increase in plant height was recorded in the treatments of alone PAM and alginate 

coated DAP, respectively as compared with uncoated DAP. This effect was also more 

prominent (36, 24 and 10.6% higher than uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment) where wheat 

plants were received P from recommended to reduced rates of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP i.e. 100, 75 and 50% of recommended rate, respectively. Application of 

recommended rate of alginate plus PsJN coated DAP enhanced wheat plant height 30.30% 

over uncoated DAP. It also enhanced plant height over alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP treatment at reduce rates. In case of 75 and 50% of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped PsJN coated DAP application, increase in plant height over uncoated/commercial 

DAP treatment was 18 and 5%, respectively.  PAM entrapped MN17 and PsJN coated DAP 

application to wheat at 100% of recommended rate enhanced plant height by 27 and 21%, 

respectively as compared to uncoated DAP treatment. Moreover, effects of alginate 

entrapped PsJN and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP application on plant height were 

found statistically at par. Similarly, 75% of recommended rate (RR) of polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP treatments and alone polymer coated DAP  was  also  statistically non-  
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Figure 4.2.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

plant height of wheat 
Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers. Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.1: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on plant height of 

wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15  3937.31 262.5 91.3* 0.0000 

Error     32         92 2.88   

Total     47   4029.31    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=5.13, CV=2.30, Grand mean=73.8    
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significant. Furthermore, uncoated DAP application and 50% of recommended of 

application of polymer entrapped microbes treatments also showed similar results. 

Comparison between alone polymer coated DAP and PAM coated DAP positively 

increased plant height i.e. 6% over alginate coated DAP. In short, effect of polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP application on plant height found more promising over 

uncoated as well as alone polymer coated DAP.   

4.2.2: Number of fertile tillers  

All polymer coated DAP treatments both with and without bio-augmentation 

significantly increased number of fertile tillers pot-1 compared with alone polymer coated 

DAP fertilizer treatments (Figure and Table 4.2.2). Polymer bioaugmented/entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP also significantly increased number of fertile tillers pot-1 compared to 

uncoated DAP fertilizer. Statistically analysis of data showed that maximum increase in 

number of fertile tillers was recorded in the treatment receiving recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP i.e. 18 pot-1. The minimum number of tillers pot-1 

was noted in the treatments of control and uncoated DAP i.e. 5 and 8 pot-1, respectively. 

Number of fertile tillers was increased up to 22 and 12.5% in treatment of alone PAM and 

alginate coated DAP as compared with uncoated DAP, respectively. However, results was 

more conspicuous in number of fertile tillers pot-1 by 125, 50 and 25% higher than uncoated 

treatment where 100, 75 and 50% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP were applied to wheat, respectively. Maximum increase in number of fertile tillers 

was observed in the treatment of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP treatment, followed by PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment which improved 

numbers of fertile tillers pot-1 by 88% compared to uncoated commercial DAP. Moreover, 

application of 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment 

showed positive response and enhanced wheat number of tillers pot-1 as 63% over uncoated 

DAP. However, 50% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP 

application was found statistically at par with commercial DAP treatment. Polyacrylamide 

(PAM) entrapped PsJN coated DAP application enhanced number of tillers pot-1 i.e. 63 and 

25% in the treatments receiving phosphorus equal to 100% and 75% of recommended rates, 

respectively as compared to uncoated DAP treatment. Effects of PAM entrapped MN17 and 

PsJN coated DAP on number of tillers pot-1 was statistically at par. However, application of  
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Figure 4.2.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

number of fertile tillers pot-1 of wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.2: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on number of fertile 

tillers pot-1 of wheat 
 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 451.33 30.08 41.3* 0.0000 

Error     32 23.33 0.73   

Total     47 474.66    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.58, CV=8.01, Grand mean=10.67   
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75% of recommended rate of alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP also 

exhibited similar results.  Additionally, 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

MN-17 and 100% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application 

treatments showed statistically similar results. In nutshell, polymer entrapped bacteria 

coated DAP application increased numbers of tillers pot-1 as compared to uncoated and 

alone polymer coated DAP.  

4.2.3: Wheat straw yield    

  The statistical data regarding straw yield of wheat revealed that minimum straw 

yield was recorded in the treatment of control (17 g pot-1). The maximum mean value was 

noticed in the treatment receiving 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP i.e. 29 g pot-1 (Figure and Table 4.2.3). Means comparison test (HSD α 0.05) 

indicated that treatments receiving recommended rate of alginate and PAM entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP were statistically non-significant to each other but significantly differed 

from other treatments. The data analysis revealed maximum upsurge of wheat straw yield 

was up to 71% where wheat was given 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP over uncoated DAP. Next effective treatment was 100% of recommended 

rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP that increased straw yield up to 75% over uncoated 

commercial DAP. But in case of PsJN application, maximum increase in straw yield was 

62.5% with 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP over 

uncoated DAP and it was followed by treatment of 75% of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP (56.25%) over recommended rate of uncoated commercial 

DAP. Application of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment 

also revealed significant escalation in straw yield i.e. 50%, over control and commercial 

DAP. Sole application of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP caused 37.5% improvement 

over uncoated DAP and it was followed by alginate coated DAP which showed 25% 

increase in straw yield over commercial DAP. The data showed that polymer entrapped 

microbes coated DAP treatments had considerable positive impact on straw yield, when 

treatments were compared to each other.  

4.2.4: Wheat grains yield   

Comparison among recommended as well as reduced rates of polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP caused a noteworthy upsurges in grain yield (Figure and Table 4.2.4)     
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Figure 4.2.3: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

straw yield (g pot-1) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.3: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on straw yield (g pot-1) 

of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 2320.31 154.7 275* 0.0000 

Error     32         18.00          0.56   

Total     47 2338.31    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.26, CV=2.44, Grand mean=30.7   
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over control (nothing was applied) and uncoated DAP applied. The statistical analysis of 

data revealed up to 33.33 and 16.66% increase in grain yield in alone PAM and alginate 

coated DAP as compared to uncoated DAP treatment. Though, effect was also prominent 

on plants received 100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP where grain yields were 83 and 50% higher, respectively than that in uncoated DAP 

treatment. Application of recommended PAM plus MN17 coated DAP caused increase in 

wheat grain yield after the treatment of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP which was 75% over uncoated DAP. In case of recommended rate of alginate 

and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application, grain yield was increased over 

commercial DAP treatment as 58 and 50%, respectively. Moreover, treatments of 75% of 

recommended rate alginate entrapped MN17 and recommended rate of PAM entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP application had non-significant effect on grain yield. Similarly, 75% of 

recommended rate of alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN and MN17 coated DAP treatments 

and recommended rate of alone PAM coated DAP treatments were also found statistically 

at par. In short, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application resulted in increase in 

grains yield over uncoated as well as alone polymer coated DAP.  

4.2.5: 1000 grains weight    

Polymer entrapped bacteria and alone polymer coated DAP treatments revealed 

significant effect on 1000 grains weight over control (Figure and Table 4.2.5). Maximum 

increase in 1000 grains weight was recorded i.e. 30% in the treatment of recommended rate 

of alginate entrapped MN 17 coated DAP. Uncoated DAP treatment also increase in 1000 

grains weight up to 29% over control. Statistical analysis of 1000 grains weight showed that 

application of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP increased 1000 grains weight up to 15 

and 7.5%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP. However, increase in 1000 grains 

weight was more conspicuous in the treatment received 100% of recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP and it was 30% higher than uncoated DAP treatment. 

Recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment enhanced 1000 grains 

weight up to 25% over uncoated DAP. Alginate and PAM entrapped microbes coated DAP 

application increased 22.50 and 17.50% 1000 grains weight in pots receiving recommended 

rate of alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, respectively over commercial DAP 

treatment. Moreover, effect of  treatments  receiving  50% of recommended rate of polymer  
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Figure 4.2.4: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

grains yield (g pot-1) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers. Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.4: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on grains yield (g pot-

1) of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 1578 105.20 168* 0.0000 

Error     32          20         0.63   

Total     47 1598    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.39, CV=3.68, Grand mean=21.5    
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Figure 4.2.5: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

1000 grains weight (g) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.5: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 1000 grains weight 

(g) of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 1278 85.22 195* 0.0000 

Error     32            14         0.44   

Total     47 1292    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2, CV=1.52, Grand mean=43.5 
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entrapped microbes coated DAP and recommended rate of uncoated DAP application was 

found statistically non-significant on 1000 grains weight. In nut shell, polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP application promoted 1000 grains weight over uncoated as well as 

alone polymer coated DAP.  

4.2.6: Chlorophyll contents (SPAD)  

Data in Table and Figure 4.2.6 are evident that polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP application significantly improved chlorophyll contents in the leaves of wheat over 

control. Noteworthy increases in chlorophyll contents were also recorded in the treatments 

receiving recommended rate of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP as compared 

uncoated DAP as well as alone polymer coated DAP treatments. Statistically analyzed data 

further depicted that chlorophyll contents attained maximum upturn (62 SPAD) in the 

treatment receiving recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, nitrogen 

and potassium fertilizers. The minimum chlorophyll contents i.e. 33 SPAD was observed in 

the control treatment (i.e. without any fertilizers). However, up to 12 and 9% increase in 

chlorophyll contents was recorded in the treatment of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

as compared with uncoated DAP, respectively. However, treatment effect was more 

conspicuous i.e. 41, 25 and 4.5% increase in chlorophyll contents of plants received 

recommended rate (100%) and reduced rates as 75 and 50% of recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively than plants receiving uncoated DAP. 

Application of recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP caused increase 

chlorophyll contents in the leaves of wheat after alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatment and showed 34% more increase in chlorophyll contents as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Treatments of 75% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

increased chlorophyll contents (20.4%) over commercial DAP treatment. Application of 

alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP at recommended rate to wheat enhanced 

chlorophyll contents by 27 and 25%, respectively as compared to uncoated commercial 

DAP treatment. Comparison between alone polymer coated DAP treatments, PAM coated 

DAP treated plants showed 4.16% increase in chlorophyll contents over alginate coated 

DAP treated plants. Whereas there was 7.31% decrease in chlorophyll contents in the plants 

treated with 50% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application 

than commercial DAP.  Furthermore, effect  of  application  75%  of  recommended rate  of   
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Figure 4.2.6: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

chlorophyll contents (SPAD) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers. Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.6: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on chlorophyll 

contents (SPAD) of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 2473.31 164.88 110* 0.0000 

Error     32         48         1.50   

Total     47 2521.31    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=3.71, CV=2.49, Grand mean=49.18 
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alginate entrapped MN17 and 100% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated 

DAP on chlorophyll contents was found statistically non-significant. Likewise, 100% of 

recommended rate of polymer coated DAP treatments was also statistically at par in this 

regard. Recommended rate of uncoated DAP and 50% of recommended rate of polymer 

entrapped microbes treatments application also showed similar results. So, polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP application established more encouraging results related to 

chlorophyll contents over alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP.  

4.2.7: Photosynthesis rate 

Polymer coated DAP treated plants exhibited significantly improvement in 

photosynthesis rate both with and without bacteria entrapped in polymer coated DAP 

compared to control (Figure and Table 4.5.7). Polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

treated plants also exhibited significant increase in photosynthesis rate as compared to 

uncoated DAP treated plants. Statistical analysis of the data revealed that maximum 

upsurge in photosynthesis rate was recorded in the treatment where recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP upto 25 µmol m-2 s-1 was applied. However, it was in 

the treatments of control and uncoated DAP i.e. 9 and 15 µmol m-2 s-1, respectively. It is 

also obvious from data that alone PAM and alginate coated DAP application caused 

increase in photosynthesis rate up to 26.66 and 13%, respectively as compared with 

uncoated DAP application. However, most prominent increase in photosynthesis rate of 

wheat was 67 and 46% by the application of 100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP over uncoated DAP, respectively. Increase in photosynthesis 

rate as a result of treatment of recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatment was 53% over recommended rate of uncoated DAP and it was followed by the 

treatment of 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP. These 

treatment caused 46% improvements in photosynthesis rate of wheat compared to 

recommended rate of uncoated DAP. Response of wheat to other bacteria i.e. PsJN was also 

prominent but relatively less than MN17. Therefore, application of 100 and 75% of 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment showed 40 and 20% 

improvement in photosynthesis rate,  respectively over application of  recommended rate of 

uncoated DAP. The application of 100 and 75% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP showed least improvement in photosynthesis rate compared to PAM and 
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Figure 4.2.7: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

photosynthesis rate (µmol m-2 s-1) in wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.7: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on photosynthesis rate 

(µmol m-2 s-1) in wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 834 55.60 80.9* 0.0000 

Error     32            22          0.69   

Total     47 856    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.51, CV=4.74, Grand mean=17.50 
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alginate entrapped MN17 application at 50% of recommended rate was found statistically at 

par with recommended entrapped MN17 coated DAP enhanced 19 and 15% photosynthesis 

rate, respectively over application of 100% recommended rates of alginate and PAM 

entrapped PsJN coated DAP, respectively. Effect of PAM entrapped MN17 and PsJN 

coated DAP on photosynthetic rate was statistically at par. However, application of 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP enhanced photosynthesis rate 

by 5 and 10% over recommended rates of alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, 

respectively. Additionally, application of 100% recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

PsJN and 100% of recommended rate of PAM coated DAP showed statistically similar 

result. Overall result indicated that polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application 

significantly increased photosynthesis rate as compared to alone polymer coated and 

uncoated DAP.  

4.2.8: Nitrogen concentration in wheat grains   

Effect of polymer entrapped bacteria and alone polymer coated treatments on 

nitrogen concentration in grains of wheat revealed significant increase in nitrogen 

concentration in grains over control (Figure and Table 4.2.8). Maximum increase in 

nitrogen concentration (2.6%) was recorded due to application of recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP. Minimum nitrogen concentration in grains observed 

was 1.4% in grains which was present in the control treatment receiving no fertilizer. 

Statistical analysis of data on nitrogen concentration of grains showed that application of 

alone PAM and alginate coated DAP fertilizer increased nitrogen concentration in grains as 

19 and 9.44%, respectively compared to uncoated DAP. However, it was nitrogen 44% 

higher in treatment receiving 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP than recommended rate of uncoated DAP. Recommended rate of PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment showed 36% improvement in grain nitrogen 

concentration over recommended rate of uncoated DAP. Alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN 

coated DAP application at recommended rate increased 32 and 29% nitrogen concentration 

in grains, respectively over recommended rate of uncoated commercial DAP treatment. 

Moreover, effect of treatments of 75% of recommended polymer entrapped microbes 

coated DAP and recommended rate of alone polymers coated DAP application on nitrogen 

concentration in grains were found statistically non-significant. Similar trend  was  recorded 
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Figure 4.2.8: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

nitrogen concentration (%) in wheat grains  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.8: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on nitrogen 

concentration in wheat grains 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 4.67 0.31 131* 0.0000 

Error     32  0.076   0.002   

Total     47           4.75    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.15, CV=2.35, Grand mean=2.07  
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in the treatments of 50% of recommended rate of polymer entrapped microbes and 

recommended rate of uncoated DAP. In nut shell, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

application showed more promising results regarding grains nitrogen over application 

uncoated as well as alone polymer coated DAP.   

4.2.9: Nitrogen concentration in wheat straw  

Data in Table and Figure 4.2.9 showed effect of treatments on nitrogen 

concentration in wheat straw. It is obvious that polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

caused significant increase in straw nitrogen concentration over control compared with both 

control with no fertilizer and uncoated DAP applied. The statistical analysis of data showed 

20 and 8% increase in straw nitrogen concentration in treatment of alone PAM and alginate 

coated DAP, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP which further increased by 

inclusion of bacteria. That is why straw nitrogen concentration was promoted to 38 and 

21% by the application of 100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP, respectively compared to recommended rate of uncoated DAP. Application of 

other polymer i.e. PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate caused 33% 

increase in wheat straw nitrogen concentration over recommended rate of uncoated DAP 

application. However, this increase less than that of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment. In case of treatments of recommended rate of 

alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, estimated increase in straw nitrogen 

concentration was 29 and 23%, respectively over recommended rate of uncoated 

commercial DAP treatment. Moreover, treatments where 75% of recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped MN17 and recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP were 

applied, effect on straw nitrogen concentration was found statistically non-significant. 

Similarly, treatments where 75% of recommended rate of alginate and PAM entrapped 

PsJN and MN17 coated DAP were applied, effect on straw nitrogen concentration was also 

found statistically at par compared with recommended rate of alone PAM coated DAP. In 

short, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP also promoted nitrogen concentration in 

wheat straw over uncoated as well as alone polymer coated DAP.  

4.2.10: Phosphorus concentration in wheat grains   

Treatment effect as individual factor as well as interaction of factors is shown in 

Figure and Table  4.2.10.  Application of  polymer  coated  DAP   treatments   significantly  
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Figure 4.2.9: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

nitrogen concentration (%) in wheat straw 

Note* Treatments sharing same letters are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.9: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on nitrogen 

concentration in wheat straw 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 3.23 0.21 61.5* 0.0000 

Error     32 0.11   0.004   

Total     47 3.34    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.18, CV=3.46, Grand mean=1.71  
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improved phosphorus concentration in grains both with presence and absence of bacteria 

entrapped in polymer coated DAP over uncoated DAP treatment. Data revealed that 

maximum surge in grains phosphorus concentration was appeared in the treatment where 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP was applied at recommended rate and it was 39% 

higher than control treatment. Minimum phosphorus concentration in grains was observed 

in control treatment i.e. 0.11%. Alone PAM and alginate coated DAP treatments increased 

up to 21 and 14% phosphorus concentration in grains, respectively as compared with 

uncoated DAP. However, these results were more promising by the application of 100 and 

75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP where 39 and 18% 

phosphorus concentration in grains, respectively were higher than recommended rate of 

uncoated DAP. Application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate 

enhanced 36% phosphorus concentration in grains, followed by 75% of recommended rate 

of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment which improved phosphorus 

concentration in grains by 25% compared to that of recommended rate of uncoated 

commercial DAP. Application of 100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP to wheat significantly enhanced wheat grains P concentration as 32 and 

18%, respectively over recommended rate of uncoated DAP. However, PAM entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP treatment increased grain P concentration up to 25 and 4% when applied 

at 100 and 75% of recommended rate, respectively. However, in case of 50% of 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP application, grains P 

concentration was statistically at par with recommended rate of uncoated commercial DAP 

treatment. These results indicated even more P concentration in grains by the application of 

polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP compared to recommended rate of DAP when 

applied at half of recommended rate of DAP. However, application of 100% of 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP enhanced phosphorus 

concentration in grains by 22 and 15% over recommended rate of alginate and PAM coated 

DAP, respectively. Additionally, application at 100% of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped PsJN and 100% of recommended rate of PAM coated DAP showed statistically 

similar results. These results suggest that polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

application could increase grain P concentration as compared to alone polymer coated and 

uncoated commercial DAP.   
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Figure 4.2.10: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus concentration (%) in wheat grains 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.10: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

concentration in wheat grains 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 0.201 0.013 120* 0.0000 

Error     32 0.004   0.0001   

Total     47 0.205    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.03, CV=3.45, Grand mean=0.31  
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4.2.11: Phosphorus concentration in wheat straw  

The statistical data regarding straw P concentration (Figure and Table 4.2.9) 

revealed minimum phosphorus concentration in the control treatment without any chemical 

fertilizer (0.09%). The maximum mean value of straw P concentration was estimated in the 

treatment receiving 100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

i.e. 0.26%. Comparison between alone polymer coated DAP fertilizer indicated that straw P 

concentration in the treatment of alone PAM coated DAP which was 20% higher than that 

of uncoated DAP. Followed by alone alginate coated DAP which was 5% higher than that 

of uncoated commercial DAP. Means comparison test (HSD α 0.05) indicated up to 30% 

upsurge of wheat P straw concentration in treatment where wheat plants received 100% of 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP compared to uncoated DAP 

due to integrative effect of polymer and bacteria that enhanced the available P for plants 

uptake.  Next effective treatment was 100% of recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 

coated DAP that increased straw P concentration up to 30% over uncoated commercial 

DAP. It was also observed that treatments receiving recommended rate of alginate and 

PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP were statistically non-significant to each other but 

significantly differed from other treatments. Application of PsJN entrapped polymer coated 

DAP fertilizer i.e. alginate at 100% of recommended rate increased straw P concentration 

upto 20%  over recommended rate of uncoated DAP. It was followed by treatment of 75% 

of recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP (15%) over uncoated DAP. In 

case of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, estimated increase in straw 

P concentration was 15% over recommended rate of uncoated commercial DAP. Results 

also revealed that application of reduce rate (applied 50% of recommended rate) of polymer 

entrapped microbes coated DAP fertilizer gave on an average similar straw P concentration 

like recommended uncoated DAP fertilizer. Data also depicted that polymer entrapped 

microbes coated DAP treatments had considerable positive impact on straw P 

concentration, when treatments were compared to each other as well as with uncoated DAP. 

So, inclusion of microbes in polymer further enhanced the straw P concentration over alone 

polymer coated DAP.  

4.2.12: Potassium concentration in wheat grains   

Effect of polymer entrapped bacteria and alone polymer coated treatments effect on  
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Figure 4.2.11: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus concentration (%) in wheat straw 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 
potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.11: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

concentration in wheat straw 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15         0.07       0.005 193* 0.0000 

Error     32 0.0008 0.00003   

Total     47 0.0708    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.02, CV=2.28, Grand mean=0.21  
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potassium concentration in grains of wheat revealed significant increase in potassium 

concentration in grains over control (Figure and Table 4.2.12). Increase in grains potassium 

concentration was estimated in the treatment receiving recommended polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP treatments compared to alone polymers (alginate and PAM) coated 

DAP and uncoated DAP fertilizer (Figure and Table 4.2.12). Furthermore, statistically 

analyzed data regarding grains potassium concentration revealed that grains potassium 

concentration attained maximum upsurge i.e. 1.6% in treatment receiving recommended 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP along with uncoated N and K fertilizers. The 

minimum grains potassium concentration (0.82%) was observed in control treatment 

(without any fertilizers). Furthermore, up to 18 and 14% enhances in grains potassium 

concentration was recorded in case of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP as compared 

with uncoated DAP, respectively. However, intervention of microbes in polymer was more 

effective to increase in grains potassium concentration up to 51, 29 and 11% than uncoated 

DAP was estimated by the application of 100, 75 and 50% recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively. Application of recommended PAM entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP caused significant improvement in wheat grains potassium 

concentration after alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment and showed 36% 

upturn in grains P concentration as compared to uncoated DAP fertilizer. Treatments 75 and 

50% recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP application increased grains 

potassium concentration up to 25 and 6%, respectively over commercial DAP treatment. 

Application of recommended alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP to wheat 

enhanced grains potassium concentration by 34 and 28%, respectively over uncoated DAP. 

Moreover, there was 5% decreased in grains potassium concentration in plant treated with 

50% recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application than that of 

commercial DAP. Furthermore, recommended uncoated DAP and 50% polymer entrapped 

microbes treatments application also showed similar results and statistically non-significant. 

So, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application established more encouraging 

results related grains potassium concentration (%) over alone polymer coated DAP and 

uncoated DAP.  

4.2.13: Potassium concentration in wheat straw   

Polymer coated DAP treatments application significantly improved straw potassium  
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Figure 4.2.12: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

potassium concentration (%) in wheat grains   

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers. Control=without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.12: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on potassium 

concentration in wheat grains 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 1.61         0.11 39.3* 0.000 

Error     32 0.08 0.003   

Total     47 1.69    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.15, CV=4.24, Grand mean=1.23  
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concentration individually in the presence and absence of bacteria entrapped polymer 

coated DAP (Figure and Table 4.2.13). It is obvious that polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP caused significantly increased in straw potassium concentration as compared to alone 

polymer coated DAP and uncoated DAP. Statistical analysis of data exhibited that 

maximum upsurge in straw potassium concentration was estimated in recommended 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP upto 2.12% and minimum in control i.e. 1.12%. 

Mean data showed 31 and 18% increase in straw potassium concentration in treatment 

recommended alone PAM and alginate coated DAP as compared with uncoated DAP, 

respectively which further enhanced by entrapment of bacteria in polymers. Due to this, 

straw potassium concentration was increased i.e. 50 and 35% by 100 and 75% 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP application over uncoated 

DAP, respectively. Application of recommended PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatment over uncoated DAP increased straw potassium concentration upto 43%. However, 

this increase less than that of recommended alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treated 

treatment. That treatment was followed by 100% recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP treatment, estimated improvement in straw potassium concentration was 

40% compared to commercial DAP. Moreover, treatment where 75% recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP was applied significantly enhance wheat straw yield 

potassium concentration by 29% over uncoated DAP. However, upto 38 and 23% straw 

potassium concentration was increased in treatments where 100 and 75% recommended 

rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP was applied, respectively. Upturn in straw 

potassium concentration upto 21 and 15% in treatment where recommended alginate and 

polyacrylamide (PAM) entrapped MN17 coated DAP was applied over recommended rate 

of alone alginate and PAM coated DAP, respectively. Additionally, 100% recommended 

rate of polymer entrapped bacteria coated treatments was found statistically non-significant. 

Similarly, treatments receiving half rate of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP was 

also statistically non-significant over recommended commercial DAP treatment. In end 

remarks, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application significantly increased straw 

potassium concentration as compared to simple polymer coated and commercial DAP. 

4.2.14: Total phosphorus uptake by wheat  

Comparatively total P uptake of wheat was significantly improved through polymer  
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Figure 4.2.13: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

potassium concentration (%) in wheat straw  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.13: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on potassium 

concentration in wheat straw 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 2.83         0.19 63* 0.0000 

Error     32 0.09         0.003   

Total     47 2.92    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.16, CV=3.17, Grand mean=1.73  
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entrapped bacteria coated DAP application (Figure and Table 4.2.14). Polymer coated DAP 

treated plants exhibited significantly improvement in total P uptake both with and without 

bacteria entrapped in polymer coated DAP compared to control (Figure and Table 4.5.14). 

Polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP treated plants also exhibited significant increase in 

total P uptake as compared to uncoated DAP treated plants. Mean comparison test (HSD α 

5%) mean values of data regarding total P uptake revealed that maximum upturn in total P 

uptake upto 0.21 (g pot-1) was recorded in treatment receiving recommended alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP. Minimum total P uptake i.e. 0.012 (g pot-1) was recorded in 

treatment control (without any fertilizers). However, alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

treatments increased upto 45 and 18% total P uptake, respectively as compared to uncoated 

DAP. However, effect was more promising i.e. 90, 63 and 18% increase in total P uptake 

than uncoated DAP where wheat plants were applied recommended rate (100%) and 

reduced rate as 75 and 50% recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, 

respectively. Application of recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

caused increase of significantly improvement of wheat total P uptake upto 81% after 

alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment  as compared to uncoated DAP. However, 

treatments  of  75 and  50%  recommended  rate of  PAM  entrapped  MN17  coated  DAP 

increased total P uptake 55 and 18%, respectively over commercial DAP. Application of 

alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP recommended rate to wheat enhanced total 

P uptake by 34 and 28%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP treatment. Moreover, 

total P uptake was decreased by 22% over commercial DAP in treatment where 

recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP reduced upto half. Furthermore, 

100% recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN treated wheat plants total P uptake 

were found statistically non-significant as compared to recommended PAM entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP. The effect of 75% RR of polymer entrapped microbe coated DAP and 

recommended simple polymer coated DAP was founded statistically non-significant. 

Similarly, treatments where 50% polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP were applied, 

estimated total P uptake was also found statistically at par over uncoated DAP. So, polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP application established more encouraging results related 

total P uptake over simple polymer coated DAP and uncoated DAP.  
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Figure 4.2.14: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

total P uptake (g pot-1) by wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

  

Table 4.2.14: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on total P uptake (g 

pot-1) by wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          15 0.106 0.00709 142* 0.0000 

Error     32   0.0016 0.00005   

Total     47   0.1076    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=0.021, CV=5, Grand mean=0.1414  
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4.2.15: Phosphorus recovery efficiency of wheat 

As far as P recovery efficiency is concerned, polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP significantly enhanced P recovery efficiency compared to commercial DAP (Figure 

and Table 4.2.14). Maximum upsurge in P recovery efficiency was estimated in treatment 

where alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP was applied at half of recommended rate, it 

was 53% than that of uncoated DAP treatment that showed up to 20% P recovery 

efficiency. Means comparison test (HSD α 0.05) indicated that alone PAM and alginate 

coated DAP treatment increased P recovery efficiency up to 65% and 35%, respectively 

over commercial DAP. However, P recovery efficiency was more encouraging in treatment 

receiving alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 50% of recommended rate where 165% 

P recovery efficiency was higher than that of recommended uncoated DAP. Application of 

alginate entrapped MN17coated DAP at 75% recommended rate that enhanced P recovery 

efficiency up to 145, followed by 50% recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP treatment which improved P recovery efficiency  140% over commercial DAP. But in 

case of PsJN application, P recovery efficiency was enhanced up to 110% in treatment 

alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP receiving 50% recommended rate over uncoated DAP. 

Furthermore, application of polyacrylamide entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment at half 

rate of recommendation also revealed significant escalations in P recovery efficiency i.e. 

75%, over uncoated commercial DAP. The data showed that polymer entrapped microbes 

coated DAP treatments had considerable positive impact on P recovery efficiency, when 

treatments were compared to each other.        

4.2.16: Phosphorus agronomic use efficiency of wheat 

 All polymer coated DAP treatments both with and without bio-augmentation 

significantly increased P agronomic use efficiency compared uncoated DAP fertilizer 

treatment (Figure and Table 4.2.15). However, combined use of polymer entrapped bacteria 

coated DAP gave better performance for improving P agronomic use efficiency in 

comparison with simple polymer coated treatments as well as commercial DAP treatment. 

Statistically analyzed data also depicted that P agronomic use efficiency attained maximum 

upsurge 76 (g g-1) in treatment receiving recommended alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP. The minimum P agronomic use efficiency i.e. 27 (g g-1) was observed recommended 

uncoated DAP treatment. Furthermore, up to 48 and 36% P agronomic use efficiency was 
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Figure 4.2.15: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on P 

recovery efficiency (%) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.15: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on P recovery 

efficiency (%) of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          14  3413 244 281* 0.0000 

Error     30            26 0.87   

Total     44  3439    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.80, CV=2.40, Grand mean=38.87  
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recorded in treatment alone PAM and alginate coated DAP as compared with uncoated 

DAP, respectively. However, treatment effect was more conspicuous in P  agronomic use 

efficiency by 181 and 144% higher than recommended uncoated treatment where alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 50 and 75% recommended rate were applied to wheat 

plants, respectively. Application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP increased P 

agronomic use efficiency 163% at 50% recommended rate over uncoated DAP which was 

followed by PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment receiving half of recommended 

rate that improved P agronomic use efficiency up to 130% as compared to commercial 

DAP. Similarly, treatment where wheat plant treated with 50% recommended rate of 

alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP significantly enhanced wheat P agronomic use 

efficiency by 130% over uncoated DAP. Alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 

recommended rate was statistically at par with recommended PAM entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP treatment. Additionally, 100% recommended rate of polymer entrapped bacteria 

coated DAP application treatments showed decrease in P agronomic use efficiency over 

50% recommended rate of polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP treatments. In end 

remarks, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application significantly increased P 

agronomic use efficiency as compared to simple polymer coated and commercial DAP.  

4.2.17: Recovery of applied microbes from rhizospheric soil and root endosphere of 

wheat at 45 days of germination 

The recovery at target site (rhizospheric soil and root endosphere) of bacterial 

species MN17::gusA sp. and PsJN::gusA sp. in two polymers; alginate and PAM matrices 

coated DAP was analysed after application to wheat plants under wire house conditions. 

Alginate coated DAP treatments exhibited higher cell enumerations in rhizospheric soil and 

root endosphere as compared to PAM coated DAP treatments. Data in Table 4.2.16 are 

evident that polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application successfully deliver the 

microbes at target site i.e. rhizospheric soil and root endosphere. Significant variation in 

microbial number in   rhizospheric soil and root endosphere colonization was observed 

among different rates of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP like 50, 75 and 100% of 

recommended (Table 4.2.16). Data showed that maximum cell number of MN17 and PsJN 

up to 3.78 ± 0.74 × 106 and 6 ± 0.59 × 105 CFU-g  fresh  root,  respectively  was enumerated  
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Figure 4.2.16: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on P 

agronomic use efficiency (g g-1) of wheat   

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.2.16: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on P agronomic use 

efficiency (g g-1) of wheat 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Treatment          14 7193 514 514* 0.0000 

Error     30            30 1   

Total     44 7223    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=3, CV=1.83, Grand mean=54.53   
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from root endosphere in treatments receiving recommended alginate entrapped MN17 and 

PsJN coated DAP. However, data regarding microbial enumeration from root endosphere 

after application of 75 and 50% recommended rate of alginate entrapped microbes MN17 

coated DAP showed cell number up to 11 ± 0.56 × 104 and 42 ± 1.66 × 102 CFU-g fresh 

root, respectively. The minimum cell number of PsJN i.e. 8 ± 0.77 × 104 and 33 ± 1.37 × 

102  was enumerated  from root endosphere in treatment alginate entrapped PsJN coated 

DAP where 75 and 50% of recommended rate was applied, respectively. In case of PAM 

entrapped MN17 and PsJN coated DAP also showed similar trend like alginate, maximum 

MN17 (5.66 ± 0.49 × 105 CFU-g fresh root) and PsJN (5.66 ± 0.49 × 105 CFU-g fresh root) 

was recovered at 100% recommended rate lagging behind 75 and 50% recommended rate 

treatments respectively.  

As explored the results of polymers entrapped microbes coated DAP delivery of 

MN17 and PsJN in rhizosphere soil was analyzed at different rates of application i.e. 50, 75 

and 100% of recommendation. In all treatments microbes cell number in rhizospheric soil 

recovered well, but alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment receiving 100% 

recommended rate was gave better microbes numbers in rhizospheric soil compared to 

other treatment. However, the maximum bacterial number in rhizosphere soil was observed 

in recommended alginate entrapped MN17 by 12 ± 0.54 × 10
7

 CFU-g soil but slightly 

decrease in number was also counted of alginate entrapped PsJN coated treatment i.e. 8 ± 

0.59 × 107 CFU-g soil. So, minimum MN17 and PsJN was observed in treatment alginate 

entrapped bacteria (MN17 and PsJN) coated DAP treatment receiving 75 and 50% 

recommended rate respectively. Similarly, PAM entrapped bacteria (MN17 and PsJN) 

coated DAP treatments also significantly effected microbial recovery in rhizospheric soil. 

However, up to 21 ± 1.12 × 106 (MN17) and 18 ± 0.97 × 106 (PsJN) CFU-g soils was 

recovered from PAM entrapped bacteria coated DAP treatments where recommended rate 

was applied. Comparison between reduce rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatments, PAM coated DAP treated soil showed 17 ± 0.86 × 105 and 25 ± 0.72 × 103 

CFU-g soils cell numbers where 75 and 50% of recommended rate was applied, 

respectively. Whereas there was 14 ± 1.02 × 105 and 16 ± 0.82 × 103 CFU-g soils cell 

numbers of PsJN was recovered from rhizospheric soil in plants treated with 75 and 50% 

recommended rate of  PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, respectively. In nut shell, 
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Table 4.2.17: Recovery of applied microbes from rhizospheric soil and root endosphere of wheat at 45 days of germination  

 

Note: Data are averaged of three replicates ± standard deviation (SD), PAM= polyacrylamide, MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia 

phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate, CDAP= Polymer entrapped bacteria coated diammonium phosphate, CFU= Colony forming unit, g= gram  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatments Root endosphere microbial recovery 

CFU-g fresh weight 

Alginate PAM 

MN17 PsJN MN17 PsJN 

CDAP 100% RR 3.78 ± 0.74 × 106 6 ± 0.59 × 105 5.66 ± 0.49 × 105 33 ± 0.97 × 104 

CDAP 75% RR 11 ± 0.56 × 104 8 ± 0.77 × 104 17 ± 0.86 × 103 26 ± 1.02 × 103 

CDAP 50% RR 42 ± 1.66 × 102 33 ± 1.37 × 102 29 ± 0.97 × 102 16 ± 0.82 × 102 

                                               Rhizosphere soil microbial recovery 

                                               CFU-g  fresh soil 

CDAP 100% RR 12 ± 0.54 × 10
7

 8 ± 0.59 × 107 21 ± 1.12 × 106 18 ± 0.97 × 106 

CDAP 75% RR 6 ± 0.34 × 10
6

 4 ± 0.44 × 106 17 ± 0.86 × 105 14 ± 1.02 × 105 

CDAP 50% RR 10 ± 0.66 × 104 6 ± 0.37 × 104 25 ± 0.72 × 103 16 ± 0.82 × 103 
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polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application successfully deliver microbes in 

rhizosphere which could have potential to inoculate the crops with this innovative 

approach. 

Conclusion 

             This experiment was conducted to achieve the objective effect of polymer 

coated-bacterial bioaugmented DAP on growth, yield and phosphorus use efficiency of 

wheat. Results of this experiment as below:  

 Application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate 

increased grain yield (83%), grain P (39%) as compared to uncoated DAP.  

 Phosphorus recovery efficiency (165%) and P agronomic efficiency (48%) was 

enhanced by the application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 50% of 

recommended rate over uncoated DAP treatment.  

 Results regarding microbial enumeration in rhizosphere soil and root endosphere 

showed that treatment of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 100% of 

recommended rate recovered maximum MN17 bacteria in rhizosphere soil and 

root endosphere i.e. 12 ± 0.54 × 107 CFU-g soil and 3.78 ± 0.74 × 106 CFU-g 

root, respectively.  

 This effective treatment was followed by PAM entrapped MN17, alginate and 

PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application at 100% of recommended rate, 

respectively to improve crop yield attributes and successful delivery of microbes. 

 Application of polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP treatments results 

showed that it was at par over recommended alone polymer coated treatments. 

 Recommended uncoated DAP fertilizer application treatment showed similar 

results like polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP fertilizer at 50% 

recommended rate. 
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4.3. Experiment 6 (Field experiment)  

Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytic bacteria coated DAP fertilizer on 

growth, yield and phosphorus use efficiency of wheat 

Abstract 

Aims: Although phosphorus use efficiency (PUE) is ranged from very low (5%) to as 

high as 25% yet this efficiency on farmers field is more or less close to the lower limit. 

This is due to variation in calcareous and alkalinity levels of soils. It is need of the time 

to find out such approaches/techniques that can improve PUE of applied phosphatic 

fertilizers. Coating granules of diammonium phosphate (DAP) fertilizer with polymer-

entrapped bacteria can keep fertilizer P in available form and delivers microbes in the 

rhizosphere to maintain its availability for longer periods. Field experiment was 

conducted to evaluate the pot results under field conditions with the key aspects of 

effect of polymer entrapped endophytic bacteria coated DAP on growth, yield and P use 

efficiency of wheat under field conditions.  

Methods: Screened concentration of two selected polymer (alginate and PAM) and 

organic amendment {glucose (G) 1%, glycerol (Gly) 1%} along with microbe’s (MN17 

or PsJN) prototype solution was prepared as described in pot experiment to coat on 

DAP. Polymer-entrapped bacteria coated DAP was applied to wheat at recommended as 

well as reduced rates (50, 75 and 100% of recommended rate) along with alone polymer 

coated and uncoated DAP for comparison purposes.   

Results: Results revealed that application of alginate-entrapped bacteria (MN17) coated 

DAP at recommended rate increased plant height (49%), number of tillers m-2  (46%), 

grains yield (32%), straw yield (20%), total N uptake (37%), total P uptake (42%), total 

K uptake (26%), nitrogen (N) recovery efficiency (63%) and potassium (K) recovery 

efficiency (80%) as compared to uncoated DAP. However, maximum P efficiency as P 

recovery efficiency (51%) and agronomic efficiency (54 kg kg-1) was observed in the 

treatment of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP applied at 50% of recommended 

rate. Although, other treatments also enhanced significantly wheat growth/yield 

contributing parameters and nutrients uptake yet PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatment at recommended rate closely followed the results of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP treatment.  

Conclusions: A highly positive relationship between polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP and crops revealed promising results on growth, yield, and P use efficiency of 

wheat under field conditions as were in the pot experiment. These results recommend 

this a novel approach to get optimum cereal yield. 
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 Results             

           Effectiveness of polymer entrapped bacterial coated and uncoated DAP as well as 

alone polymer coated DAP were evaluated under field conditions for improving growth, 

yield and P use efficiency of wheat under field conditions. The results on different 

growth and yield parameters are given below. 

4.3.1: Plant height  

All polymer coated DAP treatments both with and without bio-augmentation 

increased plant height significantly compared to other treatments (Figure and Table 

4.3.1). Although, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application at recommended 

rate caused a noteworthy upsurges in plant height over uncoated and alone polymer 

coated DAP. The outcome of these s treatments resulted in 17 and 6.5% increase in 

plant height in the treatments of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP as compared to 

uncoated DAP. Comparison between treatments of alone polymer coated DAP showed 

that PAM coated DAP caused 10% increase in plant height over alginate coated DAP 

treatment. Though, treatment effect was looking more prominent with clear trend as 49, 

29 and 9% increase in plant height was recorded in the treatments received 100% of 

recommended rate and 75 and 50% of reduced rates of recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively. Application of recommended rate of PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP closely followed alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

treatment and showed 37% was more increase in plant height as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Furthermore, PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatments receiving 75 and 

50% of recommended rate increased plant height up to 24 and 3%, respectively over 

recommended uncoated DAP. Application of recommended rate of alginate and PAM 

entrapped PsJN coated DAP treated wheat plants improved plant height as compared to 

uncoated DAP treatment up to 35.5 and 30.3%, respectively. Moreover, effect of 

alginate entrapped PsJN and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP application on plant 

height were found statistically non-significant. Similarly, treatments of polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP applied at 75% of recommended rate was found 

statistically at par with alone polymer coated DAP treatments. Moreover, polymer 

entrapped microbes treatments applied at 50% of recommended rate showed similar 

results like that of uncoated DAP applied at recommended rate. So, effect of polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP application was more conspicuous and promising over 

uncoated DAP as well as alone polymer coated DAP and control treatments.  
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Figure 4.3.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

wheat plant height  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.1: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat plant 

height 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2 87.50 43.75   

Treatment          15          8640         576 71.26* 0.000 

Error     30          242         8.08   

Total     47          8970    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=8.65, CV=3.23, Grand mean=88   
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4.3.2: Number of fertile tillers  

Polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP had significant improved number of 

fertile tillers m-2 of wheat as compared to control. However, inclusion of bacteria in 

polymer coated DAP gave better performance for improving numbers of fertile tillers in 

comparison with alone polymer coated DAP as well as uncoated DAP treatment (Figure 

and Table 4.3.2). Statistical analysis of data showed 27 and 13% increase in number of 

fertile tillers m-2 in treatment of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP, respectively. 

However, results were more conspicuous in number of fertile tillers with clear trend as 

46, 27 and 3% increase was recorded in alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP applied 

at recommended rate and its reduce rates of 75 and 50% of recommended rate, 

respectively as compared to uncoated DAP treatment applied at recommended rate. 

Application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate increased the 

number of fertile tillers up to 42% over uncoated DAP. Number of fertile tillers attained 

maximum number up to 31% more in PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment 

compared to uncoated DAP. Effect of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP application 

on number of fertile tillers was statistically at par with recommended rate of PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment. Furthermore, lower application rate of polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP i.e. at 50% of recommended rate also exhibited similar 

results like that of uncoated DAP applied at recommended rate. Overall results indicate 

definite effect polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP on significant increase in number 

of fertile tillers m-2 as compared to alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP treatments.  

4.3.3: Chlorophyll contents (SPAD)  

Data in Table and Figure 4.3.3 are evident that application of polymer entrapped 

bacterial coated DAP significantly improved chlorophyll contents in leaves of wheat 

over leaves of plant in the control. Statistical analysis of data regarding chlorophyll 

contents revealed that maximum upturn of 55 (SPAD) in chlorophyll contents was 

recorded in the treatment receiving recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP. The minimum chlorophyll contents up to 31 (SPAD) was estimated in 

control treatment (without any fertilizers). However, up to 14 and 7% increase in 

chlorophyll contents was recorded in alone PAM and alginate coated DAP treatments, 

respectively as compared with uncoated DAP. It was further increased by the 

entrapment of bacteria in polymer. As a result of this intervention, chlorophyll contents 

was promoted to 28, 19 and 2.3% by the   application of alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP applied at 100, 75 and 50% of recommended rate, respectively as
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Figure 4.3.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

number of fertile tillers of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.2: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat number of 

fertile tillers 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block 2 9150         4575   

Treatment          15    238608 15907 79* 0.000 

Error     30          6050         202   

Total     47    253808    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=43, CV=4, Grand mean=359   
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Figure 4.3.3: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

wheat chlorophyll contents (SPAD) 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer.  

 

Table 4.3.3: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat 

chlorophyll contents (SPAD) 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2        162          81   

Treatment          15 1483.31   98.80 54.94* 0.000 

Error     30        54 1.80   

Total     47 1699.31    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=4, CV=3, Grand mean=46   
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compared to uncoated DAP. Application of recommended PAM entrapped MN17 

coated DAP enhanced 23% chlorophyll contents in wheat leaves over uncoated DAP 

after alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP. Estimated increase in chlorophyll up to 19 

and 16%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP was observed in the treatments 

receiving recommended rate of alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP. 

However, effect of 75% of recommended rate of polymer entrapped microbe coated 

DAP was founded statistically non-significant with recommended rate of alone polymer 

coated DAP. Similarly, uncoated DAP and half (50%) of recommended rate of polymer 

entrapped microbes treatments also showed statistically similar results. So, polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP application established more encouraging results on 

chlorophyll contents compared to alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP treatments.  

4.3.4: Photosynthesis rate  

Comparison among treatments of polymer with and without endophytic bacteria 

coated DAP revealed significant effect on photosynthesis rate in wheat compared to 

control (Figure and Table 4.3.4). Treatment of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

caused 21 and 7% increase in photosynthesis rate, respectively as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Comparison between alone PAM and alginate coated DAP treatments indicated 

that PAM coated DAP treatment caused 13% increase in photosynthesis rate over 

alginate coated DAP. Trend in photosynthesis rate in descending order was 71, 36 and 

14% due to the effect of treatment in treatments i.e. 100, 75 and 50% of recommended 

rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively over uncoated DAP. PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended followed alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP. Here increase in photosynthesis rate was 57% more than uncoated DAP 

treatment. However, application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 75% of 

recommendation rate increased 29% photosynthesis rate compared to uncoated DAP. 

Treatments where alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP were applied at 

recommended rate, enhanced photosynthesis rate up to 50 and 36%, respectively as 

compared to uncoated DAP. Though there was reduction (7.8%) in photosynthesis rate 

in the treatment receiving half (50%) of recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN 

coated DAP compared to other polymer entrapped microbes treatments yet it was 

statistically at par with uncoated DAP treatment. Treatments of alginate entrapped 

(MN17 or PsJN) and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate were 

also run statistically non-significant for photosynthesis rate. Similarly, treatments of 

uncoated  DAP  at  recommended  rate  and  polymer  entrapped  microbes  at  50%   of  
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Figure 4.3.4: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

photosynthesis rate (µmol m-2 s-1) in wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.4: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat 

photosynthesis rate (µmol m-2 s-1)  

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2          10.4 5.20   

Treatment          15   744.70  49.64 61.82* 0.000 

Error     30 24.09 0.80   

Total     47   779.19    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.72, CV=5, Grand mean=18   
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recommended rate showed similar results. Among all treatments polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP produced relatively more encouraging results on photosynthesis. 

4.3.5: 1000 grains weight 

Polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP had significantly improved 1000 grains 

weight (g) of wheat as compared to uncoated DAP (Table and Figure 4.3.5). The 

statistical analysis of data elucidated role of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

application at recommended rate to get maximum 1000 grains weight (54 g) among all 

treatments. Minimum 1000 grains weight (30 g) was observed in the control treatment. 

Means comparison test (HSD α 0.05) indicated that treatments receiving recommended 

rate of alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP were statistically non-

significant to each other but significantly differed from other treatments. The data also 

revealed that maximum upsurge in 1000 grains weight (g) was up to 35% in plots where 

wheat was given recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP compared 

to uncoated DAP. Next effective treatment was recommended rate of PAM entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP that increased 1000 grains weight up to 30% over uncoated DAP. 

But in case of PsJN application, maximum increased in 1000 grains weight was 25% in 

the treatment of recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP over 

uncoated DAP. It was followed by treatment of recommended rate of PAM entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP that caused 23% increase in 1000 grains weight over recommended 

rate of uncoated DAP treatment. Application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP 

at 75% of recommended also revealed significant escalation in 1000 grains weight i.e. 

15% over uncoated DAP. Sole application of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

caused 18% and 10% increase in 1000 grains weight over uncoated DAP, respectively. 

The data showed that polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP treatments had 

considerable positive impact on 1000 grains weight, when treatments were compared to 

each other.   

4.3.6: Wheat grains yield  

The impact of above growth parameters as influenced by the different treatments 

is also obvious from the data on grain yield of wheat. Comparison among treatments of 

polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP indicated a noteworthy upsurge in grain yield 

due to the effect of treatments as is shown in Figure and Table 4.3.6. The statistical 

analysis of grain yield (kg ha-1) showed that application of alone PAM and alginate 

coated DAP increased grain yield up to 16 and 11%, respectively as compared to 

uncoated DAP. However, increase in grain yield  was  more  conspicuous  in  treatments   
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Figure 4.3.5: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

1000 grains weight (g) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers. Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.5:  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat 1000 

grains weight (g)  

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2 53.38 26.68   

Treatment          15          1758 117.2 35.65* 0.000 

Error     30 98.63 3.28   

Total     47          1910    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=5.51, CV=4.22, Grand mean=43    
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receiving 100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP. 

It was 32 and 18% higher than uncoated DAP treatment, respectively. Application of 

recommended rate of PAM plus MN17 coated DAP enhanced grain yield up to 27% 

over uncoated DAP. Alginate and PAM entrapped microbes coated DAP application 

increased grain yield up to 23 and 21% in treatments receiving recommended rate of 

alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, respectively compared to uncoated 

DAP. Moreover, effect of treatments receiving 75% of recommended alginate entrapped 

MN17 and recommended PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP were found statistically 

non-significant. Similarly, PAM entrapped PsJN and MN17 coated DAP application at 

recommended rate also found statistically at par. In short, effect of polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP on grain yield was found more promising over uncoated as well as 

alone polymer coated DAP.  

4.3.7: Wheat straw yield   

Effect of polymer entrapped bacteria and alone polymer coated treatments on 

straw yield (kg ha-1) of wheat revealed significant increase in straw yield over control 

(Figure and Table 4.3.7). Bioaugmented/entrapped bacteria coated DAP treatments also 

significantly increased relatively more straw yield compared to uncoated DAP 

treatment. Maximum increase in straw yield was recorded in the treatment receiving 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN 17 coated DAP (7714 kg ha-1) along with 

recommended rates of nitrogen and potassium fertilizers. Statistical analysis of straw 

yield data showed that application of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP increased 

straw yield up to 13 and 8.3%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP. However, 

this increase in straw yield 20% in treatments of polymer entrapped microbes coated 

DAP i.e. 20% in treatment receiving100% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP over uncoated DAP. Application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP at recommended rate enhanced straw yield up to 18% over uncoated DAP. 

Alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatments application at recommended 

rate also increased straw yield. Estimates showed that this increase in straw yield was 14 

and 12%, respectively more than uncoated DAP. Moreover, effect on straw yield was 

found statistically non-significant in wheat plants receiving half of recommended rate of 

polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP and uncoated DAP treatment. This means that 

half amount of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP than uncoated DAP could 

produce straw yield more or less equal to that produced by the application of uncoated 

DAP at full/recommended rate.  
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Figure 4.3.6: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

wheat grains yield (kg ha-1)  
Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.6: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat grains 

yield (kg ha-1) 

 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block 2 3380000 1690000   

Treatment          15 3.3E+07 2179500 121.08* 0.000 

Error     30 540000       18000   

Total     47 3.7E+07    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=408.08, CV=3, Grand mean=4738   
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Figure 4.3.7: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

wheat straw yield (kg ha-1)  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR=Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.7: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on wheat straw yield 

(kg ha-1) 

   

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block 2 125000 62500   

Treatment          15     4.74E+07     3157216 217.74* 0.000 

Error     30 435000 14500   

Total     47     4.79E+07    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=366.26, CV=2, Grand mean=6655.2   
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4.3.8: Total nitrogen uptake by wheat  

Polymer entrapped bacteria and alone polymer coated treatments revealed 

significant increase in total nitrogen uptake over control (Figure and Table 4.3.8). 

Maximum increase in total nitrogen uptake (96 kg ha-1) was recorded in the treatment 

where alginate entrapped MN 17 coated DAP was applied at recommended rate. 

Minimum total nitrogen uptake i.e. 20 kg ha-1 was observed in the control treatment. 

Statistical analysis of data showed that application of alone PAM and alginate coated 

DAP at recommended rate increased total nitrogen uptake (14 and 9%) as compared to 

uncoated DAP, respectively. However, this increase reached maximum to 37% in total 

nitrogen uptake by wheat in the treatment received recommended rate of alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP over uncoated DAP. Application of recommended rate of 

PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP enhanced total nitrogen uptake to 33% over 

uncoated DAP. Alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP application at 

recommended rate increased total nitrogen uptake by 29 and 26%, respectively over 

uncoated commercial DAP. Moreover, effect of 75% of recommended rate of polymer 

entrapped microbes coated DAP and recommended rate of alone polymer coated DAP 

application on total nitrogen uptake were found statistically non-significant. Similarly, 

reduce rate of polymer entrapped microbes up to half of recommended rate and 

commercial uncoated DAP treatments also exhibited similar results. In nut shell, effect 

of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application on total nitrogen uptake was 

found more promising when treatments were compared to each other. 

4.3.9: Total phosphorus uptake by wheat  

Effect of individual treatment as well as interaction of factors is shown in Figure 

and Table 4.3.9. Application of polymer coated DAP significantly improved total P 

uptake both with presence and absence of bacteria entrapped in polymer coated DAP 

compared to uncoated DAP treatment. These results indicated additional role of bacteria 

on phosphorus availability and uptake. Alone PAM and alginate coated DAP treatments 

increased P uptake up to 29 and 14%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP which 

further increased by inclusion of bacteria. That is why total phosphorus uptake was 

promoted to 42 and 24% by the application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 

100 and 75% of recommended rate, respectively compared to recommended rate of 

uncoated DAP. PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP application to wheat at 100% of 

recommended rate improved 41% total phosphorus uptake  as compared to uncoated 

DAP. Moreover, treatments where recommended rate of  alginate  entrapped  MN17 and  
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Figure 4.3.8: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

total nitrogen uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.8: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on total nitrogen 

uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat 

  

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block 2          153.1        76.6   

Treatment          15 13641 909.4 321.44* 0.000 

Error     30          84.9        2.83   

Total     47 13879    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=5.11, CV=2.24, Grand mean=75.3    
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Figure 4.3.9: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

total phosphorus uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.9: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on total phosphorus 

uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat 

  

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block          2 91.13 45.6   

Treatment 15    3190.31   212.7 237.42* 0.000 

Error 30 26.88 0.90   

Total 47    3308.31    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=2.87, CV=2.93, Grand mean=32.3  
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PsJN as well as PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP were applied, their effect on total P 

uptake was found statistically non-significant. Moreover, application of 50% of 

recommended rate of polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP showed statistically at 

par P uptake with uncoated coated DAP. Therefore overall results emphasized role of 

entrapped bacteria and polymer on P uptake that why polymer entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP application resulted in increase in total P uptake over uncoated as well as alone 

polymer coated DAP.  

4.3.10: Total potassium uptake by wheat  

Comparison of recommended with reduced rates of polymer entrapped 

endophytic bacteria coated DAP indicated differences in total potassium uptake (Figure 

and Table 4.3.10) compared to control and recommended rate of uncoated DAP 

treatments. Maximum increase in total potassium uptake was observed in the treatments 

of alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively applied at 

recommended rate compared to alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP treatments. 

Mean comparison test (HSD α = 0.05) of data showed 14 and 6% increase in potassium 

uptake in the treatment of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP, respectively. It was 

further increased due to the addition of bacterial in polymer coating on DAP even in the 

treatments where reduced rates of this type coated DAP was applied. Therefore, more 

promising and prominent increase of 26 and 11% in total K uptake by the application of 

100 and 75% of recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, 

respectively were obtained which were higher than that of application of recommended 

rate of uncoated DAP. Application of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment at 

recommended rate enhanced 23% in total K uptake compared to that of recommended 

rate of uncoated DAP. It was closely followed by the treatment where recommended 

rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP was applied. This treatment increased 20% 

of total K uptake as compared to uncoated DAP. PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP 

treatment also increased total K uptake up to 17 and 6% by application of this treatment 

at recommended rate and 75% of recommended rate, respectively. However, application 

of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate enhanced total K uptake 

up to 10 and 5% as compared to recommended rate of alginate and PAM coated DAP, 

respectively. Although, application of alginate and PAM entrapped bacteria (MN17 and 

PsJN) coated DAP at recommended rate treatments exhibited statistically similar 

response and results, yet both treatments significantly enhanced total potassium uptake 

as compared to alone polymer coated and uncoated DAP.     
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Figure 4.3.10: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on total potassium uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate. Control-

fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of 

potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.10: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on total potassium 

uptake (kg ha-1) by wheat  

  

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2        190.13 95.06   

Treatment          15 7241.81 482.8 172.68* 0.000 

Error     30        83.88            2.80   

Total     47 7515.81    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=5.08, CV=2.20, Grand mean=72.6  
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4.3.11: Nitrogen recovery efficiency of wheat 

Higher nitrogen recovery efficiency means more kg of wheat grain production 

per kg of nitrogen applied. Data on this aspect revealed that polymer entrapped bacteria 

coated DAP significantly increased nitrogen recovery efficiency over control (Figure 

and Table 4.3.11). Nitrogen recovery efficiency was gone to maximum (63%) in the 

treatment receiving alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at recommended rate, while it 

was the lowest (42%) in the control. Estimates indicated 19 and 17% increase in 

nitrogen recovery efficiency in the treatment of alone PAM and alginate coated DAP, 

respectively as compared to uncoated DAP. However, treatment effect was more 

promising where wheat plants were provided alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 

100, 75 and 50% of recommended rate to enhance 50, 26 and 2.3% higher nitrogen 

recovery efficiency, respectively than uncoated DAP treatment. Application of 

recommended rate of PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP also significantly increased 

nitrogen recovery efficiency but it was 45% higher than that of uncoated DAP.  

Application of alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatments enhanced 

nitrogen recovery efficiency by 38 and 36%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP 

treatment. Furthermore, effects of alginate and PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP on 

nitrogen recovery efficiency were found statistically non-significant.  

4.3.12: Phosphorus recovery efficiency of wheat  

As far as phosphorus recovery efficiency is concerned, polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP treatments significantly increased P recovery efficiency compared 

to uncoated DAP treatment (Figure and Table 4.3.12). Data revealed 113% increase in P 

recovery efficiency as a result of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP at 50% of 

recommended rate. Comparison between PAM entrapped endophytic bacteria coated 

DAP and uncoated DAP, 104% increase in P recovery efficiency was recorded in 

treatment receiving PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP at half of recommended rate 

over commercial uncoated DAP. But in case of PsJN entrapped polymer coated DAP 

application, maximum increase in P recovery efficiency was 88% with 50% 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP over uncoated DAP and it 

was followed by treatments 75% recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP (100% increased) over recommended uncoated DAP. However, treatment treated 

with 50% recommended rate of PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment increased P 

recovery efficiency i.e. 79% over uncoated DAP. Alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

treatments increased P recovery efficiency up to 42 and 21%, respectively over uncoated 
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Figure 4.3.11: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on nitrogen recovery efficiency (%) of wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate, Ferti. 

=Fertilizer. Control-fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium 

phosphate and sulphate of potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.11: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on nitrogen 

recovery efficiency (%) of wheat 
 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2        433.20 216.6   

Treatment          14 2645.20 188.9 100.20* 0.000 

Error     28        52.80          189   

Total     44 3131.20    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=4.15, CV=3, Grand mean=49.13 
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Figure 4.3.12: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus recovery efficiency (%) of wheat 

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate, Ferti= 

Fertilizer, Control-fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium 

phosphate and sulphate of potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.12:  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

recovery efficiency (%) of wheat 
 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2         563.33 281.7   

Treatment          14  2066.80 147.6 106.90* 0.000 

Error     28         38.67          1.38   

Total     44  2668.80    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=3.55, CV=3.01, Grand mean=39.06 
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DAP treatment. The data showed that polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP 

treatments had considerable positive impact on P recovery efficiency, when treatments 

were compared to each other.        

4.3.13:  Phosphorus agronomic use efficiency of wheat 

Application of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP gave better results 

regarding P agronomic use efficiency in comparison with alone polymer coated 

treatments as well as uncoated DAP treatments (Figure and Table 4.3.13). Statistically 

analyzed data revealed that maximum 53 (kg grains kg-1fertilizer) upsurge in P 

agronomic use efficiency was recorded in treatment alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP at recommended rate. The minimum P agronomic use efficiency i.e. 26 (kg kg-1) 

was estimated in treatment receiving recommended uncoated DAP. Alone PAM and 

alginate coated DAP treatments at recommended rate increased P agronomic use 

efficiency up to 31 and 19%, respectively as compared to uncoated DAP. However, 

results was more conspicuous regarding P agronomic use efficiency where 50 and 75% 

recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP were applied and it was 103 

and 77% higher than that of recommended uncoated DAP, respectively. However, PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment at 50% of recommended rate increased (96%) P 

agronomic use efficiency, followed by 50% recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP treatment which increased P agronomic use efficiency by 88% 

compared to uncoated DAP. Similarly, PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP treatment 

application at 50% recommended rate, significantly enhanced 81% wheat P agronomic 

use efficiency  over uncoated DAP. In case of recommended rate of alginate entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP application was statistically at par over recommended PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment. Additionally, 100% recommended rate of 

polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application treatments showed that P 

agronomic use efficiency was less than that of 50% recommended rate. In end remarks, 

polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP application significantly increased P agronomic 

use efficiency as compared to simple polymer coated and commercial DAP. 

4.3.14: Potassium recovery efficiency of wheat  

Data in Table and Figure 4.3.14 showed the effect of treatments on potassium 

recovery efficiency of wheat. It is obvious that polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

caused significant increase in potassium recovery efficiency over control compared with 

both control without fertilizer and uncoated DAP. The statistical analysis of data showed 

that upto 49 and 22% potassium recovery efficiency was increased in treatment received  
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Figure 4.3.13: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on 

phosphorus agronomic use efficiency (kg grains kg-1 fertilizer) of 

wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate, Ferti.= 

Fertilizer, Control-fertilizer treatment received recommended uncoated urea, diammonium 

phosphate and sulphate of potash fertilizers, Control= without any fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.13:  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

agronomic use efficiency (kg grains kg-1 fertilizer) of wheat 
 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block         2        750          375   

Treatment          14        2426.80     173.34 134.82* 0.000 

Error     28        36 1.29   

Total     44        3212.80    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=3.43, CV=2.76, Grand mean= 41.06 
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100 and 75% recommended rate of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP over uncoated 

DAP, respectively. Application of recommended PAM plus MN17 coated DAP 

improved potassium recovery efficiency up to 44% as compared to uncoated DAP after 

recommended alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment. However, alginate and 

PAM entrapped PsJN coated treatment also increased potassium recovery efficiency by 

39 and 32%, respectively over uncoated DAP. Alone PAM and alginate coated DAP 

increase K recovery efficiency 27 and 10%, respectively was recorded over uncoated 

DAP. Moreover, effect of recommended alginate entrapped MN17 and PsJN as well as 

recommended PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP on K recovery efficiency were found 

statistically non-significant. In short, polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP 

application treatments was found more promising effect on K recovery efficiency over 

uncoated, alone polymer coated DAP.  

Conclusion  

This study demonstrated that coated DAP fertilizer application either alone or 

microbes entrapped polymer coated DAP fertilizer also increased growth and yield 

contributing attributes as well as P used efficiency under field conditions. These coated 

fertilizers do not release P consistently according to plant requirement but also 

maintained more available P than uncoated DAP treated soil due to reduction of P 

fixation and solubilizing fixed P by microbial activity. The prominent outcomes of this 

experiment are: 

 Alginate-based formulations coated DAP gave better increase in growth, yield 

and P use efficiency of wheat over other polymeric formulations, followed by 

PAM based formulation coated DAP.  

 Polymer alone at recommended rate and formulation coated DAP fertilizer at 

75% of recommended rate showed similar results.  

 Among all coated DAP fertilizer treatments, alginate based formulations coated 

DAP fertilizer emerged as best performing treatment to increase wheat growth, 

yield and P use efficiency. 
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Figure 4.3.14: Effect of polymer bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on potassium recovery efficiency (%) of wheat  

Note* Treatments sharing same letter(s) are statistically non-significant at α 0.05, PAM= polyacrylamide, 

MN17= Enterobacter sp., PsJN= Burkholderia phytofirmans, RR= Recommended rate, 

RR=Recommended rate, Ferti.= Fertilizer, Control-fertilizer treatment received recommended 

uncoated urea, diammonium phosphate and sulphate of potash fertilizers, Control= without any 

fertilizer. 

 

Table 4.3.14: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing effect of polymer 

bioaugmented endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on potassium 

recovery efficiency (%) of wheat 
 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean squares F-value P-value 

Block 2 1984.33 992.27   

Treatment          14 7460.80 532.91 91.28* 0.000 

Error     28 163.47 5.84   

Total     44 9608.80    

 

* = Significant (P<0.05), HSD value=7.30, CV=3.61, Grand mean=66.93  
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Chapter 5 

                                                                                  DISCUSSION  

 

Phosphatic fertilizer particularly DAP is the utmost imperative and costly input 

in agricultural crops production. Over the next 50 years, increase in crop productivity in 

order to supply food to exponentially increasing population will be prodigious challenge 

to plant scientists under climate change, limited arable land, escalating price of 

agricultural inputs, low soil fertility and water scarcity scenario. However, fertilizers 

have gained more attention to get optimum crop production per unit area from the same 

soils with above mentioned problems. To get the desired food demand without 

substantial addition of food prices up to 70-100 percent increase in food production is 

needed as compared to current production. Moreover, bulk application of fertilizers is 

the only way to increase cereal production. At present, 40 to 60 percent grain production 

is based upon fertilizers and by the year 2050, about 110% production of cereal will 

have to finally be dependent on chemicals fertilizers (Tilman et al., 2011). Therefore, 

application of chemical fertilizers in intensive cropping system is needed for sufficient 

nutrient quantity and ideal crop yield. Therefore, it is vital to increase use efficiency of 

applied fertilizers particularly phosphorus (PUE) which might be one hope to gap 

between applied and potentially used nutrients on one hand and to attain optimum crop 

yields on the other hand. For about thirty years, agronomy and genetically efficient 

diversity have helped to increase PUE and productivity of crop. Recently, engagement 

of novel technologies such as coated phosphatic fertilizers (Trenkle, 2010) and P 

solubilizing microbes are applied (Adesemoye et al., 2009) with some major constrains 

i.e. unsuitable carrier and low survival of microbes at target sites. 

One of the essential criteria to determine the suitability of the material to be used 

as a carrier for inoculant is the assessment of the survival of the organism over time. 

Bacterial growth in the inoculant preparation is beneficial, but the viability of population 

over long time is the most important factor. However, low microbial survival during 

storage was obtained through conventional carrier i.e. peat (Cassidy et al., 1996). 

However, ideally carrier justifies the following features i.e. 1) be responsible for 

appropriate microenvironment to microbes, 2) be unwavering throughout the process, 3) 

chemically uniform, 4) sterile, 5) compatible while mixing with other nutrients and 

materials, 6) non-toxic to microbes, 7) ensure long time viability of microbes, 8) carrier 
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should be economically and 9) environmentally user friendly. Various types of carriers 

are used for successful application such as soil based and plant waste materials with 

inconsistent results (John et al., 2011). Recently, polymer based inoculants was also 

reported to enhanced microbial survival up to months to years over conventional carrier 

(John et al., 2011; Bashan et al., 2011; Yaseen et al., 2016). However, microbial 

viability has enhanced by immobilizing into suitable carriers (natural and synthetic) for 

prolong time.  

Polymeric carriers like alginate, carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), and 

polyacrylamide (PAM) has recently been recommended as a carrier for microbes due to 

large surface area and micro-porous structure as well as offered the possibility to form 

prototype or encapsulation of inoculants (Yaseen et al., 2016). Advantages related to 

immobilization of microbes in alginate are conferred such as protection, slow release 

and prolong storage and easily transportation (Schoebitz et al., 2013). This study firstly 

explores the development of new formulation for plant growth promoting endophyte 

Enterobacter sp. MN17 and Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN with a focus on long-term 

conservation of cell viability and fertilizer features. Our methodology returned a higher 

than required number of viable cells in alginate followed by the polyacrylamide then 

CMC, which is an important prerequisite for successful application of product. In first 

laboratory study, the rate of decline/increase in population of microbes over time was 

taken as a parameter for determining the capacity of the carrier to support survival of 

endophytic bacterial strains: MN17 and PsJN. The population of MN17 and PsJN was 

reaching maximum (108 ± 3.0 × 106 and 82 ± 0.98 × 106 CFU-ml) in prototype solutions 

of 1.5% concentration of alginate, respectively as compared to other two concentrations 

0.5 and 1%. Next effective polymer found was PAM with concentration of 0.50% in 

term of microbial survival of MN17 and PsJN (99 ± 1.98 × 106 and 81 ± 0.87 × 106 

CFU-ml, respectively) compared to other concentrations. Carboxymethyl cellulose 1% 

concentration ranked as getting 3rd position by conserving microbes survival as 78 ± 

1.49 × 106 and 65 ± 2.51 × 106 CFU-ml MN17 and PsJN, respectively (Table 4.1.1). 

These explained that differences in microbial response in polymeric treatments by 

endophytic bacteria might be due to their genetic makeup ability of compatible solutes 

accumulation and exopolysaccharides production. Polymer type whether toxic or not 

with its physico-chemical properties and low or high concentration may effect more 

microbial survival due to strong cross linkages creating the anoxia condition rather than 

medium concentration depending on polymer type (Eiselt et al., 2000; Deaker et al., 
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2004; John et al., 2011; Gamal-Eldin and Elbanna, 2011; Bashan et al., 2014). Polymer 

entrapment of microbes has many advantages over free inoculant such as enhanced 

metabolic activity, protection from toxic metabolites, plasmid stability (Cassidy et al., 

1996; Deaker et al., 2004; Schoebitz et al., 2013). Linear increase in microbe growth in 

polymer prototype solution was recorded because of provision of suitable environment 

including protection against stresses and nutrition to microbes. These polymers have 

been frequently used as suitable carrier material for microbes through encapsulation. 

However, polymers in pure form were not provided satisfactory results on conserved 

microbes after encapsulation for longer period in beads (Schoebitz et al., 2013; Bashan 

et al., 2014; Yaseen et al., 2016).   

Microbes need carbon and energy for survival in dormant conditions. Therefore, 

enrichment of 1% glycerol and 1% glucose in selected polymers and their 

concentrations (1.5% alginate, 1% CMC and 0.50% PAM from preliminary 

experiments) matrixes positively affected the initial loading and subsequent 

multiplication of endophytic strains MN17 and PsJN and finally led to population 

differences of MN17::gusA compared to enrichment of alone glucose or glycerol in the 

polymeric matrix preparations. Entrapment of microbial cells in enriched matrix has 

been reported to improve their metabolic activities and enhance the production of 

several hydrolytic enzymes (Schoebitz et al., 2013). Polymeric solution enriched with 

skimmed milk as carrier which was considered the best carrier as skimmed milk is a rich 

source of nutrition which would have favoured the profuse multiplication of cells along 

with better provision of environment for growth under protective manner (Bashan, 

1998; Bashan et al., 2014). However, some workers (Bashan, 1986; Schoebitz et al., 

2013; Bashan et al., 2014) have reported that disaccharides sucrose and trehalose as well 

as skimmed milk showed highly protective manner due to modification of carrier 

linkages for better environment and easy source of nutrition. Furthermore, addition of 

glycerol as an carbon source amendment in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is used because it 

shields cells from excessive water by making protective layer around the cells which 

enhanced the microbial survival in polymeric solution for long periods (Manikandan et 

al., 2010). Use of starch in bioencapsulation in polymer considerably enhanced cell 

survival when water holding capacity of polymer is reduced from high to low i.e. from 

90 to 65% (Schoebitz et al., 2012). On the other hand, collective use of glucose and 

glycerol in polymeric formulations improved polymer cross linkages by making 

protective casing/layer around microbes along with easy source of carbon for food 
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without affecting the polymers’ structure (Young et al., 2006; Bashan et al., 2012; 

Herrmann and Lesueur, 2013).  

Polymeric solutions of selected polymers and their concentrations (0.50% PAM, 

1% CMC and 1.5% alginate) with carbon source amendment (1% glucose and 1% 

glycerol) entrapped microbes (MN17 and PsJN) was coated on DAP and microbes 

survival was investigated at different temperature regarding protecting effect. The 

protective effect was seemed to be conferred as there was only a minor difference in cell 

number after three months (90 days) of coating; however log cell number was remained 

constant. Our results showed that maximum survival was recorded at 10°C in enriched 

alginate prototype solution. Therefore this formulation as a protectant/coating of 

microbes on surface of DAP was very efficient. It was followed by PAM and CMC 

prototype solutions. Since microbial metabolic activity becomes low at low temperature. 

This results in reduction of effect of microbial release metabolites on protective 

environment and thus improves survival of microbes. Moreover, desiccation effect at 

low temperature can also reduce particularly with less nutrients shortage problems 

(Deaker et al., 2011). Differences in moisture sorption by polymers also effect microbial 

survival when they are exposed to desiccation conditions. So, microbial survival was 

decreased at high temperature storage (40°C) due to sudden spike in population of 

microbes at this storage temperature which affects cross linkages at living sites because 

high temperature creates water holes in polymer having high capacity to hold water 

which damage the living sites of microbes and cell survival. Moreover, role of carbon 

sources i.e. sucrose, lactose and trehalose is not ignored in polymeric formulations 

which proved protecting agent of microbes after addition in carrier material under dry 

conditions. Several high molecular weight additives were efficient in stabilizing bacteria 

during drying such as gelatin and skimmed milk (Schoebitz et al., 2013; Bashan et al., 

2014). 

The controlled-release P concept was also tested in this dissertation by 

comparing P release pattern in soils fertilized with commercial (uncoated DAP), alone 

polymer coated (alginate or PAM) and alginate or PAM entrapped/bioaugumented 

endophytic bacteria (MN17 or PsJN) coated DAP fertilizer. Promising results of P 

release pattern in soil kept at different moisture levels and temperature were collected 

over different incubation time intervals. It is evident from data that initially maximum 

phosphorus release was recorded in soil treated with uncoated DAP compared to all 

other coated DAP fertilizer treatments. Later on reverse trend of P release in soil was 
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observed i.e. there was decrease in P release in soil treated with uncoated compared to 

coated DAP treatments and vice versa. These results revealed that P release could be 

maintained up to two months (60 days) with coating procedure under varying moisture 

levels and temperature range of 10 to 25°C. This trend was negative/reverse in the case 

of uncoated fertilizers. At 40°C incubation soil treated with coated DAP fertilizer 

showed significant increase in the availability of P in the first 30 to 45 days due to fast 

diffusion of nutrients and afterward it decreased with the passage of time till the end of 

experiment. However, treatment of microbes entrapped/encapsulated in polymer did not 

significantly disturb the release pattern and made availability of P in soil for longer 

period of time. This enhanced P availability in soil treated with coated DAP fertilizer 

with the passage of time was due to presence of polymer protective layer which 

decreases quick hydrolysis. Because polymer layer first allows water to move through 

polymer membrane to increase diffusion shell, dissolve fertilizer grain then allows 

nutrient to release slowly by diffusion process. Similarly microbes also become active 

and release slowly from polymer slowly (Trenkel, 2012 and Yaseen et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, microbial potential of P solubilisation along with reduced fixation of 

released P from fertilizer grains are also key aspect for long term P availability (Yaseen 

et al., 2016; Naveed, 2013). Coating of polymer layer on DAP fertilizer grain indicated 

increase in potential of fertilizer P release  and delivery efficiency in a controlled 

manner through diffusion process from polymeric layer. This consequently allowed 

plants to use it more effectively than that from uncoated DAP for longer period of time 

(Trenkel, 2010). The microbial cell-release pattern may also be followed similar way 

like controlled release of nutrients, whereas the amount and rate of release were quite 

different. After application into soil microbes’ carrying polymer beads become weak 

and breakable by attack of indigenous soil microbes or hydrolytic enzymes produced by 

entrapped microbes which cause linear increase in the cell concentration into the soil by 

the release of slow and gradual discharge from the beads. These microbes not only 

improved the crop yield by different mechanisms but also solubilized the fixed P by 

producing various organic acids and other activities (Schoebitz et al., 2013; Bashan et 

al., 2014; Naveed et al., 2017). 

Results of laboratory experiments were verified by applying selected treatments 

to wheat in the pot and field experiments. Application of alginate and PAM entrapped 

with bacteria (MN17 and PsJN::gusA) coated DAP improved growth and yield of wheat 

grown in pots under wire house conditions. These results elucidated impact of better 
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microbe survival and controlled release of microbe and fertilizer on grains and 

biological yield and P contents in grains and straw compared to control (Experiment 5). 

Increase in plant root length is commonly reported in response to PGPB inoculation and 

alone polymer coated P fertilizer application in several plant species (Marschner, 2012; 

Trenkel, 2010). This might be occurred by microbial phytohormone production and 

controlled release of P from coated fertilizers, which is the most possible mechanism 

governing root growth and development. Improved root architecture might cause to 

surge in root surface area, subsequently enhanced water and nutrient uptake might have 

encouraging effect on plant growth (Somers et al., 2004; Trenkel, 2012; Yaseen et al., 

2017). In this experiment, grains and biological yield increased substantially in wheat 

which could be attributed to the production of plant growth substances produced by root 

colonizing bacteria in controlled release manner along with consistent release of 

fertilizer (Figure 5.3 and 5.4). Moreover, microbes release the carbonic anhydrase 

enzyme which helps plants to fix/assimilate higher carbon dioxide (Kennedy and Tchan, 

1992; Salantur et al., 2006; Trenkel, 2010). Results of the current study are evident that 

microbial colonization enhanced physiological traits of wheat treated with polymer 

entrapped/bioaugmented endophytic bacterial coated DAP compared to that in the 

control treatment uncoated DAP. It is observed that endophyte strains inoculation 

increased photosynthesis rate and chlorophyll content of wheat compared to the control 

treatment. Plant concomitant bacteria may produce osmolytes and enzymes including as 

trehalose, glycine betaine, proline, and carbonic anhydrase. As a consequence of these 

enzymes, plant growth promotion characteristics can conceivably act synergistically to 

promote the plant physiology (Paul and Nair, 2008; Vardharajula et al., 2011). 

Increase in grain/straw P contents and use efficiency indicated frequent 

availability of P from soil as per requirement of plant while these were least in the 

control treatment. This promotion in P contents and use efficiency might be due to an 

upsurge in bioavailable P fraction, solubilisation of precipitated P or reduction in the 

fixation of applied P in soil. The polymer used in coating on DAP might increase in soil 

available P due to its chemical characteristics such as cation exchange capacity, increase 

in diffusion shell due to high water absorbing capacity and microbial viability including 

chelation, acidification and exchange reactions. These mechanisms increase available P 

contents in the rhizosphere and thus promote root growth, nutrients uptake and use 

efficiency (Trenkel, 2010; Naveed et al., 2014; Yaseen et al., 2017). Furthermore, soil is 

a complex system and various biotic and abiotic factors may influence direct inoculation 
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and behaviour of particular strains in this environment. In our studies, we observed that 

endophytic population entrapped in polymer was least affected and viability of 

endophytic strains and existence was observed that may lead to changes in below-

ground microbial communities and their positive interaction with plant. Strains were 

able to successfully compete with natural microflora and colonize the plant environment 

and thus provided favour environment for promotion of plant growth. The foregoing 

results indicated successful delivery of bacterial cells in the soil from fertilizer coated 

with polymer entrapped microbes. Therefore, the time-course profile for cell release was 

examined. After 45 days of incubation, the final cell concentration in the treated soil 

was between 12 ± 0.54 × 10
7
 CFU-g of soil and 3.78 ± 0.74 × 106 CFU-g root indicating 

viability of required number of cells in the soil. This might be due to immobilization in 

polymer, protection against biotic and abiotic stresses, and slow release in prolonged 

storage (Cassidy et al., 1996; Schoebitz et al., 2013).   

Field investigation further confirmed the validity of pot experiment results. 

Therefore, the success of this technique may emerge out as new novel approach under 

field conditions. Application of polymers (alginate and PAM) entrapped with MN17 and 

PsJN (wild type) coated DAP both at recommended rate as well as reduced rates to 

wheat crop improved growth, yield, physiological and nutrient absorption parameters. It 

is likely that due to dual benefits of coated DAP (Trenkel, 2012) as consistent supply of 

P and delivery of microbes at target sites improved the growth promotion mechanisms 

i.e. hormone production, nutrient solubilization, rhizosphere modification which evoked 

various physiological processes to help the plants for sustainable growth (Yaseen et al., 

2016 and Naveed et al., 2017). The controlled release mechanism of nutrient and 

microbes therefore improved the nutrients availability by the mechanism of 

consistant/slow release of microbes and fertilizer and solubilization of fixed P. The 

outcome of these mechanisms resulted in improved availability and absorption of 

nutrients by plant, thus increased nutrient use efficiency which consequently caused 

increase in growth and yield (Trenkel, 2010; Schoebitz et al., 2013; Naveed et al., 2014) 

of wheat. 

For strong reasoning of increasing PUE and production of wheat crop by this 

novel approach, difference in PUE between alone polymer and polymer entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP P is prerequisite. Calculation of estimates derived from available P 

results as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 elucidated that uncoated DAP fertilizer treatment 
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increased 186 and 144% in available P over alone alginate coated DAP and alginate 

entrapped microbes coated DAP treatments at 15 days of incubation. There was steadily 

decrease in available P after 15 days of incubation from uncoated DAP fertilizer 

treatment as compared to alone polymer coated DAP. This treatment showed 91 and 

283% less P release at 45 and 60 days of incubation, respectively. On the other hand 

alginate coated DAP fertilizer showed consistent increase in available P till the end of 

experiment. This treatment showed 283% increase in soil available P at 60 days of 

incubation over uncoated DAP treatment. Comparison with the contribution of 

entrapped bacteria in polymer was quite obvious. Estimated values indicated 300 and 

350% increase in soil available P in the treatments of alginate entrapped PsJN and 

MN17 coated DAP, respectively over uncoated DAP. However, comparison between 

alone alginate and alginate entrapped microbes indicated 17% increase in soil available 

P as a contribution by entrapped microbes over alone alginate coated DAP treatment at 

60 days of incubation. Here lies the evidence of further improvement in yield by 

integrated effect of polymer and microbes over alone polymer coated DAP treatments 

(Figures 5.3 and 5.4).  

As far as the contribution of microbes entrapped in polymer on PUE and yield of 

wheat is concerned, alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treated soil showed increase 

in available P up to 12% as compared to alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP. This 

might the probable reason of better results under pot and field conditions in alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP treated soil (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). PAM coated DAP 

fertilizer with and without microbes followed similar trend like alginate coated DAP to 

increase available P for plant uptake to get optimum yield with miner variation in 

quantity and amount at 60 days of incubation.  

It can be concluded from the discussion that selected polymer is a promising 

good carrier for microbes and thus could make successful use entrapped microbes under 

field conditions particularly when coated on DAP fertilizer. This approach could 

increase availability of P by consistent release and/or reduction in fixation/solubilisation 

of fixed P in soil according to plant requirement and growth stages and thus resulted in 

higher yield of wheat. Decreasing trend in available P from uncoated DAP caused the 

reduction of yield as compared to coated DAP treatments which showed consistent 

increase in available P at 60 days. Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 showed the relationship 

between wheat growth stages and maximum P requirement and explained the potential 

of different treatments of coated DAP fertilizer in  comparison  with  uncoated  DAP  to  
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Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the phosphorus release in soil treated with alginate 

coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer over different time intervals in 

comparison with growth stages of wheat 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Diagram showing the phosphorus release in soil treated with PAM 

coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer over different time intervals in 

comparison with growth stages of wheat 
 

Note*  DAP= di-ammonium phosphate, UC-DAP= Uncoated DAP, AC-DAP= Alginate coated DAP, 

APC-DAP= Alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP, AMC-DAP= Alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP, C-DAP= Coated DAP, PAM= polyacrylamide, PC-DAP= PAM coated DAP, PPC= 

PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, PMC= PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP 
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  Figure 5.3: Bar diagram showing relationship between trend of phosphorus 

release pattern in soil treated with coated and uncoated DAP 

fertilizer and grains yield of wheat in pot experiment 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4: Bar diagram showing relationship between trend of phosphorus 

release pattern in soil treated with coated and uncoated DAP 

fertilizer and grains yield of wheat in field experiment  

 
Note*  DAP= di-ammonium phosphate, UC-DAP= Uncoated DAP, AC-DAP= Alginate coated DAP, 

APC-DAP= Alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP, AMC-DAP= Alginate entrapped MN17 

coated DAP, C-DAP= Coated DAP, PAM= polyacrylamide, PC-DAP= PAM coated DAP, PPC= 

PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, PMC= PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP  
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provide P according to plant requirement. Phosphorus requirement of wheat over 

growing season is best explained by sigmoid curve. At tillering (25 days after 

germination), wheat plants only uptake total P up to 35% but rapid P uptake occurs 

during stem elongation and heading where its uptake reaches 80 to 100%. Uncoated 

DAP fertilizer released maximum P in soil during 15 days of incubation after that 

decline starts which is liable to fix in soil due to high concentration of reacting cations 

with P. This discussion emphasizes on the fact that commercial uncoated DAP fertilizer 

is unable to provide adequate amount of P to wheat at crucial stages. Furthermore, when 

experiment was conducted under pot and field conditions to check the efficacy of coated 

and uncoated DAP fertilizer on growth, yield and P use efficiency of wheat. Significant 

increase in growth, yield and PUE of wheat in coated treatments over commercial 

uncoated DAP is evident of indicating the contribution of coating as well as microbes. 

Moreover, better results on almost all growth and yield parameters of wheat by the 

application of coated fertilizers at reduced rates of 50% of recommended rate compared 

to recommended rate of uncoated DAP has further stamped the efficacy of coated 

fertilizer. Results on recovery and agronomic efficiencies of P conferred and validated 

the above discussion. These results became more conspicuous when effect of different 

treatments on recovery efficiency (53, 48, 42, 35, 33, 27 and 20%) and agronomic 

efficiency (76, 71, 62, 62, 40, 36, 27 kg kg-1) of P are arranged in descending order 

(Figures 5.5 and 5.6) of treatments alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP, PAM 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP, alginate entrapped PsJN coated DAP, PAM entrapped 

PsJN coated DAP, alone PAM coated DAP, alone alginate coated DAP and uncoated 

DAP, respectively.  

Overall results of this research work suggests that use of coated DAP fertilizer 

(smart efficient fertilizer) at recommended rate as well as at reduced rates of 75 and 

50% of recommended rate over uncoated DAP fertilizer without compromising of grains 

yield of wheat could save amount of fertilizer and cost incurred on fertilizer purchase. 
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Figure 5.5: Line graph showing the wheat phosphorus recovery efficiency 

(averaged pot and field experiments results) descending order of 

different treatments of polymer coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer    

 

 

Figure 5.6: Line graph showing the wheat phosphorus agronomic efficiency 

(averaged pot and field experiments results) descending order of 

different treatments of polymer coated and uncoated DAP fertilizer  

 
Note*  DAP= di-ammonium phosphate, UC-DAP= Uncoated DAP, AC-DAP= Alginate coated DAP, 

PC-DAP= PAM coated DAP, PPC= PAM entrapped PsJN coated DAP, APC-DAP= Alginate 

entrapped PsJN coated DAP, PMC= PAM entrapped MN17 coated DAP, AMC-DAP= Alginate 

entrapped MN17 coated DAP, PAM= polyacrylamide, PRE= Phosphorus recovery efficiency, 

PAE= Phosphorus agronomic efficiency    
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Chapter 6 
                                                                                     SUMMARY  

 

Phosphorous (P) is one of the most important macro-nutrients for growth and 

development of major and minor crops for sustainable production. World widely among 

total arable land, 70% is alkaline or calcareous soils that reduce the availability of P up 

to 0.01 to 1 ppm which is below the critical level of P (15ppm) for optimum crop 

production. On P deficient soils, optimum crop productivity is obtained either by bulk 

application of P fertilizers or to stop its fixation by adopting next generation 

technologies i.e. P solubilization by microbes, impregnated/coated fertilizers, and 

integration of different technologies to enhance P use efficiency by minimizing fixation 

of added phosphatic fertilizers. 

Improving phosphorus use efficiency (PUE) in agriculture has been a concern 

for decades (Dobermann, 2005; Yaseen et al., 2017), and numerous techniques have 

been developed to increase PUE. So, the challenge is to increase crops yield, reduce the 

fertilizer input and enhance resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Increasing nutrient 

use efficiency of crops requires understanding of nutrients dynamics in soil and its effect 

on crops at micro to molecular level. While acknowledging the critical contribution of 

agronomy for improving the efficient nutrient use, particularly in inefficient system, 

there is a point at which crop genetic improvement become essential for further 

improvement. This may be achieved through conventional and marker assisted breeding 

by utilizing information derived from basic plant science to produce genetically 

modified crops which utilized nutrient efficiently (Albe et al., 2007). However, some 

problems are related to breeding approach i.e. takes long time and variable results of 

developed variety under changing environment. So, there is needed to find quick 

response approaches/technologies to increase availability of P to increase PUE like 

coated fertilizers, microbial applications and integrated use of different approaches 

(Adesemoye et al., 2009; Trenkel, 2010; Naveed et al., 2017).  

Currently, polymer coated P fertilizer (controlled release fertilizers) is getting 

considerable attention due to reduction in nutrients losses and environmental problems 

with little consumption of total fertilizer produce (Trenkel, 2010; Heffer and 

Prudehome, 2012; Dubey et al., 3013). Moreover, application of microbes chiefly plant 

growth promoting endophytes (PGPE) has also been reported to increase PUE and 
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agricultural crops production by phyto-hormones production and phosphorus 

solubilization mechanisms resulting in water and nutrients absorption (Naveed et al., 

2017; Zaidi et al., 2009). Furthermore, recently immobilization of microbes in 

biodegradable polymers enhanced the microbial viability for longer period of time 

which acts as microbial carrier (natural and synthetic polymers) having advantages i.e. 

protection from stresses under different environments, slow release, prolong storage and 

easily transportation compared to conventional carrier i.e. peat (Bashan, 1998; Yaseen et 

al., 2016; Aziz et al., 2016a). 

As demand of P fertilizer is increasing 2.3% annually under limited resources; 

however, its use efficiency is not exceeded 25%. Therefore, there is need to develop 

such approach that could increase recovery of applied P fertilizers and reduce P 

precipitation/fixation in soil. This problem can be resolved by coating DAP fertilizer 

with polymer bioaugmented endophytic microbes. Coating phosphatic fertilizer (DAP) 

with organic polymers entrapped microbes could improve PUE by efficiently blocking 

of P fixation factors. Likewise, P and microbes from polymer-entrapped microbes 

coated DAP fertilizer release at slow rate and thus available to plant for a longer period 

of time. In spite of controlled release of nutrients, entrapped microbes further improve P 

use efficiency by either reducing precipitation of released P or solubilizing fixed P along 

with microbial released growth promoting metabolites, and thus resulting in higher 

uptake of P.   

The current research work is undertaken to improve growth, yield and P use 

efficiency of wheat. This research work was comprised of six experiments including 

laboratory, pot and field. Laboratory research work included four experiments. In first 

laboratory experiment, selection of best concentration of different polymers (alginate, 

CMC and PAM) on the basis of microbial survival was investigated. Second experiment 

was conducted to find out best organic amendment (1% glucose, 1% glycerol in separate 

and combined use) as carbon source in selected polymer concentration from study one 

on the basis of microbial survival rate. While third experiment was carried out to 

investigate the microbial survival on the surface of DAP fertilizer granules coated with 

polymer entrapped bacteria (polymer + organic amendment + bacteria) under different 

storage temperatures. In fourth experiments, P release pattern in soil was investigated 

from polymer entrapped bacterial coated DAP at different soil moisture levels and 

temperature conditions. In fifth pot (wire house) experiment, effect of polymer 

entrapped bacteria coated DAP on growth, yield and P use efficiency of wheat as well as 
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successful delivery of microbes at target site was investigated. Outcomes of these 

experiments were verified and validity was checked in field experiment which was sixth 

experiment.  

First four laboratory experiments were conducted at Soil Fertility and Plant 

Nutrition and Environmental Sciences Laboratory, Institute of Soil and Environmental 

Sciences, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Pakistan. As explored the results of first 

laboratory experiment, viability of MN17 and PsJN in different polymers alginate, CMC 

and PAM matrix was analyzed during storage at room temperature at different 

concentrations i.e. 0.50, 1 and 1.50%. In all concentrations microbes survived well but 

alginate 1.5%, PAM, 0.5% and CMC 1% gave better survival rates as compared to other 

concentrations.  Alginate 1.50% matrix showed maximum population densities of 

MN17 (108 ± 3.0 × 106 CFU-ml) and PsJN (82 ± 0.98 × 106 CFU-ml), followed by 0.5% 

PAM 99 ± 1.98 × 106 CFU-ml and 81 ± 0.87 × 106 CFU-ml MN17 and PsJN, respectively. 

Among different concentrations of CMC, 1% concentration showed maximum survival 

rate of MN17 and PsJN up to (MN17) 78 ± 1.49 × 106 CFU-ml and (PsJN) 65 ± 2.51 × 

106 CFU-ml. Increasing trend in microbial cells was recorded at the end of experiment in 

alginate and PAM polymer but in CMC decreasing trend was recorded after 15 days.  

However, MN17 exhibited better survival rate in all polymers and their different 

concentrations (0.5, 1 and 1.50%) as compared to PsJN. In the 2nd laboratory 

experiment, selected concentration of polymers i.e. alginate (1.5%), CMC (1%) and 

PAM (0.5%) matrix was amended with organic carbon source as 1% glucose (G), 1% 

glycerol (Gly) and combination of glucose plus glycerol (1% G + 1% Gly) to check 

MN17/PsJN survival rate in carbon amended polymer prototype solutions. Here, 

performance of prototype alginate solution {(1.5% alginate + (1% glucose + 1% 

glycerol) + MN17 or PsJN)} was excellent to maintain survival rate  of MN17 and PsJN 

i.e. 241 ± 2.33 × 1010 CFU-ml and 199 ± 1.87 × 1010 CFU-ml, respectively up to 30 days 

of incubation intervals as compared to alone/separate use. Next to this, PAM and CMC 

were found more effective. Third laboratory experiment was conducted to test shelf 

life/storage period for microbes’ survival on coated DAP fertilizer stored at different 

temperatures (10, 25 and 40°C) over different time intervals up to three months (90 

days). Microbes survived well on DAP granules surface coated with polymer entrapped 

bacteria matrix {(polymer + (1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or PsJN)}. Results revealed that 

maximum microbial viability on granules surface was recovered from sample stored at 

10°C temperature followed by 25 and 40°C storage temperature, respectively. While in 
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4th laboratory experiment,  effect of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP on P 

release pattern in soil was investigated at different moisture levels (100, 75 and 50% 

field capacity) and temperature (10, 25 and 40°C)  over different time intervals (15, 30, 

45 and 60 days) in comparison with uncoated phosphatic fertilizers. Alginate entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP maintained relatively higher availability of P in soil followed by 

PAM and CMC entrapped MN17 coated DAP, respectively even at lower water contents 

(50 and 75 % of field capacity moisture level) compared to uncoated fertilizers even at 

high moisture level. Similarly at 10 and 25°C incubation temperature, there was slow 

release of P with consistency up to 60 days of incubation. At 40°C, maximum available 

P was estimated at 15 and 30 days from uncoated and CMC entrapped bacteria coated 

DAP afterwards there was declining trend. In case of alginate and PAM entrapped 

bacteria coated DAP, there was linear increase in P availability at 45 days then declining 

trend was observed. Overall estimates of data show that available P in soil was increased 

by 283% at 60 days of incubation in the treatment of alone alginate coated DAP as 

compared to uncoated DAP fertilizer which was further increased by inclusion of 

endophytic microbes in polymer. Alginate entrapped PsJN and MN17 coated DAP 

fertilizer treatments increased available P in soil up to 300 and 350%, respectively over 

uncoated DAP. However, PAM and CMC coated DAP fertilizer with and without 

endophytic microbes showed similar trend like alginate coated DAP that increased 

variable amount of available P in soil up to 60 days of incubation. Decreasing trend in 

available P from uncoated DAP treatment was recorded as compared to alone polymer 

coated DAP treatment which was further increased by DAP coating with polymer 

entrapped microbes coated DAP at 60 days. Therefore, polymer coated phosphatic 

fertilizers maintained availability of P in soil for longer time by slow release mechanism 

and therefore performed well even under low soil moisture and variable temperature 

conditions. 

Based upon the results of experiment 3 and 4, alginate and PAM entrapped 

bacteria {(polymer (1.5% alginate or 0.5% PAM) + (1% G + 1% Gly) + MN17 or PsJN) 

coated DAP was selected for pot experiment. To conduct this experiment, different rate 

of alginate and PAM entrapped bacteria (CDAP) i.e. 50, 75 and 100% of recommended 

rate was applied along with alone alginate and PAM coated and uncoated DAP for 

comparison treatments. Results showed that application of 100% of recommended rate 

of alginate entrapped MN17 coated DAP treatment increased plant height (36%), 

chlorophyll contents (41%), photosynthesis rate (67%), grains yield (83%), straw yield 
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(71%), P concentration in grains (39%), P concentration in straw (30%) as compared to 

uncoated DAP treatment. Phosphorus recovery efficiency and agronomic efficiency was 

increased to 165 and 181%, respectively in the treatment receiving alginate entrapped 

MN17 coated DAP at 50% of recommended rate as compared to uncoated DAP. 

However, application of PAM entrapped MN17 and alginate entrapped PsJN coated 

DAP treatments at recommended rate was also found effective to increase growth and 

yield related attributes of wheat. Data also emphasized that application of polymer 

entrapped bacteria at 75% of recommended rate depicted results which were statistically 

non-significant with alone polymers coated treatments application equal to 

recommended rate. Moreover, recommended rate of uncoated DAP and 50% of 

recommended rate of polymer-entrapped microbes coated DAP treatments were also 

found statistically at par. Regarding results on microbial enumeration in rhizospheric 

soil and root endosphere in pot trial, application of alginate entrapped MN17 coated 

DAP at recommended rate showed maximum recovery of MN17 in rhizosphere soil and 

root endosphere i.e. 12 ± 0.54 × 107 CFU-g soil and 3.78 ± 0.74 × 106 CFU-g root, 

respectively followed by PAM entrapped MN17, alginate and PAM entrapped PsJN 

coated DAP applied at recommended rate.    

The validity of results obtained from pot trial was reconfirmed under field 

conditions with similar treatment plan as used in pot trial. All parameters regarding 

growth and yield (plant height, number of fertile tillers, straw yield, grains yield and 

1000 grains weight), physiological parameters (chlorophyll contents and 

photosynthesis), total nutrient uptake (NPK) and nutrients use efficiency was improved 

by the application of polymer (alginate and PAM) entrapped bacteria (MN17 or PsJN) 

coated treatments at recommended rate as compared to alone alginate and PAM coated 

DAP as well as uncoated DAP.  

Conclusion  

   Polymers (alginate and PAM) proved good carriers for microbes and polymer-

entrapped microbes (MN17 and PsJN) coating on diammonium phosphate (DAP). This 

treatment played multi-facet role like reduction in phosphorus fixation, converted soil 

fixed P into available form through solubilizing activity of microbes, delivered microbes 

at target site in a protective manner as is obvious from microbial recovery trial results 

from rhizospheric soil and root endosphere. Therefore, outcomes of current research 

work provided encouraging results on enhanced phosphorus use efficiency with more 

grains yield and successfully delivery of P and microbes in rhizosphere through 
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controlled release mechanism. In short, polymer-entrapped bacteria (CDAP) fertilizer is 

more convenient approach due to its high efficiency with reduced rate of application. 

This approach, therefore, not only have prospective to increase crop growth, yield and 

farmer income but might also has encouraging consequences on probable environmental 

footmark of fertilizer usage.   

Future outlook 

This Ph.D. research work manuscript highlighted and proved the differential 

efficacy of different type of polymers as better carrier for microbial application in 

agriculture through a novel approach. Application of polymer entrapped bacteria 

(CDAP) improved agronomic parameters of wheat including growth, yield and nutrient 

use efficiency. Finding of this Ph.D. research could be used for planning of new project 

on this aspect in future. Frankly speaking, this novel approach could be effective to 

enhance the production of other agronomic crops grown under various climate 

conditions with improvement farmers’ livelihood and country economic. Research 

project findings open the gateway to:   

 One of the essential criteria to determine the suitability of the material to be used 

as a carrier for inoculant is the assessment of the survival of the organism over 

time. Microbial survival rate should also be investigated in different types of 

polymers and their blending as microbial carriers. Furthermore, multi-strains 

inoculation (PGPR, PGPE and mycorrhizae) in polymer with the aspects of 

successful preservation needed critical consideration. 

 As sustained population survival rate and successfully delivery of 

microbes by polymeric carrier improves crop yield, so there are still some   

aspects needed to understand/identify shared genetic components or 

metabolites that are responsible for conferred advantages related to survival rate 

of microbes entrapped in polymer over free or conventional carrier microbes. 

Therefore, it is also necessary to understand physicochemical properties of 

polymeric formulations that limit performance of microbes in polymer and 

how this limitation can be overcome.   

 Polymer coated DAP fertilizer with and without microbes increase soil available 

P for effective plant uptake throughout crop life cycle. So, it is required to find 

the impact of alone polymer coated DAP fertilizer on indigenous microbial 

population and its response when polymer entrapped microbes coated DAP 

applied. 
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 Effect of application of next generation fertilizer technology by intervention 

of hormones/micronutrients in polymer coated P fertilizer on nutrients 

dynamics and plants uptakes needed attention. It should also examine 

effectiveness of enriched polymer coated DAP in a multi-stressed natural 

environment. 

 Attention regarding effect of polymer entrapped bacteria coated DAP should be 

needed on different crops under different ecological zone in order to 

commercialization of this novel technology. 

 Development of new realistic model for prediction of nutrient release from 

coated DAP by keeping in mind the recent advances in agronomy in order to 

better supply of nutrients according to crops requirements. So, development 

regarding above mention aspects will also help to indorse the sustainable 

agriculture.  
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                                                                                 APPENDICES          

4.1.1. Experiment 1 

Screening of different concentrations of various polymers on the basis of 

endophytic bacterial survival 

Appendix 1: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the viability of 

endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer solution stored at room 

temperature without any amendment  

Source of  

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

 Polymer (P) 2         6986   3493      2622 0.00 

Concentration(C) 3         40456     13485    10123 0.00 

 Microbes (M) 1        27457      27457    20612 0.00 

 Days (D) 6         3472         579      434 0.00 

 P*C 6        21720    3620      2717 0.00 

 P*M 2         1270         634      477 0.00 

 P*D  12         537         45      34 0.00 

 C*M 3         20         7      5 0.00 

 C*D  18       60829    3379      2537 0.00 

 M*D 6         320         53      40 0.00 

 P*C*M 6         638         106      80 0.00 

 P*C*D  36         1777         49      37 0.00 

 P*M*D  12         380         32      24 0.00 

 C*M*D  18         392         22      16 0.00 

 P*C*M*D  36         570         16      12 0.00 

 Error   334         445         1.3   

 Total   501     167279    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=3.00, Grand mean=54.11  
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4.1.2. Experiment 2 

Survival of endophytes in different polymers enriched organic amendments at 

different time intervals 

Appendix 2: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the viability of 

endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer solution stored at room 

temperature with organic amendment  

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

 Polymer (P) 2  1648  824  141 0.00 

 OCS 2    72425      36213    6186 0.00 

Microbes (M) 1    20372      20372    3480 0.00 

 Days (D) 6      453032      75505      12897 0.00 

 P*OCS 4          795          199        34 0.00 

 P*M 2          465          233        40 0.00 

 P*D  12          14259    1188  203 0.00 

 OCS*M          2          1179          590  101 0.00 

 OCS*D  12   10093          841  144 0.00 

 M*D         6          2498          416        71 0.00 

 P*OCS*M         4          515          129        22 0.00 

 P*OCS*D 24          2755          115        20 0.00 

 P*M*D 12          1239          103        18 0.00 

 OCS*M*D 12          825          69        12 0.00 

P*OCS*M*D 24          1744          73        12 0.00 

 Error   250          1464          6   

 Total   375      585309    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=2.40, Grand mean=101.02, OCS= Organic carbon source 
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4.1.3. Experiment 3 

Recovery of endophytic bacteria from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer 

Appendix 3: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the viability of 

endophytic bacteria entrapped in polymer coated on DAP fertilizer 

under different storage temperatures and incubation intervals   

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

 Polymer (P) 2   12810 6405 2141 0.00 

Temperature (T) 2    16474 8237 2753 0.00 

 Microbes (M) 1        4154 4154 1388 0.00 

 Days (D) 4    33135 8284 2769 0.00 

 P*T 4        4266 1066      357 0.00 

 P*M 2        199 99.5  33.30 0.00 

 P*D 8    28320  3540 1183 0.00 

 T*M 2        153         76      26 0.00 

 T*D 8        9646  1206      403 0.00 

 M*D 4        184         46      15 0.00 

 P*T*M 4        65         16      6 0.00 

 P*T*D  16        9208         575      192 0.00 

 P*M*D 8        469         59      20 0.00 

 T*M*D 8        678         85      28 0.00 

 P*T*M*D  16        607         38      13 0.00 

 Error   178        533 2.99   

 Total   267     120900    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=3.14, Grand mean=55.17 
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4.1.4. Experiment 4  

Release of phosphorus in soil from polymer bioaugmented with endophytic 

bacterial coated DAP fertilizer 

4.1.4.1: Study I 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer in soil at different 

moisture levels 

4.1.4.1.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 100% of field capacity moisture 

level 

Appendix 4: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the effect of polymer 

bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

release pattern in soil at 100% field capacity moisture level 

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of  

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

Polymer (P) 2 32079 16040        60 0.00 

Coating (C) 3  602388   200796 752 0.00 

Days (D) 3    1413445   471148   1765 0.00 

P*C 6         38070        6345        24 0.00 

P*D 6   387856 64643 242 0.00 

C*D 9     5743433   638159   2391 0.00 

P*C*D  18   326029 18113        68 0.00 

Error  94         25094        267   

Total    141    8568394    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=2.48, Grand mean=658 
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4.1.4.1.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 75% of field capacity moisture 

level 

Appendix 5: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the effect of polymer 

bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

release pattern in soil at 75% of field capacity moisture level   

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

 squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

Polymer (P) 2 110918        55459 238 0.00 

Coating (C) 3 450531   150177 645 0.00 

Days (D) 3 994689   331563   1423 0.00 

P*C 6        76683        12781        55 0.00 

P*D 6 418537        69756 299 0.00 

C*D 9   4670974   518997   2228 0.00 

P*C*D  18 311090        17283        74 0.00 

Error  94        21901        233   

Total    141  7055322    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=2.75, Grand mean=556 
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4.1.4.1.3: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 50% of field capacity moisture 

level 

Appendix 6: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the effect of polymer 

coated DAP bioaugmented with endophytes on P release pattern at 

50% field capacity moisture level   

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of  

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

Polymer (P) 2 13506 6753 11 0.00 

Coating (C) 3     1004350    334753   543 0.00 

Days (D) 3     1031019    343673   557 0.00 

P*C 6 34390        5732  9.3 0.00 

P*D 6   259356 43226 70 0.00 

C*D 9     2529145   281016   457 0.00 

P*C*D  18   289784 16099 26 0.00 

Error   94 57934        616   

Total    141     5219484    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=5.63, Grand mean=441 
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4.1.4.2: Study II 

Release of P from polymer coated bioaugmented DAP fertilizer at different 

temperatures 

4.1.4.2.1: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 10 ºC temperature    

Appendix 7: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the effect of polymer 

bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

release pattern in soil at 10 ºC temperature     

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of 

squares 

Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

Polymer (P) 2 25977 12989 53 0.00 

Coating (C) 3  216718 72239   992 0.00 

Days (D) 3    2087462   695821     2812 0.00 

P*C 6         12266        2044    8.26 0.00 

P*D 6         54231        9039     9039 0.00 

C*D 9    5078653   564290     2280 0.00 

P*C*D  18         23320        1296    5.24 0.00 

Error  94         23259        247   

Total    141    7521886    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=2.55, Grand mean=617 
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4.1.4.2.2: Effect of polymer bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer 

on phosphorus release pattern in soil at 40 ºC temperature     

Appendix 8: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table showing the effect of polymer 

bioaugmented with endophytes coated DAP fertilizer on phosphorus 

release pattern in soil at 40 ºC temperature    

Source of 

variation 

Degrees of 

freedom 

Sum of squares Mean 

squares 

F-value P-value 

Polymer (P) 2 21954 10977         34 0.00 

Coating (C) 3    2580262   860087      2693 0.00 

Days (D) 3  368273   122758    384 0.00 

P*C 6         33665        5611         18 0.00 

P*D 6  436620 72770    228 0.00 

C*D 9    5166197   574022      1798 0.00 

P*C*D   18  401782 22321         70 0.00 

Error   94         30019        319   

Total    141    9038772    

 

Significant (P<0.05), CV=2.82, Grand mean=635 

 

 


